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Abstract

With the advancement of chatbot technology in recent years, there has been a surge

in interest in conversational recommender systems (CRSs), which mimic human

conversations to help users find recommendations (e.g., movies, music, and hotels)

through multi-turn dialogues. Compared with traditional recommender systems

that present a ranked list of items in one direction to users, CRSs can support

more flexible interactions – mixed-initiative interaction – between users and the

system, allowing users to ask questions or give feedback on recommendations. Yet,

the majority of existing research has focused on optimizing system effectiveness

and efficiency (i.e., improving recommendation quality and reducing the number

of interaction turns), while many human-related issues such as user intent (e.g.,

feedback intents), user experience, and user trust have received insufficient attention,

which are crucial for designing CRSs that can better serve users’ needs and help

them make confident decisions. In this dissertation, we intend to study CRSs from a

human-centered perspective, with the aim of answering the main question: How to

design conversational recommender systems that can enhance user experience

and inspire user trust?

To address this question, we place our emphasis on the three concrete problems:

1) understanding and predicting user intents and satisfaction with conversation

recommendations; 2) designing and evaluating conversational recommender systems

with critiquing techniques; and 3) analyzing the factors influencing user trust in

conversational recommender systems.
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To develop a multi-turn conversational recommender system, it is important to

understand and predict users’ intents behind their utterances and their satisfaction

with the recommendation, so as to allow the system to incrementally refine the user

preference model and adjust its dialogue strategy. Therefore, we first aim to gain a

deeper understanding of how users interact with recommenders through conversa-

tions. To this end, we analyzed a set of over 300 human-human recommendation

dialogues, based on which two hierarchical taxonomies for classifying user intents

and recommender actions, respectively, were established using a grounded theory

approach. Then, we defined various categories of features considering content,

discourse, sentiment, and context to predict users’ intents and satisfaction using

machine learning techniques.

Our above dialogue analysis indicates that users may have different needs (e.g.,

finding items of interest, exploring something different) during the conversation.

Given that CRSs can support user feedback intents such as providing critiquing

feedback (e.g., “I want songs with a faster tempo!”), we considered incorporating

critiquing techniques (i.e., user-initiated critiquing (UC) and system-suggested

critiquing (SC)) into the system to facilitate users’ feedback provision and their

exploration of recommendations. Specifically, we designed two kinds of system-

suggested critiquing technique, progressive system-suggested critiquing (Progressive

SC) and cascading system-suggested critiquing (Cascading SC), to enhance user

exploration in two different ways, and implemented three prototype conversational

music recommenders featuring three different critiquing techniques respectively: UC,

Progressive SC and Cascading SC. We then conducted a user study to compare the

three critiquing-based recommenders with regards to music exploration in terms of

user experience, showing that incorporating Progressive SC and Cascading SC in the

recommender can increase users’ perceived diversity and serendipity, respectively.

Considering different task contexts may influence user interaction with the system,

we carried out another user study and presented our evaluation of the three proposed
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critiquing-based conversational recommenders in a typical user task in recommender

systems: basic recommendation task (BRT, i.e., looking for items according to the

user’s preferences), and compared it with our evaluation results in the exploration-

oriented task (EOT, i.e., exploring different types of items). Our experimental results

verified the impact of task type on user experience with the CRS; EOT stimulated

more user interaction, while BRT resulted in higher user satisfaction.

While the preceding studies have demonstrated several advantages of CRSs, little

is known about user trust toward CRSs, which strongly affects users’ intention to

adopt such systems in real-world situations. Grounded on the framework of Hoff

and Bashir’s three-layered trust model, we investigated the effects of three types of

factors (user-related, system-related, and context-related) on user trust in two types

of CRS, i.e., user-initiative and mixed-initiative. Our empirical study highlighted the

impact of the user-related factors (personal characteristics), showing that users’ trust

propensity and domain knowledge positively influenced their trust in conversational

recommender systems, and that users with high conscientiousness tended to trust the

mixed-initiative system.

In the end, we provide practical implications for designing conversational rec-

ommender systems based on our experimental findings. They should be useful

for researchers and practitioners to develop a human-centered conversational rec-

ommender system, making it capable of better fulfilling users’ needs, adapting to

different task contexts, and fostering individual trust toward the system, which may

ultimately maximize the benefits of conversational recommender systems.

Keywords: Conversational recommender systems, human-centered design, user

intent, critiquing technique, user exploration, user evaluation, task context, user trust,

personal characteristic
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background & Motivation
Recommender systems (RSs) are one of the most popular artificial intelligence (AI)

applications, which are developed to assist users in looking for desired items (e.g.,

products, music, and restaurants) from a large information space by suggesting

relevant items based on users’ preference [1]. Due to substantial benefits to both users

and companies like Amazon and Netflix [2], [3], these systems have been widely

used in various application domains, such as e-commerce [4], [5], media [6]–[8],

and healthcare [9], [10].

In recent years, the emergence of chatbot technology has led to increasing cases

where recommendations are presented to users through conversations [11]. Some

commercial chatbots have been built on Amazon Alexa, Google Assistant, and

Facebook Messenger for recommending items (e.g., songs, hotels, and products) [12].

Such systems, often named conversational recommender systems (CRSs), are typically

designed to imitate human advisors to communicate with users in natural language

and help them find satisfying items in multi-turn dialogues [11], [13], [14]. Unlike

traditional recommender systems that mainly adopt a one-shot interaction strategy (i.e.,

presenting a ranked list of recommended items based on users’ past interactions [1]),

Such systems can support mixed-initiative interaction [15] by combining both user-
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initiative and system-initiative interactions. For example, during the interaction, users

can actively inform the system of their preferences (e.g., “I like country music.”) or

give feedback on the recommended item (e.g., “I want a song with higher energy.”);

the system can proactively ask users what they prefer and offer suggestions to users

for exploring recommendation (e.g., “Do you want to try some piano music?”) [11].

This kind of natural and flexible interaction can not only increase user engagement

in the recommendation process, but also enable the system to elicit more explicit

user preferences and build a more comprehensive user model for generating better

recommendations [14], [16].

While there is an increased interest in CRSs, recommender system researchers

have been mainly focusing on improving system effectiveness (i.e., improving the

recommendation quality) and efficiency (i.e., reducing the number of interaction

turns) [11], [17], [18]. So far few studies have investigated human-related issues

such as user intent, user experience, and user trust in CRSs, which are essential for

building a CRS that can engage users in the recommendation process and establish

trust with users, thereby being able to assist them in achieving their goals (e.g. finding

desired items or making a confident decision).

Therefore, in this dissertation, we study conversational recommender systems

from a human-centered perspective, focusing on understanding users’ intents when

they interact with recommenders and investigating how conversation interaction (e.g.,

who, user or system, takes the initiative) impacts user experience and user trust. We

aim to answer the main question “How to design conversational recommender

systems that can enhance user experience and inspire user trust?”. Our human-

centered conversational recommender system research will be useful for researchers

and practitioners who endeavor to design trustworthy conversational recommender

systems to improve user experience and better fulfill users’ needs.
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Figure 1.1: Dissertation research overview.

1.2 Research Overview
To address our main question of how to design conversational recommender systems

that can enhance user experience and inspire user trust, we conduct our research

following the general methodology of human-centered design [19], which consists

of the four phases: Understand, Design, Evaluate, and Analyze. Motivated by

the human-centered design process and previous research in RS [20], we place

our emphasis on the three concrete problems (see Figure 1.1): (1) Understanding

and predicting user intents and satisfaction with conversation recommendations;

(2) Designing and evaluating conversational recommender systems with critiquing

techniques; and (3) Analyzing the factors influencing user trust in conversational

recommender systems. In the following, we briefly introduce each research problem

as well as our solutions.
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1.2.1 Understanding and Predicting User Intents and Satisfaction

with Conversation Recommendations

Problem: To develop a multi-turn CRS that can satisfy users’ needs, one key challenge

is to understand and predict the user’s intents behind her/his utterances [21], as it

allows the system to gradually improve its understanding of the user’s preferences and

hence decide the next move so as to improve its recommendations in the subsequent

conversation [22]. Furthermore, it is also essential to predict the user’s satisfaction

with the system’s recommendations (i.e., if the system is effective in helping the

user achieve her/his goal [23]); this can inform the system to dynamically modify its

dialogue strategy. Unfortunately, little emphasis has yet been dedicated to predicting

user intents and satisfaction in a CRS, though there is some relevant research in

question-answering (Q&A) systems [24] or general domains [25]. However, users

may respond differently when interacting with different kinds of systems. For

example, users who are using a Q&A system may frequently ask or rephrase their

questions to better express their information needs [24], whereas users who interact

with a CRS may be more likely to provide feedback on the item recommended by the

system in order to obtain better recommendations [26]. As illustrated in the dialogue

example (see Figure 1.2), when the seeker had no interest in the recommended movie

(e.g., “Spaceballs" in our case), s/he gave feedback “I didn’t really like it. I do love

80s movies though." By taking into account the seeker’s feedback (including their

intents and satisfaction), the recommender may be able to adopt appropriate strategies

(e.g., giving explanation or providing another recommendation). Therefore, in our

research, we have been engaged in understanding and predicting users’ intents and

satisfaction specific to conversational recommendations. In Chapters 3 & 4, we seek

to answer three specific research questions:

(1) How can we classify users’ intents and recommenders’ actions respectively in

the dialogue conversation?
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Seeker: …
Recommender:    Another good one is  Spaceballs.
Seeker: I did see that one, but I didn't really like it. I do love 80s movies 

though. 
Recommender: Ok Well how about Planes, Trains and Automobiles.
Seeker: I may have seen that a long time ago but I can't remember. who 

is in that again?
Recommender: Steve Martin and John Candy. It is very funny.
Seeker: I love them both. I will try that one. Thanks so much!

Figure 1.2: One human-human dialogue example from ReDial, a movie recommen-
dation dialogue dataset [27], where the recommended movie is underlined and the
seeker’s feedback is highlighted in bold.

(2) How can we accurately predict a user’s intents given her/his utterance in the

recommendation dialogue?

(3) How does user satisfaction relate to their intents and recommender’s actions

in multi-turn interactions, and how can we accurately predict user satisfaction with

the recommendation?

Solution: To address the above questions, we first analyzed a collection of over 300

human-human conversations about movie recommendations [27] for gaining a better

understanding of the language-based interaction between users (recommendation

seekers) and human recommenders (see the example shown in Figure 1.2). Based on

these dialogue conversations, we employed a grounded theory approach to develop

two hierarchical taxonomies for classifying user intents and recommender actions,

respectively. Second, with the established taxonomies, we annotated the collected

dialogue data and further identified various types of features for intent prediction as

inspired by related work on dialogue act modeling [28]–[30]. Then, we examined how

well different machine learning and deep learning methods performed at predicting

user intents. Third, motivated by previous research that leverages users’ intents as

features to predict users’ satisfaction in general conversation systems [31], [32], we

attempt to particularly consider both user intents and recommender actions for better

predicting user satisfaction with conversational recommendations.

Outcomes: By examining the collected recommendation dialogue data based
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on grounded theory, we established two hierarchical taxonomies for classifying

user intents and recommender actions, respectively (see Chapter 3). With the

two established taxonomies, 336 multi-turn recommendation dialogues (with 4,583

utterances) were annotated with user intents and recommender actions at the utterance

level. This annotated dialogue dataset, called Intent Annotation of Recommendation

Dialogue (IARD) Dataset, has been publicly available.1

For automatically predicting users’ intents and satisfaction with conversational

recommendations (see Chapter 4), we defined various feature categories relating

to content, discourse, sentiment, and context information of given utterances, and

compared the prediction performance of a series of machine learning and deep

learning approaches. Through a series of experiment, we identified the most

predictive features at both category-level and individual-level. Our experimental

results have also shown that some classical machine learning models (such as

XGBoost and SVM) can achieve a good performance in predicting user intents.

Additionally, the results have indicated that incorporating context features (like

previous recommender actions) into the prediction model can greatly improve the

performance. Furthermore, we have demonstrated the feasibility of integrating both

user intents and recommender actions as dialogue behavior features to predict user

satisfaction with the recommendation.

1.2.2 Designing and Evaluating Conversational Recommender

Systems with Critiquing Techniques

Problem: According to our analysis of recommendation dialogues as noted above, we

found that users may have various demands when conversing with the recommender;

for instance, some users may be looking for certain items of interest, while others

may be looking to explore something new. As CRSs allow users and the system to

communicate in natural language, they show the great potential for facilitating users’

1https://github.com/wanlingcai1997/umap_2020_IARD
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feedback provision as well as promoting users’ exploratory activities [33]. However,

little empirical research has been done to investigate user experience (i.e., users’

perception and interaction) with CRSs, and, more crucially, how to best support users

in providing their feedback on the recommended item, particularly when the system’s

recommendation does not satisfy their current needs.

In the broader area of recommender systems, critiquing-based recommender

systems have been proposed to elicit users’ critiquing feedback (e.g., “different genres

and higher energy”) and stimulate their feedback provision [34]. There are primarily

two different types of critiquing technique: user-initiated critiquing (UC) (i.e., users

create critiques on their own) and system-suggested critiquing (SC) (i.e., the system

generates a set of critique candidates for users to select). Previous research studies

have shown the positive effects of critiquing approaches on the efficiency of the

recommendation process [34], [35]. However, the limitation of this branch of work

is that users do not have much freedom of posting any kinds of feedback that they

may wish, because their interactions are restricted to traditional GUI elements (e.g.,

menu, form, button). Given that CRSs can support a variety of user intents including

providing critiquing feedback (e.g., “I want songs with a faster tempo!”) and allow

more flexible language-based feedback, we are interested in incorporating and further

strengthening critiquing techniques (i.e., UC and SC) in conversational interaction

for CRSs in order to enhance user experience with the system.

Moreover, as mentioned earlier, during the interaction with recommenders, users

may perform different tasks (e.g., finding relevant items, exploring the decision space)

due to individual needs [36], [37]. Previous studies have suggested that different

types of user tasks may influence user interaction with the system, and hence impact

their experience [38], [39]. Therefore, in Chapters 5 & 6, we seek to address the two

main research questions:

(1) how to improve critiquing techniques in CRSs to facilitate users’ feedback

provision and support users’ exploration?
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(2) how do critiquing techniques and task type influence users’ perceptions and

interaction with critiquing-based CRSs?

Solution: In our work, we first designed two kinds of system-suggested critiquing

(SC) technique: Progressive system-suggested critiquing (Progressive SC) and

Cascading system-suggested critiquing (Cascading SC) for eliciting users’ feedback

and facilitating users’ exploration of recommendations in two different ways. The

former is preference-oriented, which provides critiques (e.g., “Since you liked the

song XXX, would you like to try the song of lower energy of the same genre?”)

based on users’ current preferences and incremental critiquing feedback [40], while

the latter is diversity-oriented, which suggests critiques (e.g., “Would you like to

try another music genre such as country music?”) to steer users into a cascade of

diverse types of items by using a strategical approach based on the assumption of the

cascading user behavior as inspired by [41]. Then, we have implemented a music

chatbot with three system variants, which feature UC (i.e., users can make critiques on

the recommendation by themselves), Progressive SC, and Cascading SC, respectively.

Motivated by the observation of our dialogue data analysis as well as recent attempts

of encouraging users to explore diverse recommendations for mitigating the “filter

bubble” issue2 in RS [43], [44], we have conducted a user study to compare these

three critiquing-based system regarding music exploration, in order to examine how

critiquing techniques can influence users’ exploration of music in a conversational

recommender. Furthermore, to comparatively evaluate the three critiquing-based

CRSs in terms of user experience, we have further conducted task-oriented user

evaluation, which focus on two typical types of user tasks in a recommender

system [36] respectively: basic recommendation task (BRT), i.e., looking for songs

according to the user’s current preferences; and exploration-oriented task (EOT),

i.e., exploring diverse types of songs.

2The “filter bubble” issue refers to a phenomenon where users become isolated from the items
that do not suit their tastes. Personalized recommendations to users are too aligned with their current
preferences, which may lead to increasingly narrower exploration space over time [42].
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Outcomes: We summarized the results of our user studies for the three critiquing-

based CRSs mainly from two aspects:

• Effects of Critiquing Technique: Our results show that, when performing music

exploration task (i.e., EOT), users perceive higher diversity of recommenda-

tions by the system that offers Cascading SC, and feel more serendipitous

recommendations by the system that offers Progressive SC. This suggests that

SC can better enhance users’ exploration of recommendation. Also, in EOT,

critiquing techniques significantly moderate certain relationships between

interaction metrics (e.g., number of listened songs, number of dialogue turns)

and users’ perceived serendipity and satisfaction. However, when users perform

BRT, three critiquing techniques are perceived at the same level.

• Effects of Task Type: The experimental results show that the task type signifi-

cantly impacts user experience with the critiquing system. EOT encourages

more user interaction, while BRT results in more positive user perception like

higher satisfaction.

We present the design of our proposed critiquing techniques and the detailed

analysis of the user study regarding music exploration (i.e., EOT) in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6, we presented our evaluation of proposed critiquing systems in two

typical types of user tasks (i.e., BRT and EOT), revealing how task type impacts user

experience, and how critiquing techniques influence user perception and interaction

when they perform these two types of tasks. Based on our findings, we offer

implications for designing critiquing-based recommender chatbots for serving users’

different purposes.

1.2.3 Analyzing the Factors Influencing User Trust in Conversa-

tional Recommender Systems

Problem: As discussed earlier, CRSs can support mixed-initiative, by combining both

user-initiative (i.e., users actively tell the system what they want) and system-initiative
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Figure 1.3: Factors affecting user trust in CRSs grounded on Hoff and Bashir’s
three-layered trust model [49].

(i.e., the system proactively offers suggestions to users during the recommendation

process) interactions, which is regarded as a more flexible interaction strategy in

human-computer interaction (HCI) [15]. In our previous studies, we compared

critiquing-based conversational music recommenders that employed different ini-

tiative strategies (i.e., user-initiative and mixed-initiative [33], [45], and found that

the user-initiative CRS gives users more control to tune recommendations on their

own, whereas the mixed-initiative CRS enhances user exploration by allowing users

to control the exploration direction on their own as well as guiding them to explore

something different. While existing and our studies have demonstrated several

advantages of different types of CRSs, little is known about user trust toward CRSs,

which plays a vital role in users’ willingness to accept recommendations [46] and

adopt a given system [47], [48] in real-world situations. Therefore, in our research

described in Chapter 7, we seek to investigate the factors that can influence user trust

in CRSs.

Solution: Our work is theoretically driven by the three-layered trust model

proposed by Hoff and Bashir [49], which suggests that user trust in a computer system

can be influenced by three types of factors: user-related factors, system-related
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factors, and context-related factors (see Figure 1.3).

Among user-related factors, inspired by previous works [50]–[52], we considered

three personal characteristics: (1) personality traits, which refer to enduring charac-

teristics related to people’s thinking, feeling, and behaving, and have been shown to

influence user trust in both human-human and human-machine relationships [50],

[51]; (2) trust propensity, which can be defined as the user’s general tendency to trust

others, and has been demonstrated to impact user trust in traditional recommender

systems [48], [52]; and (3) domain knowledge, which represents the user’s expert

knowledge in the chosen domain, and has been shown to influence user reliance and

trust in intelligent systems [49], [53].

Among system-related factors, we considered initiative strategies, among which

the mixed-initiative strategy is a special characteristic of CRSs. However, it might be

difficult to inspire user trust in CRSs with a “one-size-fits-all” design of the initiative

strategy, because different users may prefer different conversation interactions given

their personal characteristics [52], [54]. Thus, we investigated whether and how

users’ personal characteristics influence their trust in CRSs with different initiative

strategies (user-initiative vs. mixed-initiative).

Finally, regarding context-related factors (also known as situational factors such

as the user’s performed task [39], [49]), we examined whether and how users’

personal characteristics interact with task complexity to affect user trust in CRSs.

User tasks with different levels of complexity may influence how users interact with

systems [55], [56], and the influences vary among different types of users [57]–[59];

for example, domain novices tend to spend much more time completing a more

complex knowledge-seeking task than do domain experts [58].

To examine the impact of these three types of factors on user trust in CRSs,

we conducted a between-subjects user study (N=148). Two variants of a text-

based conversational music recommender were implemented for the experiment: a

User-Initiative system that mainly responds to users’ requests or feedback, and a
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Mixed-Initiative system that not only allows users to freely give feedback on the

recommendation, but also proactively offers suggestions. Additionally, to vary the task

complexity, we designed two user tasks in the context of seeking recommendations:

a Simple Task that asks users to find five songs based on their current preferences,

and a Complex Task that asks users to first explore diverse types of songs beyond

their current interests and then select five songs.

Outcomes: Our analyses revealed three main findings: (1) User experience

with conversational interaction in a CRS can be influential on user trust in the

system. (2) Our results demonstrate the main effects of user-related factors (personal

characteristics) and their interaction effects with the system-related factor (initiative

strategy) and the context-related factor (task complexity) on user trust in the CRS.

(3) Among the three types of personal characteristics considered, users’ trust

propensity and domain knowledge significantly affected user trust toward the CRS;

The personality trait conscientiousness separately interacted with the initiative

strategy and the task complexity to inspire user trust in the CRS. Based on these

findings, we present practical implications for designing trustworthy CRSs that can

be tailored to individual users’ needs based on their personal characteristics (e.g.,

conscientiousness, trust propensity, and domain knowledge).

1.3 Main Contributions
The objective of our work was to figure out how to design conversational recommender

systems that can enhance user experience and inspire user trust by addressing the

above three main problems. This section briefly summarizes the major contributions

of this dissertation as follows:

• Taxonomies of user intents and recommender actions established for

classifying user intents and recommender actions, respectively. With the

two established taxonomies, we annotated a collection of recommendation

dialogue data and provided a labeled dataset, named Intent Annotation of
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Recommendation Dialogue (IARD) Dataset,3 for future research of CRS.

• Dedicated intent and satisfaction prediction methods specific for conversa-

tional recommender systems. we identified the four categories of feature (i.e.,

content, discourse, sentiment, context), and employed different machine learn-

ing and deep learning approaches for performing user intents and satisfaction

prediction tasks.

• Two system-suggested critiquing techniques (SC) designed in CRSs for

facilitating users’ feedback provision and supporting users’ exploration of

recommendations. The designed SC techniques, i.e., Progressive SC and

Cascading SC, are demonstrated to better enhance users’ exploration inter-

action and positively influence users’ perceived serendipity and diversity of

recommendations.

• Task-oriented user evaluation on critiquing-based conversational recom-

menders for examining the effects of task type. Our empirical investigation

demonstrates the impact of task type, e.g., an exploration-oriented task would

stimulate more user interaction whereas a basic recommendation task would

lead to higher user satisfaction; critiquing techniques can show more influ-

ence on user experience when users perform a higher demanding task (i.e.,

exploration-oriented task).

• An investigation of factors influencing user trust in CRSs which include

user-related, system-related, and context-related factors. Our study highlights

the main impact of user-related factors (i.e., personal characteristics), and their

interaction effects with both system-related and context-related factors.

• Design Implications provided for the future design of human-centered con-

versational recommender systems. Based on our experimental results, we

suggest incorporating critiquing techniques into the design of CRSs, and taking

3The dataset is publicly available in https://github.com/wanlingcai1997/umap_2020_
IARD.
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contextual characteristics (e.g., task type) and personal characteristics into

account when designing and evaluating conversational recommender systems.

1.4 Dissertation Outline
This chapter introduces the background and motivation of our research as well as

our main question: How to design conversational recommender systems that can

enhance user experience and inspire user trust? To answer this question, we have

been particularly interested in tackling three problems: the first one is to understand

and predict users’ intents and satisfaction with recommendations; the second one is

to design and evaluate conversational recommenders with critiquing techniques; and

the third one is to analyze the factors influencing user trust toward the system. We

briefly summarize our major contributions when addressing these concrete problems.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 – Literature Review

This chapter in detail reviews existing work on conversational recommender

systems, followed by related work on critiquing-based systems in the broad

field of recommender systems. We then discuss critical issues that should be

further investigated, which motivate our current research.
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This chapter is adapted from certain sections of the following publica-

tions:

Jannach, Dietmar, Ahtsham Manzoor, Wanling Cai, and Li Chen. A

Survey on Conversational Recommender Systems. ACM Computing

Surveys (CSUR), 54(5), pages 1-36, 2021. (Section 5 that I contribute)

Wanling Cai and Li Chen. Predicting User Intents and Satisfaction with

Dialogue-based Conversational Recommendations. In: Proceedings of

28th ACM Conference on User Modeling, Adaptation and Personaliza-

tion (UMAP’ 20), Genoa, Italy, July 14-17, 2020. (Section 2)

Yucheng Jin, Wanling Cai, Li Chen, Nyi Nyi Htun, and Katrien Verbert.

MusicBot: Evaluating Critiquing-based Music Recommenders with

Conversational Interaction. In: Proceedings of 28th ACM International

Conference on Information and Knowledge Management (CIKM’ 19),

Beijing, China, November 3-7, 2019. (Section 2 that I contribute)

• Chapter 3 – Taxonomy of User Intents and Recommender Actions for

Conversational Recommendations

This chapter presents our examination of a set of over 300 human-human

dialogues centered around movie recommendations for understanding the

language interaction between users (seekers) and human recommenders. Two

established hierarchical taxonomies based on grounded theory are provided to

classify user intents and recommender actions, respectively.

• Chapter 4 – Predicting User Intents and Satisfaction with Conversational

Recommendations

This chapter explores the possibility of automatically predicting user intents

and satisfaction with the recommendation, where we define various feature

categories (i.e., content, discourse, sentiment, and context) to predict users’

intents and satisfaction with different machine learning methods.
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Chapters 3 & 4 is based on the following publication:

Wanling Cai and Li Chen. Predicting User Intents and Satisfaction with

Dialogue-based Conversational Recommendations. In: Proceedings of

28th ACM Conference on User Modeling, Adaptation and Personaliza-

tion (UMAP’ 20), Genoa, Italy, July 14-17, 2020.

• Chapter 5 – Designing and Evaluating Critiquing-based Conversational

Recommenders for User Exploration

This chapter introduces the two kinds of system-suggested critiquing technique:

progressive system-suggested critiquing (Progressive SC) and cascading system-

suggested critiquing (Cascading SC), in conversational recommenders for

facilitating users’ exploration of music recommendations. It also shows three

variants of conversational music recommenders featuring different critiquing

techniques and presents a user study to compare them with regard to music

exploration in terms of user perception and user interaction.

This chapter is mainly based on the following publication:

Wanling Cai, Yucheng Jin and Li Chen. Critiquing for Music Explo-

ration in Conversational Recommender Systems. In: Proceedings of

26th ACM Conference on Intelligent User Interface (IUI’ 21), College

Station, TX, USA, April 14-17, 2021.

• Chapter 6 – Task-oriented User Evaluation on Critiquing-based Conver-

sational Recommenders

This chapter presents our evaluation of the proposed critiquing systems in two

typical types of user tasks in recommender systems (i.e., basic recommenda-

tion task and exploration-oriented task), and reveals how task type impacts

user experience, and how critiquing techniques influence user perception and
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interaction when they perform these two types of tasks.

This chapter is based on the following publication:

Wanling Cai, Yucheng Jin and Li Chen. Task-oriented User Evaluation

on Critiquing-based Recommendation Chatbots. IEEE Transactions On

Human-Machine Systems (THMS), pages 1-13, 2022.

• Chapter 7 – Factors Influencing User Trust in Conversational Recom-

mender Systems

This chapter shows our investigation of the effects of the three types of factors

(user-related, system-related, and context-related) on user trust, grounded on the

framework of Hof and Bashir’s three-layered trust model. It highlights the main

effects of user-related factors (personal characteristics) and their interaction

effects with the system-related factor (initiative strategy) and the context-related

factor (task complexity) on user trust in conversational recommender systems.

This chapter is based on the following publication:

Wanling Cai, Yucheng Jin and Li Chen. Impacts of Personal Char-

acteristics on User Trust in Conversational Recommender Systems.

In: Proceedings of the 40th ACM Conference on Human Factors in

Computing Systems (CHI’ 22), New Orleans, LA, USA, April 30-May

5, 2022.

• Chapter 8 – Conclusion and Future Work

This chapter concludes with the main contributions of this dissertation, and

discusses some future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we provide a review of existing research on conversational recom-

mender systems and critiquing-based recommender systems, and describe how they

motivate our current research in this dissertation.

2.1 Conversational Recommender Systems
Conversational recommender systems (CRSs) aim to mimic a human advisor to help

users look for their desired items through multi-turn dialogues via text or voice [11],

[13], [18], [60]. Several earlier studies have demonstrated this kind of conversational

systems [61], [62]. For instance, ExpertClerk [61] is a conversational agent designed

to interact with shoppers by asking questions to obtain their preferences and proposing

recommendations to assist users in finding satisfactory products. Adaptive place

advisor [62] provides personalized recommendations to help users find ideal places

for traveling based on their long-term preferences and short-term interests. Unlike

single-shot traditional recommender systems [1], CRSs allows users to interact with

the system in a multi-turn conversation, enabling the system to incrementally refine

the user preference model to generate more satisfying recommendations [14], [16].

Several studies have also shown the superiority of conversational user interfaces over

graphical user interfaces during the process of recommendations [60], [63], [64].

Due to these advantages and the recent development of chatbot technology, there has
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been an increased interest in the research of conversational recommender systems. In

this section, we introduce the existing work on CRSs in terms of two aspects: system

design and user experience.

2.1.1 System Design

User

Natural Language 
Understanding 

(NLU)

Dialogue State 
Tracking

(DST)

Natural Language 
Generation

(NLG) 

Policy Learning
(PL)

User Modeling
(UM)

Request

Recommend

Explain

Respond

Recommendation
and Reasoning Engine 

(RRE)

Conversational Recommender System

Task-Oriented Dialogue System

Utterance

Response

(a) User Intent Prediction (b) User Satisfaction Prediction 

Figure 2.1: A pipeline framework of conversational recommender system.

Figure 2.1 shows the framework of conversational recommender systems, which

usually contains four common modules of a task-oriented dialogue system [65]:

• Natural Language Understanding (NLU): This module aims at understanding

and predicting the user’s intents or goals through her/his input utterances, which

allows the system dynamically updates the understanding of user preferences.

• Dialogue State Tracking (DST): This module is to track the user’s current state

(e.g., current intent and satisfaction) and updates the user’s preference profile.

• Policy Learning (PL): Based on the provided information from DST, the PL

module aims to select appropriate action (e.g., providing recommendations or

giving explanations) in the next turn.

• Natural Language Generation (NLG): This module generates the corresponding

response based on the selected action and returns it to the user.

Besides these four general modules, CRSs comprises another two modules for
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modeling users’ preferences, and performing specific tasks (e.g., computing rec-

ommendations, determining the next question to ask) based on the selected system

action:

• User Modeling (UM): This module is to build a comprehensive model of user

preference. This can be updated by the current dialogue state tracked by the

DST, where both long-term and short-term user preferences can be considered,

or not.

• Recommendation and Reasoning Engine (RRE): This module mainly focuses

on the system action – generating recommendations for users, given the

current dialogue state and the user model. Other system actions may also be

considered to be implemented such as determining questions for requesting

users’ preferences or generating explanations for the recommended item.

In the rest of this section, we review the existing studies for CRSs based on the above-

mentioned modules. Noted we particularly introduce the related work that motivated

this research, aiming to provide a background for our core research problems (i.e.,

user intent and satisfaction) and the design of conversational recommender systems.

For a more comprehensive review of conversational recommender systems, please

see our survey [20].

2.1.1.1 Natural Language Understanding

In a CRS that communicates with users in natural language, it is essential to understand

users’ intents behind their utterances (user intent indicates the goal or intention that

users have during the interaction with the system [28]), based on which the system

is able to take an appropriate system action in the subsequent interaction [21]. In

this part, we first review the research work that have studied user intents specific to

CRSs, and then focus on the approaches for the two main computational tasks in this

module, i.e., user intent prediction and named entity recognition.

User Intent Discovery. CRSs are one type of task-oriented dialogue systems
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to fulfil a specific purpose to assist users in seeking recommendations and making

decision. Thus, they are supposed to be able to understand the users’ particular needs

and intents in this context. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are only few

studies that have explicitly investigated users’ goals, intents, and ways of expressing

preferences during the interaction with conversational recommenders. Yan et.al. [26]

developed a bot applied in shopping scenario and identified four most-frequent user

intents (i.e., recommendation, comparison, ask opinion and QA) and also three

session-aware intents (i.e., add filter condition, see-more and negation). Kang

et.al. [63] developed an experiment site for collecting users’ initial and follow-up

queries when they ask for recommendations via speech or text based dialogues. They

then classified users’ initial queries into objective, subjective, and navigation goals,

and follow-up queries into refine, reformulate, and start over categories. However,

the user data in the previous work were not collected through natural conversations;

the former work identified user intents from questions posted in the community sites

and the latter work collected queries that were prompted by their pre-defined system

questions. In addition, in the latter work, at most two queries were retrieved from

each user, and the second query was only prompted when the user rated the current

recommendation “fair” or better, so they do not reflect users’ real feedback especially

with negative opinions. Therefore, to build a conversational recommender systems

that can better understand users’ intents and serve users’ needs, further studies are

needed to understand how users interaction with recommenders through multi-turn

conversations.

User Intent Prediction and Named Entity Recognition. In principle, user intent

prediction can be seen as a classification task (so called dialogue act classification),

that classifies the given user utterance into one or multiple intent categories [66].

Named entity recognition is aimed to locate and classify named entities in the

given user utterance into pre-defined categories such as product names, product

attributes, and attribute values [26]. In a previous work on dialogue systems for online
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shopping [26], a natural language understanding component for intent prediction,

product category detection, and product attribute extraction, was implemented in

the developed system. In such system, “recommend me a Huawei phone with 5.2

inch screen” can be recogized as the utterance with the intent: Recommendation,

the product category: cellphone, the brand of the product: Huawei, and the display

size of the product: 5.2 inch. To solve these tasks, they first collected a set of

product-related questions, i.e., questions that contain at least one produce name,

category name by their given product knowledge base, from questions posted to a

community site, which are used to mine intent phrases such as “want to by” and

“how about” by using two phase-based algorithms (i.e., PhraseSegmentation and

PhraseLDA [67]) to segment each question into a phrase sequence and to get the topic

clusters for all phrases, respectively. Based on the resulting phrase clusters, seven

purchase-related intents (e.g., Recommendation, Ask Opinion, Add Filter Condition)

were defined by crowdsourcing. They then used the annotated questions with intent

labels to train a multi-class classifiers for intent detection of new user questions. As

for product category detection, they employed a CNN-based approach that took the

detected intent into account to identify the category of mentioned product in a given

utterance. Furthermore, they annotated some certain words in the given utterance

with attribute names and values by mining the paraphases of attribute names or

values from product search log data and different data sources (e.g., Wikipedia

redirect table) and using a DP-based algorithm to find an optimal solution to assign

each word of the utterance with a specific attribute name or value. Some works,

such as [68], [69], have developed neural network approach (e.g., based on MLP

or LSTM [70]) to predict the probability distribution on a set of pre-defined intent

categories. Additionally, another work proposed to rewrite the user’s queries (e.g.,

“How to protect my iphone screen”) as keyword-like words (e.g., “iphone screen

protector”) to trigger recommendations by using sequence to sequence model to

estimate the posterior distribution on the set of items given the user’s utterance [71],
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instead of classifying the named entities occurred in the utterance into a specific

category. Although these two tasks have been extensively studied in general dialogue

system [66], there are few studies specific to CRSs, possibly due to the lack of a

well-established taxonomy and large-scale annotated recommendation dialogue data.

2.1.1.2 Dialogue State Tracking

To support multi-turn interactions with users, CRSs have to adopt an appropriate

method to track the current state of the dialogue so as to decide on the next system’s

action. However, most existing CRSs mainly consists of two phases: asking questions

for acquiring users’ preferences, and then providing a list of recommendation.

Specifically, the traditional methods were mostly rule or frame based [62], [72], [73].

For example, in several works [62], [72], the questions were asked in order to quickly

narrowing down the space of relevant items, so a pre-defined threshold number was

used to determine what actions (e.g., asking questions or proposing items) the system

should carry out. Moreover, recent studies have focused on how to select informative

questions to learn users’ preference before giving the recommendation. For instance,

Zhang et al. [18] implemented a system using multi-memory network architecture

which was able to ask aspect-based questions in a specific order to understand the

user’s need. Sun et al., [74] trained a deep policy network to select a facet and ask

users to provide information about their preferences. Ren et al. [18] proposed a

knowledge-based question generation system to select the most relevant question

from a structured knowledge graph, in order to obtain users’ detailed preferences.

These systems leveraged the user’s current state to determine whether the collected

user preference information was sufficient for generating recommendations, which

can only handle one-shot recommendations [74], [75]. In other words, these system

normally ends the conversation after presenting one or multiple recommendations

to the user, no matter whether the user is satisfied with its recommendation or not,

while in the real-world scenario, users may often interact with the recommender in
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multi-turn until they find the desired item(s) [62].

User Satisfaction Prediction. Indeed, one main challenge in multi-turn CRSs is

to keep track of the user response, including predicting user intents as discussed in

the Section 2.1.1.1 and predicting the user’s satisfaction with the recommendation

(that refers to whether the system can successfully fulfill the user’s goal [23]), which

may inform the system to adjust its dialogue strategy accordingly. Unfortunately,

little work has studied this issue specific to CRSs. As users’ intents behind their

utterances as well as their expression (such as the conveyed content and sentiment)

may also reflect if users are satisfied with conversational recommendations or not,

we, therefore, investigate both user intents and user satisfaction together in our study

, so as to facilitate the design of conversational recommender systems that can better

adapt to user needs.

2.1.1.3 User Modeling

After understanding users’ utterance and tracking users’ current state, it is important for

CRSs to interactively elicit users’ preferences or constraints during the interaction [34].

This can be done by supporting different ways for users to express what they want,

such as asking users questions regarding items or facets and suggesting critiques

for users to choose (see our next section about critiquing-based recommender

systems). The elicited preferences are normally stored in a explicit user model,

which is used for estimating users’ preference for individual items and then providing

recommendations. In such explicit models, the two main ways to representing users’

preference information are respectively based on their preferences on individual

items, including explicit feedback (i.e., ratings, like and dislike) and implicit feedback

(i.e., click), and their preferences in terms of individual item facets. These facets can

refer to item attributes (e.g., the food type of a restaurant) or the desired purposes.

In addition, there are some studies that proposed to maintain a probabilistic model

based on past user preferences for items [62]. The established user model will be
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subsequently used for generating recommendations for users, as shown in the next

subsection.

2.1.1.4 Recommendation and Reasoning Engine

Having discussed the modules related to dialogue conversation and user modeling

module that represents users’ preference, we now review the computational tasks that

are directly related to the recommendation process, e.g., compute recommendations

or determine the next question to ask. The certain system action can be determined by

the policy learning module and delivered by the natural language generation module.

Broadly speaking, CRSs carry out four general types of action (i.e., Request,

Recommend, Explain, and Respond) [34], [76]. However, not every CRS implement

all of them. In a system-initiative CRS (i.e., systems initiate the conversation), the

system may request for the user’s initial preference by asking some questions related

to items or attributes of the item [18]. After that, it recommends some items, which

might be accompanied with explanation for letting the user know the item’s detailed

description or understand why s/he receives such recommendation. Then the system

may obtain the user’s feedback on the recommendation (e.g., like/dislike, or critique),

based on which the system update the user’s preference model and make a new

round of recommendation. The whole process may end when the user accepts a

recommendation or quits interacting with the system. For a user-initiative CRS (i.e.,

users control the conversation), as the user may initiate any questions/queries to the

system, so one action the system may need to take is to respond by answering the user’s

request [77]. The third type of system, i.e., mixed-initiative CRS, normally covers

all of the four actions, because either system or user can initiate the conversation at

any point of time. In the following, we introduce related computational approaches

regarding these four system actions.

Request. Most research on CRSs often request users’ preference for items in

order to narrow down the recommendation space [62], [72], [78], or ask users to give
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feedback on the current recommendation for incrementally refining users’ preference

model and improving the subsequent recommendation [76], [79]–[81].

Specifically, for requesting users’ preference for items, various methods have

been proposed to determine the attribute-based or facet-based (i.e., related to both

item attributes and functionalities) questions in a specific order. For example, in an

early system, [62], they utilized the attribute weights computed in the user preference

model to rank the unconstrained item attributes (i.e., that the user has not expressed

her/his preference before), so as to select the one ranked highest to ask for the user’s

preference. Moreover, conditional entropy-based method has been commonly used

in literature for determining the next attribute to obtain the user’s preference, that

computes the entropy for each unconstrained attribute and selects the one that has

the maximum entropy among all other attributes, in order to quickly narrow down

the relevant item space [71], [72], [78], [82], [83]. However, the entropy-based

method may select attribute that is not directly related to the user’s interests [82].

Therefore, Mirzadeh et al. [82] proposed to incorporate the feature popularity (i.e.,

the frequency of usage of the feature) for selecting the attribute that will be more

likely to be replied by the user. More recently, reinforcement learning technique

has been adopted to determine the facet (e.g., price, rating, location and purpose in

the restaurant recommendation) for acquiring the user’s preference [68], [74]. For

instance, Sun et al. [74] used a deep policy network to decide the system action (i.e.,

requesting the value of a pre-defined facet or making recommendation) based on the

dialogue state (as modeled by a belief tracker), with the goal of maximizing the long

term reward. Christakopoulou et al. [75] developed a video recommender system

to leverage the sequence of the user’s past watch histories to generate topics (e.g.,

comics, cooking and talk show) that are relevant to the user’s interests based on the

recurrent neural networks (RNN), and then ask the user to select her/his interested

topics to obtain her/his preference for the subsequent videos.

Instead of asking users to specify preference for a particular attribute, some
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systems ask users to indicate feedback (e.g., rating, like/dislike) on selected items, as

a way of eliciting their preference. For instance, an intuitive strategy in the cold-start

situation is selecting the most popular items or selecting the most diverse items (i.e.,

items are different regarding the item attributes like genre and director for movies)

[76]. Recent works, e.g., [79], [80], employed the bandit-based approaches (like

Thompson Sampling [84]) to determine the next item to be shown for eliciting the

user’s absolute feedback (i.e., like or dislike) or select a pair of items for obtaining

the user’s relative preference over two items, and other works, e.g., [85], presented

two recommendation sets and let the user to give a binary feedback on the two sets

of items for obtaining the user’s relative preference.

Recommend. The core task of CRSs is to recommend items to users for helping

them find the desired item. Being different from traditional recommender systems

that mainly utilize users’ past interaction behavior (e.g., clicking, rating, and buying)

to make one-shot recommendations, CRSs can ask for users’ preference for items

through asking questions and/or elicit users’ feedback on the recommended item.

Specifically, for those systems which ask users facet-based questions before

presenting recommendations, such as [18], [62], [74], they basically construct

representation of users’ preference with both their current requirement (i.e., users’

answers for the question) and long-term preference (i.e. historical behavior), to

make recommendations. For example, a study [62] expanded the user’s query by

containing the probabilistic distribution of the user’s long-term preference as well as

the user’s requirement for item attributes in the current conversation, and generated

personalized recommendations by first retrieving the items that match the user’s

specified requirement and then calculating the similarity between the expanded query

and items. Sun et al. [74] used the Factorization Machine to combine the user’s

current requirement that was represented with a LSTM-based belief tracker for each

item facet, user information, and item information to train the recommendation

model. In a video recommender system [75], a RNN-based model was built for
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making recommendations, based on the topics (e.g., comics) selected by the user

and her/his sequence of watch histories. In [18], a multi-memory network with

attention mechanism was trained to find the suitable recommendation based on the

item embedding and the user’s query embedding, for which the item embedding was

based on the item’s textual description and the user’s query embedding encoded the

user’s initial request and the follow-up conversations during the interaction.

As for systems that rely on users’ feedback (e.g., ratings, like/dislike) on selected

items, typical approach is using collaborative filtering method to predict users’

preference for items by treating users’ feedback as previous interactions between

users and items. For instance, Christakopoulou et al. [79] used probabilistic matrix

factorization to learn the low dimensional embedding of users and items from

historical interactions for estimating the target user’s preference for items. Another

work used content-based method to compute recommendations based on the user’s

profile and the item description at the cold-start stage, and then employed collaborative

filtering based on the Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) when the system collects

sufficent user ratings on items in the subsequent interactions [86].

In addition, several works, e.g., [87], [88], augmented conversational recommen-

dation systems with visual dialogue, where the user can receive a list of recommended

items with visual apperance and s/he can point to some items and provide her/his

natural language feedback like “I prefer blue color”. To implement such system, two

major components were designed in [87]: A visual dialog encoder that first respec-

tively encoded item image and its critiques provided by the user using convolutional

neural network (CNN) and linear mapping and then concatenated them as input to

both a response encoder for modeling the representation of the desired image and a

state tracker for modeling the sequence of item and critique pairs over the interaction;

and a visual dialog augmented cascading bandit component that not only modeled

the user’s various behavior (i.e., view, comment, click) on a list of recommendations

with cascade model [89] but also considered the viewed items and the user’ natural
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language critique from the visual dialog encoder with a proposed variant of cascading

bandits [90] for balancing exploration and exploitation in order to recommend the list

that can achieve maximized number of clicks by the user. In [88], a reinforcement

learning approach augmented with visual attributes has been proposed to model more

accurate multi-modal matching between the users’ natural language feedback and the

item image, in which two reward functions have been developed in terms of visual

attributes and the user’s natural language feedback, respectively, in order to provide

satisfactory recommendations for the user with fewer interactions.

Explain. In the general field of recommender systems, explaining recommen-

dations has widely been recognized important, as it can help increase the system’s

transparency and even enhance users’ decision effectiveness, trust in, and satisfaction

with the system [76], [91]–[93]. However, according to our review, few papers so far

have studied the explanation issue specific to CRSs.

In these studies[91], [92], the authors have proposed to generate a description

of the recommended item or comparison of different items (e.g., restaurants, bath

designs) in a user-tailored way. That means, the user’s feedback (e.g., like/dislike)

can influence what attributes to be mentioned in the description, as well as the scalar

adjectives and adverbs used (e.g., “Bond Street has the best overall value among the

selected restaurants. Bond Street has excellent food quality.”). In another study [92],

the attribute selection for describing the recommended item also took into account

the user’s request if the user asks for description of a specific attribute for keeping the

dialogue coherent. Another work realized two kinds of explanation in their developed

movie conversational recommender system [76]: One simply shows the details of a

specific movie by extracting its description from an online database IMDB; and the

other explains the reason for giving the current recommendation (e.g., “I suggest

you Duplex because you like movies where: the actor is Ben Stiller as in Meet the

Fockers, the genre is Comedy as in American Reunion.”), for which they implemented

a graph-based algorithm for finding the connection between the user preference and
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the recommended item based on the DBpedia knowledge base. A recent work about

knowledge-augmented dialogue systems in open-ended conversations has proposed a

conversational reasoning model [94], for retrieving relevant entities and attributes

given a certain dialogue context by walking over the common fact knowledge graph.

The walk path was then leveraged to produce recommendations accompanied with

explanations, for example, when the user indicated her/his interests in books of

‘American Literature’ and ‘third-person narrative’, the system retrieved relevant

entities (e.g., specific books) and attributes (e.g., author) and responded to the user

with “Consider reading the ‘Scarlet Letter’: a novel by ‘Nathaniel Hawthorne”’.

Respond. As mentioned before, in the user-initiative CRS, users are allowed

to ask free questions that may be not pertinent to the recommendation task, such

as questions about the product knowledge or systems’ opinion of a particular item,

for which the system needs to respond to users by retrieving the relevant answers

to their questions [69], [77]. Also, users can initiate any queries when requesting

for recommendations like providing constraints on a specific attribute during the

interaction, which possibly leads to unsuccessful query (e.g., no product matches

with users’ queries). Therefore, it is necessary for the user-initiative CRS to respond

to such queries so as to assist users to achieve their desired outcome [62], [95].

Specifically, for answering the user’s question, in a related work about open-

domain dialogue system [77], they selected the suitable answer given a question

by first using an information retrieval model (i.e., BM25 [96]) to retrieve a set of

candidate answers from a QA knowledge base (i.e., chat log of online customer

service) and then using an attentive sequence to sequence model to re-rank the

candidate answers for selecting the top answer with a score higher than a pre-defined

threshold; otherwise, using a sequence-to-sequence based generation model to

generate the answers as response. In a multi-modal conversational recommender

system [69], they employed a RNN model to generate general response, e.g., greetings

or chit-chatting, and a knowledge-aware RNN model to determine what kind of
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knowledge (i.e., item attributes) to be incorporated into the response. For instance,

when the user asks for style-tip by saying “Will T-shirt complement any of these

sandals?”, the system can say “Yes, T-shirt will go well with these sandals” [69].

In the case of unsuccessful query, in order to relax constraints on some attributes,

[62] selected the lowest ranking attribute from the attributes that the user has not

rejected to relax the constraints before, based on the attribute weights in the user

preference model, and asked the user for constraint relaxation, in which the user

can either accept it or reject it. If the user rejects to relax the constraints on the

suggested attribute, the system will try another attribute. [95] reacted to empty

results with description of what products exist in the remaining set (e.g., ”There are

10 cameras less than 300 euro but their resolution is between 1 and 4 mega-pixels").

Another work first identified the cause of empty results, i.e., the user’s inconsistent

requirement (e.g., there is no hotel matching the requiremnet of “short distance and

low price”), through model-based diagnosis approach [97], and then asked the user

to remove her/his preference for inconsistent attributes or rank these attributes based

on her/his preference on them [83].

2.1.2 User Experience

While there is an increased interest in CRSs, most recommender system researchers

have been mainly focusing on improving the recommendation quality or selecting

informative questions to ask users, and they often evaluate CRSs with offline

experiments without the involvement of users. Only a few research have investigated

users’ subjective experience/perception and their interaction with conversational

recommender systems with user studies [11], [33], [98] and studied how to improve

the design of CRS from the user’s perspective. Several studies [76], [98] investigated

the impact of the interaction modes (i.e., natural language, buttons, and mixed)

in conversation recommender systems on recommendation accuracy and users’

perceived effort, showing that mixed strategy can lead to better evaluation results. In
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addition, Pecune et al. [93] employed a human-centered approach to identify different

social strategies for explaining movie recommendations, by analyzing a human-human

dialogue dataset. They then accommodated the social explanation (based on personal

opinions or experiences) in a conversational recommender system and demonstrated

that it can improve users’ perceived quality of the system and the interaction via

a user study. A recent work conducted a user study to examine the key qualities

of CRSs [99], which suggest the importance of users’ perceived recommendation

qualities in terms of accuracy and novelty, users’ perceived interaction adequacy, and

user control.

From the perspective of user control, CRSs can support mixed-initiative interaction

by combining both user-initiative (i.e., users actively tell the system what they want)

and system-initiative (i.e., the system proactively offers suggestions to users during

the recommendation process) interactions, which is regarded as a more flexible

interaction strategy in human-computer interaction (HCI) [15], and is suited to

accommodate user control. Although conversational system design is a trending topic

within the HCI community, few studies have investigated conversational interaction

designs for recommender systems [11], [33], [100]. For instance, a previous study

compared two critiquing-based conversational music recommenders that employed

different initiative strategies [33], and found that the user-initiative CRS gives users

more control to tune recommendations on their own, whereas the mixed-initiative

CRS guides users to discover more diverse recommendations. While existing studies

have demonstrated several advantages of CRSs, work on the critical factor of user trust,

which strongly determines users’ intention to adopt CRSs in real-world situations, is

limited and needed to be investigated.

2.2 Critiquing-based Recommender Systems
In the broad field of recommender systems, critiquing-based recommender systems

(CBRSs) have been proposed to elicit users’ feedback in graphical user interfaces
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Figure 2.2: A typical interaction flow of critiquing-based recommender systems [33].

(GUIs) [34], [101], [102], which are also regarded as one type of conversational

recommender system but not dialogue-based. Figure 2.2 shows a typical interaction

flow of CBRS. CBRS simulate an artificial salesperson who first recommends

products based on a user’s initial preferences and then shows a new set of products

based on the user’s feedback (critiques), e.g., “something cheaper”, “larger screen",

etc. Based on the way of constructing critiques, there are two main types of critiquing:

user-initiated critiquing (UC), i.e., users construct critiques on their own, and system-

suggested critiquing (SC), i.e., the system generates a set of critiques for users to

selection.

In addition, the distinction is made between unit critiques and compound critiques.

Unit critiques refer to critiques that only constrain a single feature at a time,

while compound critiques are capable of making a critique over multiple features

simultaneously to improve performance of conversational recommender systems [101].

Due to the pros and cons of each type of critiquing technique [34], by taking the

advantages of both UC and SC, a hybrid system increases decision accuracy and

requires less cognitive effort [102]. However, most studies of comparing different

critiquing techniques are conducted only with graphical user interfaces (GUIs) [34],

only few works have studied different critiquing techniques with conversational

interaction [33], [35]. Next, we introduce the development of critiquing-based
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Figure 2.3: A user interface of a hybrid critiquing system that combines UC and
SC [102].

recommender systems based on three critiquing techniques: User-initiated critiquing

(UC), system-suggested critiquing (SC), and hybrid critiquing (HC).

User-initiated Critiquing. User-initiated critiquing (UC) is a flexible critiquing

approach that allows users to determine which features and how the features are

critiqued (see Figure 2.3). Thus, users can make either unit critiques or compound

critiques. This technique is particularly useful for tradeoff navigation between

compromising values on less important attributes and obtaining more optimal values

for important attributes. The most representative systems of UC are Example

Critiquing [103] and Flat Finder [104]. As voice recognition techniques continue to

improve, speech interaction is becoming more capable of allowing users to express

more complex content. ReComment [35] presents a speech-based user interface for

making unit critiques (critiquing over a single feature at a time), and it improves

the perceived ease of use as well as the overall quality of recommendations. UC

empowers users to have a higher level of user control, which does not lead to a higher
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perceived cognitive load. However, some previous user studies [34] of UC also

found users may suffer from the difficulty of getting started with UC without prior

knowledge.

System-suggested Critiquing. Instead of asking users to construct critiques,

system-suggested critiquing (SC) generates a set of critique candidates for users to

pick (see figure 2.3). Generating critiques is based on the system’s knowledge of

the current user’s preference and the availability of remaining products. The earlier

systems of SC, FindMe [105] and ATA [106], presented pre-designed unit critiques

to users with less adaptation to the changes of user preference and interaction. Later

on, Reilly et al. [107] proposed Dynamic Critiquing based on association rules such

as Apriori algorithm [108] to find frequent sets of value differences between the

recommended product and the remaining alternatives. Furthermore, Incremental

Critiquing [40] greatly reduces interaction cycles by avoiding showing the user rejected

critiques in history. To take into account users’ interest in the suggested critiques,

Zhang and Pu [109] proposed to generate MAUT (Multi-Attribute Utility Theory)

based compound critiques. The approach significantly increases recommendation

quality by ranking the critique candidates based on the overall satisfaction degree

with user preferences. A more advanced SC is the Preference-based Organization

technique [110] that can generate more diversified compound critiques and achieve

higher critique prediction accuracy and recommendation accuracy. Overall, SC

can produce more dynamic critiques based on the current user’s preferences. It

is especially useful for users who have difficulties initiating critiques or building

critiques by themselves. However, domain experts may call for more control over

recommender systems, so SC may restrict the way they intend to make critiques.

Hybrid Critiquing. Similar to the idea of hybrid recommender systems [111],

Hybrid critiquing (HC) intends to take advantage of each type of critiquing technique.

Chen and Pu [102] compared two hybrid critiquing systems that combine a UC system

(Example Critiquing) with a SC system (Dynamic Critiquing or Preference-based
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Organization) in a graphical user interface. Users showed positive attitudes toward

HC which comprises both UC and SC. In addition, HC can also overcome the issues

of adopting a single type of critiquing technique, which may lead to high decision

accuracy and low objective effort in making a choice.

Critiquing through Conversational Interaction. Conversational interaction is

well suited for using natural language to critique the recommendation. In recent years,

a speech-based user interface, called ReComment [35], was proposed for making

critiques through voice, and it improves the perceived ease of use as well as the overall

quality of recommendations. In another study [63], researchers found that, when

users ask for recommendations and critique the recommended items, users tend to

express longer and more conversational content (e.g., with more objective “plot-based”

features and subjective “movie-based” features) with speech-based user interfaces

than with typing-based user interfaces. To further investigate critiquing approaches

with a conversational interface, we previously studied a chatbot for accommodating

user control in music recommendations with two critiquing techniques (i.e., UC and

SC) [33]. The user study of this work revealed that users usually make critiques on

one or two aspects of recommended items, which can be helpful for incrementally

obtaining users’ feedback. This, however, may imply that such kind of conversational

interaction may not be suitable for those users who already have a bunch of specific

criteria for the desired recommendations, in which conventional RS (e.g., GUI-based

critiquing systems) would be more efficient. In contrast, conversational interaction

may show great potential in helping users’ exploration, which was suggested by our

finding that users tend to feel receiving more diverse recommendations when using

the system with both UC and SC. Inspired by this observation, we consider facilitating

users’ feedback provision and stimulate users’ exploration of recommendations by

strengthening the critiquing technique in conversational interaction in our current

research.
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2.3 Summary
In this chapter, we provide a review of existing studies related to conversational

recommender systems and critiquing-based recommender systems. With the studies

reviewed here, we find that most existing CRSs have mainly focused on improving

system effectiveness (i.e., improving the recommendation quality) and efficiency (i.e.,

reducing the number of interaction turns by selecting informative questions) [11].

So far, many human-related issues have received insufficient attention in CRSs,

such as user intents and satisfaction, user experience, and user trust. To build a

conversational recommender system that can assist users in finding recommendations

with multi-turn interactions, it is critical to understand and predict the user’s intents

behind her/his utterances [21] and their satisfaction with the recommendation, so that

the system could incrementally refine its understanding of the user’s preference and

provide effective assistance to the user. Moreover, further user studies are needed to

empirically investigate user experience with CRSs (how users perceive and interact

with such systems), and, more importantly, how to improve the system design to

best support users’ feedback provision on the recommendation. In addition, similar

to human-human communication, building user trust in CRSs is essential, which

may determine users’ willingness to use the system and accept its recommendations.

Thus, it is also important to uncover the factors that can influence user trust toward

CRSs, which will be useful for optimizing the design of CRSs to be more trustworthy

and maximizing the benefits of CRSs.

Therefore, our research aims to contribute to this area of research by addressing

the above human-related issues, with the focus on understanding and predicting

users’ intents and satisfaction with conversational recommendations, designing and

evaluating conversational recommenders systems with critiquing techniques, and

investigating factors that may affect user trust in CRSs.
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Chapter 3

Taxonomy of User Intents and Recommender

Actions for Conversational Recommendations

3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce our work on understanding the language interaction

between users (seekers) and human recommenders. Specifically, we examined a set

of over 300 human-human dialogues centered around movie recommendations [27],

based on which we have developed two hierarchical taxonomies for user intents and

recommender actions, respectively, using a grounded theory approach.

In the following sections, we first introduce the dialogue data we have used, and

then describe how the two taxonomies respectively for user intents and recommender

actions were established, followed by our results of dialogue data analysis.

3.2 Recommendation Dialogue Data

3.2.1 Data Collection

The recommendation dialogue data we processed is from the ReDial1 dataset [27],

which is publicly available centered around dialogue-based movie recommendations.

Specifically, the ReDial dataset was collected through an interface where workers

1https://redialdata.github.io/website/
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Recommender:    Hi how are you today? I heard you might be interested in a movie. 
Any particular genre?

Seeker: Hi, I'm good, just looking for a nice horror movie. Nothing to gory, I 
liked Beetlejuice.

Recommender: hmm. I don't know too many horror movies. I did watch The Birds.
Seeker: Yeah I've seen the birds it was okay but I felt like it was too old for 

my tastes.
Recommender: border line with suspense might be something like Hannibal or 

The Silence of the Lambs.
Seeker: I didn't like any of those movies, too much talking.
Recommender: okay. Well, how about Saw ?
Seeker: Something more like Final Destination.
Recommender: Do you like any other genres?
Seeker: The Saw was okay, I felt like it was too violent. I really love like 

fantasy horror, maybe Ghost. 
Recommender: I've heard that is a good one. Have you seen Signs ?
Seeker: I heard about that but didn't watch it.
Recommender: Mel Gibson in it. I've heard it is excellent.
Seeker:  okay, great I will check it out. thank you.

Figure 3.1: An example recommendation dialogue between two persons from
ReDial [27] (one is recommendation seeker and the other is recommender), where
the seeker’s feedback on recommendation (in bold) is highlighted).

(from Amazon Mechanical Turk) were paired to accomplish a movie recommendation

task using natural language [27]. For each pair, one worker was given the role “seeker”

who was to seek interesting movies, and the other played the role “recommender”

who was responsible for giving recommendations. To ensure the dialogue quality,

every conversation session involved at least four movies, and at the end, both

seeker and recommender were asked some questions for each mentioned movie

to be able to check whether their answers are consistent (e.g., “Was the movie

suggested by the recommender?” “Has the seeker seen the movie?” “Did the

seeker like the movie suggestion?”). Figure 3.1 shows an example dialogue on

movie recommendations, indicating that the movie-related discussion covers various

types of natural conversation: goal-directed recommendation dialogue (e.g., how the

recommender ask about the seeker’s preference and how the seeker give feedback on

recommendations in a natural way), and chit-chat. As the ReDial dataset provides

such real-world, two-party conversations in the movie context, which are suitable for

our in-depth investigation of the interaction between users and recommenders.
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Table 3.1: Statistics of our selected dialogue data (from ReDial)

Items SAT-Dial (with user-
satisfied recommendation)

unSAT-Dial (without user-
satisfied recommendation)

# Conversations 253 83
# Human seekers 125 (# utterances: 1,711) 59 (# utterances: 550)
# Human recommenders 151 (# utterances: 1,747) 68 (# utterances: 575)
# Suggested movies per dialogue 4.57 4.51
# Turns per dialogue mean=6.58, min=3, max=19 mean=6.49, min=3, max=12
# Words per utterance mean=11.29, min=1, max=72 mean=10.72, min=1, max=69

3.2.2 Data Selection

We cleaned out the raw dialogue data in the ReDial dataset (that contains 11,348 dia-

logues) by performing the following steps: 1). We filtered out dialogues that contain

less than three dialogue turns2 and less than four different recommended movies.

2). We removed those with inconsistent answers from seekers and recommenders

to the post-conversation reflective questions. 3). We then randomly sampled some

satisfactory recommendation dialogues (SAT-Dial) where one recommended movie

was not liked by the seeker but a subsequent one was accepted by her/him. These

dialogues were used to capture the seeker’s feedback intents on recommendation

when s/he was not satisfied with it, and furthermore the actions taken by the human

recommender that helped the seeker find a satisfactory item later. 4). We further

sampled some unsatisfactory recommendation dialogues (unSAT-Dial) by choosing

the dialogues that do not contain any recommendations accepted by the seeker.

These dialogues can be useful for detecting what kind of interaction may lead to

unsuccessful recommendation. Finally, we got 253 satisfactory dialogues and 83

unsatisfactory dialogues (see Table 3.1 with the statistics).

2One dialogue turn denotes a consecutive utterance-response pair: Utterance is from seeker and
response is from recommender.
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3.3 Taxonomies for User Intents and Recommender

Actions

3.3.1 Methodology for Taxonomy Development

We (two researchers) employed the grounded theory approach [112] to develop

the taxonomy, by following its suggested iterative procedure [113], [114]. First,

we developed the initial taxonomies respectively for user intents and recommender

actions by examining 20 randomly sampled dialogue data (called the development set)

from our selected dialogues. In this process, we performed open coding to identify

any categories of intents/actions and their associated characteristics [112]. Next, we

asked two annotators (a researcher and a student helper) to independently label newly

sampled 10 dialogue data (the preliminary test set) based on the initial taxonomies,

with the purpose of refining those previously established categories. The result of

this process is a set of categories and subcategories of intents/actions. Finally, we

randomly sampled 10 new dialogue data (the validation set) for testing the coverage

of our taxonomies. We repeated the whole process (i.e., propose-refine-annotate) 3

times, in order to make our taxonomies accommodate all of the possible situations

that may exist in the sampled dialogue data.

3.3.2 Taxonomy for User Intents

The established taxonomy for user intents is aimed to classify the types of utterance

inputted by recommendation seekers. Through the procedure mentioned above, we

come up with 3 top-level intents (i.e., Ask for Recommendation, Provide Details,

and Give Feedback), and 15 sub-intents (see Table 3.2).

Specifically, there are 4 sub-intents under Ask for Recommendation: The seeker

asks for recommendations in the Initial Query (e.g., “I like comedy. Do you know of

any good ones?”), or Continues to seek for more suggestions (e.g., “Do you have any
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other suggestions?”); Start Over indicates that the seeker starts a new query, possibly

because s/he is unsatisfied with the current recommendation or s/he comes across

a new goal; and the seeker may also Reformulate her/his previous query with or

without clarifications or further constraints (e.g., “Maybe I am not being clear. I want

something that is in the theater now.”). As for Add Details, the three sub-intents

are: The seeker takes her/his initiative to Provide Preference (e.g., “I usually enjoy

movies with Seth Rogen and Jonah Hill.”), Asks the recommender’s opinion about

an item (e.g., “I really like Reese Witherspoon. How about you?”), or Answers

questions raised by the recommender. Give Feedback contains possible types of

feedback the seeker may provide to the current recommendation, for which we find

there are 8 major sub-intents: The seeker Accepts the recommended item when s/he

likes it (e.g., “Awesome, I will check it out.”); s/he Inquires about the recommended

movie for getting more details; s/he has Seen the recommendation before; s/he

gives a Neutral Response without indicating her/his preference (e.g., “I have actually

never seen that one.”); the seeker makes critique on the current recommendation

by Critique-Add for adding more constraints (e.g., “I would like something more

recent.”), Critique-Compare for requesting similar items to compare (e.g., “Den of

Thieves (2018) sounds amazing. Any others like that?”), or Critique-Feature for

critiquing a specific feature (e.g., “That’s a bit too scary for me.”); and the seeker

Rejects the recommended item if s/he dislikes it (e.g., “I hated that movie.”).

3.3.3 Taxonomy for Recommender Actions

From recommenders’ perspective, we have characterized their behavior into 4 top-

level actions (i.e., Request, Respond, Recommend, and Explain) and 9 sub-actions

(see Table 3.3).

Specifically, Request contains two sub-actions: The recommender may Request-

Information about the seeker’s preference for items (e.g., “What kind of movies do

you like?”) or feedback on the current recommendation; or ask a Clarifying Question
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(e.g., “What kind of animated movie are you thinking of?”). Regarding Respond,

the two sub-actions are: The recommender may Answer the seeker’s question,

or Respond-Feedback (for example, when a seeker gave feedback “My absolute

favourite!”, the recommender responded “That’s my favourite Christmas movie

too!”). Recommend includes two sub-actions to distinguish the ways of providing

recommendations: Recommend-Show means that the recommender shows the

recommendation directly (e.g., “The Invitation (2015) is a movie kids like.”); and

Recommend-Explore indicates that the recommender provides an example item

for acquiring the seeker’s preference (e.g.,“Have you seen Cult of Chucky (2017)

that one as pretty scary?”). Moreover, there are three sub-actions under Explain:

Explain-Suggestion indicates that the recommender suggests the seeker to try the

recommended item (e.g., “If you like gory then I would suggest The Last House

on the Left (2009).”); Explain-Preference means that the explanation is in reference

to the seeker’s past preference (e.g., “Will Ferrell is also very good in Elf (2003)

if you’re in need of another comedy.”); and Explain-Introduction shows that the

recommender introduces the recommendation in a non-personalized way (e.g., “What

about Sleepless in Seattle (1993)? Hanks and Ryan?”).

3.3.4 Data Annotation

After the two taxonomies were established, we asked two annotators to label all of

our selected dialogue data. Concretely, for each seeker utterance or recommender

response, the annotator was encouraged to choose all suitable code(s) that s/he

thinks can represent the seeker’s intent(s) or the recommender’s action(s). They first

independently labeled 30 random dialogues, and then met to discuss and resolve any

disagreements to ensure annotation quality and consistency, before they started to

label the remaining dialogues. For all of the labeled dialogues, the average inter-rater

agreement scores (Cohen’s kappa [115]) across 15 sub-intents and 9 sub-actions

are respectively 0.75 (min=0.50, max=0.95) and 0.82 (min=0.50, max=0.96), which
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indicate satisfactory agreement according to [116]. We have made this labeled

dialogue dataset publicly available.3

3.4 Dialogue Data Analysis
We analyzed the annotated dialogues to gain more insights of their characteristics.

3.4.1 User Intent Analysis

The distribution of user intents in our dataset is shown in Table 3.2, from which we can

see that Give Feedback more frequently occurs than other two top-level intents Ask

for Recommendations and Add Details, inferring that those seekers often conversed

with recommenders by giving feedback on the recommended item. Regarding

the second-level sub-intents, we computed the intent distributions for satisfactory

dialogues (SAT-Dial) and unsatisfactory dialogues (unSAT-Dial) respectively. As

shown in Figure 3.2(a), in unSAT-Dial, three sub-intents under Add Details, i.e.,

Provide Preference, Answer and Ask, more frequently occur than those in SAT-Dial

(e.g., the frequency of Provide Preference is 17.5% in unSAT-Dial vs. 10.6% in

SAT-Dial). Moreover, we find that seekers have often Seen the recommended item in

unsatisfactory dialogues, but Inquire more often in satisfactory dialogues.

In addition, we find that 23.57% of utterances contain more than one intent label

and there are 136 combinations of multiple intents (e.g., CRI-F+PRO) that occur in

all of the utterances.

3.4.2 Recommender Action Analysis

The recommender action distribution is shown in Table 3.3, from which we can

see human recommenders tend to Recommend items to users in nearly half of the

cases (54.52%) and Explain the recommended item (37.38%), suggesting that these

two actions are quite common in recommendation dialogues. Similar to user intent

3https://github.com/wanlingcai1997/umap_2020_IARD
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(a) User Intents.

(b) Recommender actions.

Figure 3.2: Distribution comparison between satisfactory (SAT-Dial) and unsatisfac-
tory dialogues (unSAT-Dial).
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analysis, we also compared the distribution of second-level sub-actions in satisfactory

dialogues with that in unsatisfactory dialogues (see Figure 3.2(b)), which shows

that sub-actions under Explain more frequently occur in SAT-Dial (e.g., 24.50%

vs. 17.74% in unSAT-Dial regarding Explain-Introduction, 13.62% vs. 11.13%

regarding Explain-Preference). This may imply that providing explanation to the

recommendation is likely to increase users’ acceptance of the recommended item.

3.5 Summary
In short, we established two hierarchical taxonomies for classifying user intents

and recommender actions respectively in order to better understand the language

interaction between users and recommenders in the recommendation dialogue. Based

on the established taxonomies, we annotated over 300 dialogues for our subsequent

analysis and prediction tasks. Our dialogue data analysis reveals that seekers

often Give Feedback on recommendations in the dialogue conversation and the

sub-intents under Add Details more frequently occur in unsatisfactory dialogues.

From recommenders’ perspective, they frequently Recommend items to seekers and

the sub-actions under Explain occur more often in satisfactory dialogues.
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Chapter 4

Predicting User Intents and Satisfaction with

Conversational Recommendations

4.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce our study for investigating the user intent and satisfaction

prediction tasks specific to CRSs. Note that we use the recommendation dialogue

data introduced in Section 3.2 for performing these two tasks. In the following

sections, we first describe the related work that provide insights for our research,

followed by our design for performing user intent and satisfaction prediction tasks

respectively, which includes the compared machine learning models, considered

features, and experimental setup. Then, we show the results in our experimental

study.

4.2 Related Work
As discussed in Section 2, the research studies on user intent and satisfaction

prediction specific to CRSs are still limited. Therefore, we review the related work

on user intent prediction for dialogue systems, which offers some insights for our

research on investigating intent and satisfaction prediction tasks specifically for CRSs.
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4.2.1 User Intent Prediction.

User intents behind their utterances indicate the goal they may want to achieve when

they interact with a dialogue system [117]. Previous work on user intent prediction

task has investigated various methods such as logistic regression model [30], [66],

[118], Support Vector Machine [119], and Hidden Markov Models [29], [119], with

the application in different domains, e.g., human-to-human chatting [66], the student’s

utterances [120], and conversational directions for map [29]. Recent works have

explored several deep learning techniques, such as convolutional neural networks

(CNN) [24], [25], [119], [121], [122], Long short-term memory networks (LSTM)

[123], deep hierarchical model (RNN/LSTM/CNN) [123], [124] and recursive

autoencoders (RAEs) [125], in addressing text classification or user intent prediction

in spoken dialogue systems. Researchers have also explored various methods

for improving prediction accuracy and verified their effectiveness, in which the

core ideas are mainly from three perspectives, i.e., extracted features, contextual

information, and dialogue responses (from the system). Specifically, some studies

extracted different types of features (i.e., content-based features, structural features,

user features, and sentiment-based features) and then incorporated them into the

prediction model for improving the accuracy [24], [30]; some proposed methods to

utilize contextual information in the process to perform intent classification [25],

[119], [123], [124], which were also experimentally verified as a feasible and effective

alternative; another study further incorporated the response from dialogue system as

auxiliary information to provide consistent features when modeling the sequential

process [25]. However, their applications are mostly for open-domain conversations

[66] and tutoring dialogues [120], not for CRSs.
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4.2.2 User Satisfaction Prediction.

User satisfaction can indicate whether their goal is fulfilled or not [31]. Related

work on web searching has investigated how to utilize interaction signals (i.e.,

clicking, dwell time, and mouse scrolling) and temporal sequence to predict user

satisfaction, and demonstrated the effectiveness of using Markov model and deep

neural models (e.g., LSTM) in solving the sequential modeling problem [126]–[128].

For instance, Mehrotra et al. [127] proposed to leverage interaction signals with

informative subsequences for predicting user satisfaction and further employed the

Hawkes process model to consider temporal features in user interaction during

the sequence modeling process. Williams and Zitouni [128] first investigated the

behavior patterns on abandoned queries and then based on their findings they applied

LSTM to model the sequence of user interaction for detecting good abandonment.

However, their studied interaction signals are not suitable for dialogue systems that

primarily rely on natural language communication. Facing this challenge, some

researchers have proposed to incorporate user intents as potential features [31], [32].

[31] also developed intent-sensitive word embeddings for query representation of the

sequence.

Built on top of the related work, we perform user intent prediction specific to

CRS, which has been rarely studied in related work possibly due to the lack of a

well-established taxonomy and annotated dialogue data. In addition, we leverage

both user intents and recommender actions to predict user satisfaction with the

recommendation, which is new in CRS to the best of our knowledge.
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4.3 User Intent Prediction

4.3.1 Problem Definition

For the user intent prediction problem, our goal was to predict a subset of user

intent labels yi (yi ∈ L, where L refers to the set of all category labels in our user

intent taxonomy) for each given user utterance ui (the user’s i-th utterance) in a

recommendation dialogue, since one utterance may contain multiple intents (for

example, “I did see that one, but I didn’t really like it. I do love 80s movies though.”

which implies two intents, i.e., Reject and Critique-Add). Therefore, this is essentially

a multi-label classification problem.

4.3.2 Classification Methods

We compared several machine learning models that have popularly been used for text

classification [129], including Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine (SVM),

Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, Random Forest, XGBoost, and Multi-layer Perceptron

(MLP), for which we need to transform our multi-label classification problem into

single-label problem. Concretely, we adopted three typical transformation strategies

[130]: 1). Binary Relevance that trains binary classifiers independently for each

label; 2). Classifier Chain that also performs binary classification, but predicts labels

sequentially, because it leverages the output of the previous classifier as input features

to the subsequent classifier; and 3). Label Powerset that trains one single-label

classifier for every label combination that exists in the training data. In addition, we

experimented with ML-kNN algorithm that is based on the k-Nearest Neighbors

method to solve multi-label classification, and two deep learning methods, i.e., CNN

and Bi-directional LSTM (Bi-LSTM)1 that have achieved good results in text mining

tasks [24], [121].

1For these two models, we used the sigmoid activation function at the output layer to model the
probability of each label as Bernoulli distribution to address the multi-label classification problem.
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4.3.3 Features

We have summarized three categories of feature for intent prediction, as inspired by

related work on dialogue act discovery [24], [28]–[30], [117]: Content, discourse,

and sentiment. In addition, we add a new category, context features, which is used

to capture the dialogue’s context information (e.g., the previous utterance). These

features are listed in Table 4.1.

Content features (Cont). The content features include the TF-IDF (short

for Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency [131]) that considers the word

frequency, the extracted name entity (e.g., movie genres) through spaCy2, and the

number of relevant items (i.e., movies) from the utterance. These features are meant

to capture the content information of the utterance.

Discourse features (Disc). The discourse features include the Part-Of-Speech

(POS) information of the utterance by counting the frequency of each POS tag,

the occurrence of 5W1H question (i.e., what, who, why, when, where, and how),

question mark and exclamation mark that are indicators of question-related intents

(e.g., Inquire, Ask opinion), the length of utterance (i.e., the number of words) with

or without duplication removal, stop words removal, and stemming. The discourse

features can provide linguistic characteristics of the utterance.

Sentiment features (Sent). The sentiment features are expected to capture the

user’s positive/negative feedback and gratitude expressions. In the recommendation

dialogue, positive or negative sentiments can be related to feedback intent Accept or

Reject. Thus, we calculated the sentiment score (i.e., positive/negative/neutral score)

of each utterance using VADER [132] and counted the number of positive and/or

negative words within one utterance based on opinion lexicon [133].

Context features (Context). The context features capture context information of

the utterance, such as the position of the current utterance, which may be related to

2https://spacy.io/
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some user intents like Initial Query (as it often appears at the beginning) and Start

Over (that may be likely to occur after several interaction turns). Also, as suggested

in [24], we computed the cosine similarities between the current utterance and the

previous response from the recommender, the previous utterance from the seeker, the

initial utterance, and all of the previous utterances, for indicating the coherence of the

current utterance to the previous utterances. Furthermore, we leveraged the dialogue

behaviors of the seeker and the recommender (i.e., user intents and recommender

actions) from the previous interaction turn for predicting the seeker’s current intents.

4.3.4 Evaluation and Experimental Setup

We adopted four commonly used evaluation metrics for the multi-label classification

task [134]: Accuracy (Acc) that refers to the proportion of the predicted correct

labels to the total number of predicted and actual labels for every utterance, Precision

(Prec) that refers to the proportion of the predicted correct labels to the number of

predicted labels, Recall (Rec) that refers to the proportion of the predicted correct

labels to the number of actual labels, and F1-score (F1) that is the harmonic mean

of precision and recall. The reported performance is the average evaluation over all

utterances.

We implemented the classification models (as mentioned in Section 4.3.2) with

four Python packages: scikit-learn3, scikit-multilearn4, TensorFlow5, and Keras6.

For each machine learning model, an inner cross validation (5-fold) is used to tune

the hyper-parameters and the best values are selected based on Accuracy on the

training data (80%). An outer cross validation (10-fold) is further used to evaluate

the model as selected by the inner cross validation. For the two deep learning models,

we represented each token in the utterance as the pre-trained word embedding vector

3https://scikit-learn.org/
4http://scikit.ml/
5https://www.tensorflow.org/
6https://keras.io/
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Table 4.1: Features extracted for user intent prediction

Category Features
Content TF-IDF, Name Entity, # Relevant Items

Discourse POS, 5W1H Question, Question Mark,
Exclamation Mark, Utterance Length

Sentiment Thanks, Sentiment Score, Opinion Lexicon

Context Absolute Position, Utterance Similarity,
Previous user intents & recommendation actions

(200 dimensions) using GloVe [135], and then tuned the hyper-parameters on the

validation data (10%) and report the results on the testing data (10%).

4.4 User Satisfaction Prediction
Being different from related work that mainly leveraged users’ intents to predict their

satisfaction in general dialogue systems [31], [32], we have particularly considered

both user intents and recommender actions for the satisfaction prediction specific to

CRSs.

4.4.1 Problem Definition

Given a fixed number (N ) of turns in the dialogue, the problem is how to predict

if the user would eventually accept a recommendation, which is indeed a binary

classification problem. Specifically, for satisfactory recommendation dialogues (SAT-

Dial) (see Table 3.1), we extracted the previous N utterance-response pairs before the

occurrence of intent label Accept as input data. For unsatisfactory recommendation

dialogues (unSAT-Dial), we assume that the utterance with the task-irrelevant intent

label (such as Others) may imply that the user is not interested in the recommendation,

so we extracted the previous N utterance-response pairs before such kind of intent as

input data.
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4.4.2 Classification Methods

We employed the same machine learning methods (see Section 4.3.2) to solve the

binary classification problem, but did not include the two deep learning models

because they may under-fit the small dataset [70].

4.4.3 Features

In order to predict user satisfaction with the recommendation, we first investigated

the relationship from user intents and recommender actions respectively to user

satisfaction. The results (that will be given in Section 3.4) show that sub-intents

under Add Details occur more frequently in unSAT-Dial than in SAT-Dial, and

sub-actions under Explain more frequently occur in SAT-Dial. Motivated by such

observations, we define them as Dialogue Behavior features (Dial) for performing

the satisfaction prediction task, by counting the occurrence of each intent/action

label from input data. In addition, we included utterance-level features (i.e., content,

discourse, and sentiment features as described in Section 4.3.3) for all of the involved

seeker utterances and recommender responses.

4.4.4 Evaluation and Experimental Setup

Precision (Prec), Recall (Rec), and F1-score (F1) metrics were still adopted to

evaluate the prediction result. Accuracy was not used because it tends to be high in

our imbalanced data (as SAT-Dial is about three times more than unSAT-Dial). The

reported result is the average performance over all dialogues.

We implemented the classification models with scikit-learn. The procedure of

hyper-parameters tuning and model evaluation is the same as that for user intent

prediction.
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4.5 Experimental Results

4.5.1 User Intent Prediction

We examine the performance of user intent prediction from three aspects: Comparison

of classification models, comparison of feature categories, and prediction performance

in respect of each intent.

4.5.1.1 Comparison of Classification Models

As it is shown in Table 4.2, XGBoost can achieve the best overall performance

no matter of which problem transformation strategy is used. SVM (with the

transformation strategy Classification Chain) and Logistic Regression (with Label

Powerset) can achieve performance comparable to XGBoost, followed by two tree-

based methods Decision Trees and Random Forest.

As for the three problem transformation strategies, Classification Chain and

Label Powerset are more effective in handling the multi-label classification task than

Binary Relevance, which might be because they both consider the label dependency.

Table 4.3 further shows that the two deep learning methods (CNN and Bi-LSTM)

do not perform better than XGBoost, possibly due to the lack of sufficient training

data. Besides, the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm for multi-label classification (i.e.,

ML-kNN) performs worst, which may be because the label density of our data (the

average number of labels per utterance divided by the number of all labels) is low

(i.e., 0.0921).

4.5.1.2 Comparison of Feature Categories

Table 4.4 shows the experimental results with different combinations of feature

categories by using the best performing model XGBoost, from which we can see

that the prediction performance of considering content features alone is better

than considering each of the other three feature categories, and discourse features
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Table 4.3: Performance of ML-kNN model and two deep learning methods (CNN
and BiLSTM) for user intent prediction

Methods Acc Pre Rec F1

ML-KNN 0.3960 0.4347 0.4335 0.4340
CNN 0.5698 0.6773 0.5618 0.6141
BiLSTM 0.5720 0.6747 0.5794 0.6234

are more effective than context features. Moreover, combining context features

and content/discourse features can achieve better performance than combining

content and discourse features, and the combination of context features with other

two categories (i.e., content and discourse) can further boost the performance. Lastly,

the results of combining all of the four feature categories obtain the best prediction

accuracy among all settings, suggesting that each feature category brings certain

contribution to enhancing the intent prediction.

Notice that in the above comparisons we only utilized the previous recommender

response as the dialogue behavior in the category of context features. In the following

analysis, we varied the number of considered dialogue turns. Figure 4.1 shows

the performance of the best two models and the worst model, which shows that

considering the seeker’s intents in the previous utterance is slightly better than only

considering the previous response from the recommender for both XGBoost and

Naive Bayes models, while the performance decreases when more turns are

involved, which may be because the latest conversation is more relevant to the current

intent.

Another analysis focuses on revealing the effect of individual features. We

still tested on the best model XGBoost, and used Label Powerset for problem

transformation. There are several interesting observations: 1). Content features

take a large proportion among the top-20 most important features (12 out of 20). In

particular, some vocabularies (e.g., good, bad, need, check) are informative content

features for identifying user intents. 2). Some context features (6) are also among
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Table 4.4: Experimental results with different combinations of feature categories for
user intent prediction

Cont Disc Sent Context Acc Prec Rec F1

1 Category

✓ 0.4726 0.7165 0.4868 0.5793
✓ 0.3918 0.5224 0.3841 0.4426

✓ 0.3407 0.5020 0.3343 0.4011
✓ 0.1993 0.3241 0.2044 0.2498

2 Categories

✓ ✓ 0.5603 0.7669 0.5627 0.6488
✓ ✓ 0.5438 0.6946 0.5346 0.6039

✓ ✓ 0.5291 0.7381 0.5350 0.6201
✓ ✓ 0.4921 0.7289 0.5067 0.5972

✓ ✓ 0.4587 0.6209 0.4518 0.5229
✓ ✓ 0.4268 0.5553 0.4208 0.4787

3 Categories

✓ ✓ ✓ 0.6119 0.7913 0.6112 0.6896
✓ ✓ ✓ 0.5870 0.7760 0.5887 0.6692

✓ ✓ ✓ 0.5698 0.7188 0.5569 0.6275
✓ ✓ ✓ 0.5415 0.7418 0.5500 0.6313

All ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.6274 0.7957 0.6268 0.7010

the top-20, such as the absolute position of the utterance in the dialogue and the

previous recommender actions. 3). As for discourse features, the length of utterance

with unique words is important, together with question mark and exclamation mark.

4). The sentiment features are relatively less useful for predicting user intents. One

of the possible reasons is that we use general rule-based methods for sentiment

analysis, which might not be effective for extracting sentiment features from movie

recommendation dialogue. Further studies on sentiment analysis could be helpful for

further improving the intent prediction task.

4.5.1.3 Individual Intent Prediction

In addition to reporting the average performance over all intent labels, we investigated

the prediction accuracy in respect of each intent (note this is a binary classification

problem). The best prediction results using XGBoost are given in Table 4.5, from

which we can see that both Initial Query and Others are easiest to be predicted,

with F1-scores greater than 89%. Seen and Accept can also achieve relatively

high accuracy (F1-scores greater than 72%). Some of the other intents, including
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Figure 4.1: Comparison by varying the considered number of dialogue turns for user
intent prediction. X-axis value 1 indicates only considering the previous utterance-
response pair, and value 0.5 means only considering the previous recommender
response.

Continue, Inquire, Provide Preference, Answer, and Reject, are predicted with F1-

scores ranging from 53% to 63%, inferring that it might still be challenging to identify

these intents. Of note, we omit seven intents with poor prediction results (F1-scores

lower than 38%) in Table 4.5.

From the presented results, we can also see that all of the four feature categories

contribute to the prediction, especially content and context features.

4.5.2 User Satisfaction Prediction

4.5.2.1 Comparison of Classification Models

Table 4.6 shows the results of comparing machine learning methods for predicting

user satisfaction. For each method, the result shows the performance of the best

feature combination. We can see that MLP achieves the best precision and F1-score,

while Logistic Regression obtains the highest recall. Other methods, such as SVM,

Naive Bayes, and Random Forest, can also perform relatively well in solving this

classification task.
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Table 4.5: Performance for individual intent prediction

Intent Code Cont Disc Sent Context Prec Rec F1

OTH ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.9325 0.9134 0.9224
IQU ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.8985 0.8933 0.8941
SEE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.7859 0.6798 0.7270
ACC ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.8391 0.6416 0.7239
CON ✓ ✓ 0.8014 0.5429 0.6294
INQ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.6910 0.5352 0.5923
PRO ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.7302 0.4930 0.5821
ANS ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.6182 0.5053 0.5471
REJ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.6704 0.4500 0.5357

Table 4.6: Performance of machine learning methods for user satisfaction prediction

Methods Cont Disc Sent Dial Prec Rec F1

Logistic Regression ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.8488 0.5806 0.6795
SVM ✓ ✓ 0.8778 0.5556 0.6629
Naive Bayes ✓ 0.8833 0.5556 0.6651
Decision Tree ✓ 0.7109 0.5528 0.6167
Random Forest ✓ 0.8862 0.5306 0.6503
XGBoost ✓ 0.7897 0.5653 0.6426
MLP ✓ 0.8990 0.5681 0.6884
KNN ✓ ✓ 0.8850 0.5181 0.6427

4.5.2.2 Comparison of Feature Categories

We used the best performing model MLP to conduct this analysis. Table 4.7 shows

that the performance of using dialogue behavior features (Dial) (i.e., involving both

user intents and recommender actions) is higher than that of using content features,

followed by discourse and sentiment features; while the combination of all the feature

categories cannot outperform dialogue behavior features. Moreover, by varying the

number of dialogue turns, we find that the performance still tends to decrease and

fluctuate when involving more turns (see Figure 4.2).

4.6 Summary
To sum up, in this chapter, we investigated the possibility of automatically predicting

user intents and satisfaction with the recommendation by comparing different machine

learning methods. Specifically, for user intent prediction, some methods such as
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Table 4.7: Experimental results with feature category for user satisfaction prediction

Method Cont Disc Sent Dial Prec Rec F1

MLP

✓ 0.8990 0.5681 0.6884
✓ 0.6551 0.4944 0.5501

✓ 0.5570 0.3486 0.4122
✓ 0.6067 0.2681 0.3606

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 0.7995 0.5444 0.6292

Figure 4.2: Comparison by varying the considered number of dialogue turns for user
satisfaction prediction.

XGBoost and SVM can achieve outperforming accuracy by unifying four feature

categories (i.e., content, sentiment, discourse, and context). Moreover, we find that

incorporating context features (such as previous recommender actions) can indeed

help boost the performance. Regarding user satisfaction prediction, leveraging both

user intents and recommender actions (as dialogue behavior features) enables some

classification model like MLP to achieve competitive accuracy.

Although our work shed light on user intent and satisfaction prediction issues in

CRSs, there are still some limitations that need to be further addressed: 1). We just

analyzed a set of dialogue data about movie recommendations, so the taxonomies’

generalizability to other dialogues and product domains need to be further verified. 2).
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The deep learning (DL) methods did not perform well in our experiment, which might

be due to the small dataset we currently have. The performance of DL approaches

would potentially be greatly improved with more training data [70]. Therefore,

further research could be undertaken to use data augmentation techniques [136] (e.g.,

synonym replacement, intermediate translation) to increase the size of the training set.

In addition, some state-of-the-art pre-trained embedding (e.g., ELMo and BERT) can

be used to further improve the prediction performance. 3). We did not consider the

temporal sequence of utterances/responses within a dialogue, which however might

be treated as potentially useful context features to further improve the prediction

accuracy.
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Chapter 5

Designing and Evaluating Critiquing-based

Conversational Recommenders for User

Exploration

5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we introduce our work on strengthening critiquing techniques into

conversational systems to facilitate users’ exploration of music recommendations.

We have designed two new kinds of system-suggested critiquing technique, i.e,

progressive system-suggested critiquing (Progressive SC), and cascading system-

suggested critiquing (Cascading SC), and have developed a music chatbot with three

system variants, which features three critiquing techniques respectively: user-initiated

critiquing (UC), Progressive SC, and Cascading SC. We have then conducted a

between-subject study (N=107) to compare these three types of systems with regards

to music exploration in terms of user perception and user interaction. In this study, we

have mainly focused on answering two research questions as follows (see Figure 5.1):

RQ1: How do critiquing techniques influence users’ exploration of music in a

conversational recommender?

RQ2: How do critiquing techniques moderate the relationship between user

interaction behavior and user perception of music recommendations?
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Critiquing Techniques

User Interaction User Perception

UC Progressive SC Cascading SC
moderating effect

RQ1
direct effect

RQ1
direct effect

RQ2

Figure 5.1: Our research questions for designing critiquing techniques for user
exploration.

In the following sections, we first introduce related work on user exploration,

followed by our design of critiquing techniques and systems. We then present our

experimental setup and the quantitative & qualitative results of our user study. We

finally discuss the implications of our findings.

5.2 Related Work on User Exploration
Recommender systems have become critically important for helping users quickly

find ideal items among a large number of products [1]. However, personalized

recommendations may lead users to increasingly narrower space of items over time

(called “filter-bubble” effects) [42], [43]. To mitigate this issue, prior work has

shown various strategies to support user exploration by diversity-driven algorithms

or visualizing recommendations. Diversity-driven algorithms typically generate

recommendations that maintain the balance between accuracy and diversity [6], [137]–

[140]. For instance, some researchers proposed to increase the recommendation

diversity based on items’ attributes, such as book topics [137], movie genres, and

social tags [141]. In [42], the authors proposed a way to help users take a gradual path

towards the desired new music preference by traversing user preference graphs and

generating a sequence of artists as guided transition. Most of the related studies have

attempted to increase the diversity for a ranked list, but there are some limitations [142],

[143], such that users tend to pay less attention to the bottom of the list when exploring

recommendations, which is a position bias. Besides, some works have visualized

recommendations to support user exploration in recommender systems. For example,

to raise users’ awareness of exploration, [144], [145] highlighted the regions of

the underrepresented recommendation space, so-called blind spots, which could
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help users to identify what is known and what is unknown in their profile. Some

visualization systems, such as TalkExplorer, [146], and Moodplay [147], allow users

to explore diverse items during the recommendation process. In [148], [149], the

authors introduced a shortlist as a short-term memory to reduce users’ cognitive

efforts and help users make better decisions when exploring diverse movies. The

recommender systems discussed so far support user exploration by presenting diverse

recommendations or visualizations. To the best of our knowledge, little work has

been done to support user exploration with conversational interaction.

5.3 System Design
Following the workflow of an existing music chatbot [33], we have developed a

music chatbot by using a popular NLU platform, DialogFlow1, and a widely used

music service, Spotify API2. The system supports both user-initiated critiquing

(UC) and system-suggested critiquing (SC). In particular, we devise two kinds of

system-suggested critiquing in the newest version: Progressive system-suggested

critiquing (Progressive SC) that guides users to explore a group of songs based on

their current preferences and critiquing feedback; and Cascading system-suggested

critiquing (Cascading SC) that motivates users to explore a cascade of different

types of music. To investigate how different critiquing techniques help users explore

music recommendations, we concretely implemented three variants of the critiquing

system:

User-initiated Critiquing System (User-C): The system only supports UC. Users

can post user-initiated critiques to actively explore songs based on music-related

attributes such as genres, tempo, and danceability.

Progressive Critiquing System (Progressive-C): The system is a hybrid cri-

tiquing system that supports both UC and SC. Users can either post UC or ask the

1https://dialogflow.com
2https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api
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Present an (initial) recommendation

Next Let bot suggest

Update user model

Determine whether to provide SC

Suggest Progressive SC
(audio features & genres)

Return a recommendation

Initialize user model Initialize user model

Like NextMake UC

Present an (initial) recommendation

Accept Reject

User-C System Progressive-C System

Update user model

Return a recommendation
No

Yes

LikeMake UC Let bot suggest

Determine whether to provide SC

Suggest Cascading SC
Level 1: audio features
Level 2: genres

Initialize user model

Like NextMake UC

Present an (initial) recommendation

Accept Reject

Cascading-C System

Update user model

Return a recommendation
No

Yes

Figure 5.2: Three system variants’ behavior policies during the recommendation
process.

system to provide Progressive SC to help them discover music.

Cascading Critiquing System (Cascading-C): Similar to the Progressive-C

system, the system also supports both UC and SC, but provides Cascading SC when

the system-suggested critiquing is triggered.

Inspired by recent studies about the chatbot’s proactivity [100], the two hybrid

critiquing systems (i.e., Progressive-C and Cascading-C) are designed to provide SC

in two different manners: Reactive SC refers to the SC that suggests critiques to users

when they make an explicit request (i.e., clicking the button “Let bot suggest” during

the conversation); Proactive SC refers to the SC that proactively offers critiques for

stimulating users to explore music.

5.3.1 Behavior Policies and Algorithms

Based on the typical recommendation process introduced in [34], we design associated

behavior policies for these three types of system as shown in Figure 5.2.

Initiation: Before initiating the conversation, the system obtains users’ initial

preferences for three attributes, i.e., songs, artists, and music genres, so as to initialize

the user model. Of note, the music data (including metadata and song attributes) in our

system were obtained from the Spotify platform. Our system gets users’ preference
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data from their profiles in Spotify or creates preference data for non-regular Spotify

users by asking them the favorite songs and artists. Then, the system calls Spotify

recommendation API to obtain 150 recommendations for generating a ranked playlist

based on the initial user model according to the Multi-Attribute Utility Theory

(MAUT) [109], which formally estimates the user (denoted as u)’s preference over

each song (denoted as i) as rMu,i =
∑︁

a∈A wu,a × v(u, i, a), where A denotes all

concerned music-related attributes, and wu,a is the relative importance (i.e., the user

u’s preference weight) of the attribute a. v(u, i, a) represents the user u’s preference

over the song i regarding the attribute a, which is measured as p(ka,i|I liked
u ), i.e., the

probability that the attribute a’s values appearing in the user u’s previous favorite

songs (I liked
u ) fall into the value bin3 of the attribute a of the currently considered

song i (denoted as ka,i). The initials weights of all attributes are the same and will be

gradually adjusted based on the user’ subsequent critiques on the attributes.

User-initiated Critiquing (UC): After receiving a recommendation, the user

may make user-initiated critique on its audio attributes (i.e., energy, danceability,

speechiness, tempo, and valence), music categories, or artists, e.g., saying “I

want higher tempo.” The system then updates the user model and returns a new

recommendation.

System-suggested Critiquing (SC): In the two hybrid critiquing systems, the user

can ask for the system’s suggested critiques (i.e., Progressive SC or Cascading SC)

by clicking the button “Let bot suggest”. Then, the system provides the suggested

critique for assisting the user to explore music recommendations, e.g., “Compared

to the last played song, do you like the song of lower tempo?” User feedback to

the suggested critique (Accept by clicking the button “Yes” or Reject via the button

“No”) will be used to update the user model and make subsequent recommendations.

There are two major differences between Progressive SC and Cascading SC.

3 We divided the value range of each attribute into 10 or 15 bins for numerical attributes. For
categorical attributes, each value refers to one value bin.
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First, the critique selection of Progressive SC mainly considers the user’s preference

over songs and critiquing feedback as captured from the previous interactions, while

Cascading SC focuses more on the diversity of recommended songs. Second,

Cascading SC contains two levels of critiquing for exploring diverse songs: At Level

1, the suggested critiques are on audio features, which keep the user exploring songs

within the current music genre; at Level 2, critiques are on music genres, which

encourage the user to try songs in a different genre. Progressive SC, however, does

not make a distinction between audio attributes and genres.

Specifically, the generation of these two kinds of system-suggested critique

consists of the following four steps:

1. The system first constructs a critique pattern vector for each candidate song

in the current playlist (e.g., {(genre, pop), (valence, higher), ..., (danceability,

lower)}) by comparing it with the currently recommended song in terms of

music-related attributes. Each critique pattern (e.g., (genre, pop)) denotes a

critique that contains one attribute, which is also called unit critique [34].

2. The system filters out the critiques rejected by the user in her/his previous

interactions, as well as the critiques rarely occurring in all critique pattern

vectors (frequency lower than 10%). Then, for each remaining critique, the

songs in the current playlist that satisfy this critique are grouped together as its

contained songs.

3. The system selects Progressive SC by calculating the utility of each remaining

critique (denoted as c) [110] as Uu(c) = wu,ac × fc × 1
Ic

∑︁
i∈Ic(r

M
u,i + rCu,i),

where wu,ac denotes the user u’ preference for c’s contained attribute, fc

denotes the relative frequency of c among all critique pattern vectors, and Ic

denotes the set of songs that satisfy c. 1
Ic

∑︁
i∈Ic(r

M
u,i + rCu,i) represents u’s

preference over c’s contained songs, which considers u’s preference over the

song i (estimated as rMu,i based on MAUT), as well as the compatibility of

i with the critiques previously made by u (PCu) [40] (calculated as rCu,i =
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1
|PCu|

∑︁
c′∈PCu

satisfies(c′, i), where satisfies(c′, i) is an indicator function

used to check whether the song i satisfies c′). For Cascading SC, the

system calculates the overall diversity of the critique’s contained songs and

the songs the user has listened to in the previous interactions, for which the

diversity is calculated by the average Shannon’s entropy across all music-related

attributes [150]: Du(c) =
∑︁

a∈A Ha(c), where Ha(c) = −
∑︁

k∈Ka
p(k|Ic ∪

IL) log p(k|Ic ∪ IL) measures the entropy4 of the attribute a, k ∈ Ka denotes

one value bin k in all value bins Ka of the attribute a, IL denotes the listened

songs by the user, Ic ∪ IL represents the resulting set of songs when the user

accepts c, and p(k|Ic ∪IL) refers to the probability that the attribute a’s values

of the resulting set of songs fall into the value bin k. Motivated by observations

of our pilot study5, we determine Cascading SC will be switched from Level 1

to Level 2 when the user likes more than 4 songs or skips more than 3 songs

within the currently explored music genre.

4. The system finally shows the critique of the highest utilityU(c) in Progressive-C

or diversity D(c) in Cascading-C.

User Modeling. User model contains two parts: (1) user preference model

stores the user’s preferred value range and preference weight for the critiqued attribute,

i.e., a music genre or an audio feature, which will be adjusted based on the user’s

feedback on the recommended item (i.e., clicking “Like” for accepting or “Next” for

skipping) and the critique made by the user; (2) user critiquing history tracks all

occurred critiques in the current dialogue.

Dialogue Management. All the three systems are designed to respond to the user’s

inputs after detecting her/his intents, but they may respond differently to the detected

intents. For the User-C system, the system proceeds to the next recommendation

4A higher entropy of an attribute indicates that the resulting set contains songs with higher
diversity in terms of this attribute.

5We conducted a lab controlled pilot study (with 3 volunteers) in order to test adequacy of our
system and the experimental procedure.
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Figure 5.3: The user interface of our music chatbot. Note that the user interface is
the same as that of [33], but the underlying algorithms used to generate the two kinds
of system-suggested critique (Progressive SC and Cascading SC) are different.

based on the user’s intent, while the two hybrid systems will determine whether

it is time to recommend a song or show a system-suggested critique based on the

user’s interaction behavior. We find it is reasonable to let the system proactively offer

critique if the user has consecutively skipped 3 recommended songs or listened to 5

songs according to our observations in the pilot study.

Recommendation. With the refined user model, we re-rank the current playlist by

considering the estimated user preference over each candidate song based on MAUT

and each song’s compatibility with the user’s critiquing feedback.

5.3.2 User Interface Design

The user interface of the music chatbot consists of three parts: a rating widget,

a dialogue window, and an instruction panel. Specifically, the dialogue window

(Figure 5.3, B) shows the dialogue between the user and the bot. The recommended

song is shown on a card with a set of buttons under the card for the user to give

feedback. When the user clicks the “Like” button, the current song will be added

to the playlist where the user can rate the song (Figure 5.3, A). The “Next” button
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allows the user to skip the current song, and the “Let bot suggest” button is to activate

a system-suggested critique on the currently recommended song. If the user would

like to critique the recommended song on her/him own, s/he can send a message to

tune the recommendation by audio features, music categories, or artists (Figure 5.3,

C explains the supported features with some examples). Two dialogue examples

illustrate how the user can make user-initiated critiquing (UC) and system-suggested

critiquing (SC) respectively. To help better understand the interaction between users

and the system, we show a dialogue example in Table 5.1 that illustrates how a user

interacts with the hybrid system (i.e., Progressive-C and Cascading-C).

5.4 Evaluation
To investigate how different types of critiquing technique influence user exploration

of music recommendations, we created three experimental conditions (respectively

corresponding to User-C, Progressive-C, and Cascading-C) and conducted an online

user study (N=107) with a between-subjects design. We randomly assigned partici-

pants to one of the three experimental conditions. The numbers of participants in the

three conditions are 35, 36, and 36, respectively.

5.4.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from the Prolific platform6, which is popularly used for

academic surveys [151]. To ensure the quality of the experiment, we pre-screened

users in Prolific using the following criteria: (1) participants should be fluent in

English; (2) number of her/his previous submissions should be more than 100;

(3) approval rate should be greater than 95%. The experiment took 25 mins on

average and each participant was compensated 2.4 if s/her successfully completed

the experiment.

A total of 147 users participated in our study, which is within our estimated

6https://www.prolific.co/
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Table 5.1: A dialogue example of hybrid critiquing system

Role Utterances

Bot Hi there. Now you need to create a playlist that contains 20 good songs.
I have found some songs for you based on your preference, but you
can also search for other songs by using the tips shown on the right side.
We recommend this song because you like the songs of pop, rock, folk.
Music Recommendation: Chasing Cars

User Next song. (The user clicks the “Next” button.)
Bot Music Recommendation: Girls
User I need more valence. (The user gives a user-initiated critique.)
Bot Just play these songs because you want higher valence.

Music Recommendation: Jockey Full Of Bourbon
User I like this song. (The user clicks the “Like” button.)
Bot You also need to rate the song in terms of pleasant surprise in the left panel.

(After the user rate the song)
OK, I recommend this song to you, because you like folk music.
Music Recommendation:Cathedral

User Next song. (The user clicks the “Next” button.)
Bot Music Recommendation: Life Eternal
User I need some suggestions. (The user clicks the “Let bot suggest” button.)
Bot Compared with the last played song, do you like the song of higher energy?

(The system provides a system-suggested critique.)
User I don’t want. (The user clicks the “No” button to reject the suggestion.)
Bot Compared with the last played song, do you like the song of lower energy?

(The system provides a system-suggested critique.)
User Yes, please! (The user clicks the “Yes” button to accept the suggestion.)
Bot Music Recommendation: Love Hurts
User i need more energy. (The user gives a user-initiated critique.)
Bot Just play these songs because you want higher energy.

... ... (After the user consecutively listened to five songs)
Bot Compared with the last played song, do you like the song of alternative metal?

(The system proactively offers a system-suggested critique.)
User Yes, please! (The user clicks the “Yes” button to accept the suggestion.)
Bot Music Recommendation: Whore

... ...

sample size7. 22 participants’ responses were removed since their data were detected

as outliers for extremely long duration, and 18 participants were filtered out due

to failure to pass the attention check questions. We finally kept the data of 107

participants (Gender: Female = 52, Male = 53, Other: 2; Age: 19-25(40), 26-30(19),

31-35(16), 36-40(9), 41-50(13), 51-60(8), > 60(2)). Participants are from different

countries, including United Kingdom (35), Portugal (16), United States of America

7Based on the results from our online pilot study (performed on Prolific before our main study
that involves 20 participants), we calculated the sample size as 111-159 in a priori power analysis for
an ANOVA F test (given a significance level α = .05, a power level (1-β) = .8 and an expected effect
size f = .25 or .3) using G*Power [152].
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(12), Poland (11), Italy (9), Spain (4), and others (20) (e.g., Greece, Estonia, and

Germany).

5.4.2 Procedure

First, participants need to accept General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

consent form before signing into our system with their Spotify accounts. After

reading the instructions of the user study, participants are asked to fill out a pre-study

questionnaire. To ensure that participants understand the study task and the use of

our chatbot, they read a tutorial of interacting with music recommendations in the

chatbot and then try the bot for two minutes. Once they are ready, they are asked

to complete the experimental task which contains two steps: (1) Please use our

MusicBot to discover songs in different music types as much as possible, and create

a playlist that contains 20 pieces of music that fit your taste, and then rate each song

in terms of its pleasant surprise. (2) Then, please select top-5 most preferred songs

from the created playlist. After finishing the task, participants fill out a post-study

questionnaire regarding their experience with the music chatbot (see Section 5.4.3).

5.4.3 Measurement

The post-study questionnaire contains 10 statements (see Table 5.2) that measure

user perception of music recommendations when using the chatbot: Q1-Q6 and

Q9 are adapted from ResQue (a widely used user-centric evaluation framework

for recommender systems) [153]. The statements of Q8 and Q10 [154] measure

user perceived serendipity and Q7 [155] measures user engagement. Besides, the

questionnaire includes three open-ended questions about music exploration: “When

do you, or why do you want to discover new songs when listening to music?” “What

do you think is the difference between using the chatbot and your previous methods

for discovering songs?” “Do you think whether the music chatbot could help you

discover new and unexpected but interesting songs? And explain how it helps?”
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Table 5.2: Post-study questionnaire for measuring users’ perception of the music
chatbot

Metric Statement (each is rated on a 7-point Likert scale)
Interest Q1. The songs recommended to me matched my interests.
Novelty Q2. The songs recommended to me are novel.
Music discov-
ery

Q3. The music chatbot helped me discover new songs.

Diversity Q4. The songs recommended to me are diverse.
Control Q5. I feel in control of modifying my taste using this music chatbot.
Helpfulness Q6. The music chatbot gave me good suggestions for helping me discover songs.
Engagement Q7. I feel it is entertaining and interesting to engage in a dialogue with this

music chatbot to discover songs.

Serendipity
Q8. The music chatbot provided me with recommendations that I had not
considered in the first place but turned out to be a positive
and surprising discovery.

Confidence Q9. I am confident that I will like the songs in the created playlist (20 songs).
Pleasant sur-
prise

Q10. The songs in the created playlist (20 songs) are overall pleasantly surprising
to me.

5.5 Analyses & Results

5.5.1 User Perception

We analyzed users’ responses to the ten statements (see Table 5.2) respectively in

the three experimental conditions. Since the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test show

that the data are not normally distributed, we performed the non-parametric one-way

ANOVA Kruskal-Wallis test for comparative analysis. It mainly indicates that the

differences in terms of perceived diversity (H=6.81, df=2, p<.05) and perceived

serendipity (H=7.64, df=2, p<.05) are significant among the three conditions. The

post-hoc Mann-Whitney tests with Bonferroni corrected p-value show that users

perceive more diversity of recommendations in Cascading-C (M=5.25, SD=1.48)

than in User-C (M=4.40, SD=1.46, p<.05), and more serendipity in Progressive-C

(M=5.22, SD=1.27) than in User-C (M=4.26, SD=1.52, p=.01), but no significance

is found in other pairwise comparisons. This may be explained by that Progressive

SC in Progressive-C can bring users different songs that are close to their interests,

while Cascading SC in Cascading-C aims to introduce new types of music to users.
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For the non-significant results reported in Figure 5.4, we still find that users

positively rated all of the three system variants in some metrics related to music

exploration with average ratings above 5 on the 7-point Likert scale, such as interest

matching, control, confidence, and pleasant surprise. Users’ perceived novelty of

recommendations is relatively low in User-C, probably because, compared to it

that only supports user-initiated critiquing, Progressive-C and Cascading-C might

introduce users to more new songs with system-suggested critiques.

5.5.2 User Interaction

5.5.2.1 Interaction Metrics

We analyzed participants’ interaction behavior to examine how users interacted with

the three critiquing systems for music exploration. We extracted several interaction

metrics from participants’ logs, and analyzed their listened songs (see Table 5.3). We

used the same statistical methods for comparison as in Section 5.5.1.

The results of Kruskal-Wallis tests reveal significant differences among the three

conditions in terms of dialogue turns (H=7.75, df=2, p<.05), times of clicking

buttons (H=20.22, df=2, p<.001), and times of typing (H=6.13, df=2, p<.05). The

post-hoc tests show that both Cascading-C and Progressive-C led to significantly

more dialogue turns than User-C (p<.05), and users clicked significantly more buttons

in Progressive-C and Cascading-C than in User-C (p<.005), probably because the

design of SC may introduce more dialogue turns and button clicks. To better

understand how SC influences user interaction, see a dialogue example that illustrates

how a user interacted with the hybrid system (that supports both UC and SC) in

Table 5.1.

5.5.2.2 Exploration Metrics

Table 5.3 summarizes the ratings of songs (in terms of pleasant surprise) in users’

created playlists and those in their selected top-5 most preferred songs, and the
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Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics for user interaction behavior data (significance: ***
p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05)

User-C Progressive-C Cascading-C

Mean Std Mean Std Mean Std

Interaction metrics

#Listened songs 42.06 12.92 39.78 12.97 41.47 15.62
Duration (minutes) 10.95 4.43 12.04 4.59 12.47 5.28
#Dialogue turns (times)* 43.03 13.86 52.64 16.44 54.22 21.30
#Button (times)*** 33.40 9.65 46.39 12.69 47.61 19.08
#Button-Next (times) 13.97 9.40 12.81 8.52 13.89 12.22
#Typing (times)* 9.94 8.17 6.42 7.62 6.78 5.40
#Words per utterance 3.32 1.12 2.72 1.72 3.66 1.54

Exploration metrics

Avg Rating (Created playlist-20) 4.27 0.33 4.37 0.40 4.28 0.38
Avg Rating (Top-5) 4.70 0.30 4.72 0.37 4.74 0.49
#NewGenres (Listened songs) 3.83 2.26 4.19 2.58 3.97 2.13
#NewGenres (Created playlist-20) 2.71 1.62 2.69 1.45 3.14 1.88
#NewGenres (Top-5) 1.40 1.22 1.56 1.05 1.44 1.08

number of newly explored genres in each case. It shows that participants positively

rated the liked songs, with the average ratings above 4 out of 5 stars in all conditions,

although there are no significant differences among User-C, Progressive-C and

Cascading-C. Moreover, relative to users’ preferred genres in their initial profiles, all

the three critiquing systems allow users to explore 2 to 3 new genres as shown in

their created playlists.

5.5.2.3 Critiquing Behavior

To deeply investigate the role of critiquing during music exploration, we analyzed

users’ interaction data with focus on their critiquing behavior. First, we analyzed the

actual uses of user-initiated critiquing (UC) and system-suggested critiquing (SC) in

different experimental conditions. We counted the use of SC as requested by users

by clicking the “Let bot suggest” button (i.e., Reactive SC). Table 5.4 shows that

participants made UC more in User-C than in Progressive-C and Cascading-C, and

made SC more in Cascading-C than in Progressive-C. In total, we find that 95 out of

107 users made UC, and 45 out of 72 users made SC in the two hybrid conditions
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Table 5.4: Descriptive statistics for the actual uses of UC and SC, and the provenance
of liked songs in the three experimental conditions

User-C Progressive-C Cascading-C

Actual uses of UC

Percentage of making UC 94.29% (33/35) 75.00% (27/36) 94.44% (34/36)
Average times of makng
UC per user

9.52 8.19 6.71

Actual uses of SC

Percentage of making SC NA 61.11% (22/36) 63.89% (23/36)
Average times of making
SC per user

NA 2.36 3.18

Provenance of liked songs

Recommendations before
critiquing

16.03% 7.08% 6.94%

UC 83.97% 32.10% 45.69%
Reactive SC NA 8.97% 11.50%
Proactive SC NA 51.85% 35.87%

that provide SC.

Since SC can be triggered either by clicking the “Let bot suggest” button (Reactive

SC) or being proactively suggested by the system (Proactive SC), we calculated

the acceptance rates of Reactive SC and Proactive SC in both Progressive-C and

Cascading-C. The results show that the acceptance rate of Reactive SC (92.62%) and

the acceptance rate of Proactive SC (92.13%) in Progressive-C are both higher than

those in Cascading-C (respectively 77.43% and 80.71%), implying that users might

be prone to accept the progressive SC that fit their current preferences [43]. Besides,

the way of triggering SC seems to have little impact on user acceptance of SC.

Moreover, to investigate which kind of critique is more effective for exploring

diverse songs, we analyzed the provenance of the songs liked by users (see Table 5.4).

We find that more than half of the liked songs are from Proactive SC in Progressive-C,

probably suggesting that users can discover favorite music through the automatically

suggested progressive SC with less effort to initiate UC and SC by themselves.

Therefore we see that UC is less triggered in Progressive-C than in the other two

conditions.
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To further understand when users would like to make critiques for exploring

diverse music, we analyzed two major interaction flows. One flow starts from the

initial recommendation until the user made the first critique (UC or SC), and the

other flow is between two non-consecutive critiques made by the user. We extracted

three typical interaction patterns (IPs) of using UC (IP1-IP3) and one IP of using SC

(IP4). The number in the parentheses indicates the percentage of participants who

followed the corresponding IP when they made UC or SC.

IP1: Recommend → Like → Recommend → Like → Recommend → Make

UC (56.84%, 54/95)

IP2: Recommend → Next → Recommend → Next → Recommend → Make

UC (46.32%, 44/95)

IP3: System Suggest Critiques → Accept SC → Recommend → Make UC

(36.07%, 22/61)

IP4: System Suggest Critiques → Accept SC →...→ Let Bot Suggest (48.89%,

22/45)

The users of IP1 and IP2 tended to use UC to explore new songs after receiving

three recommended songs (that they clicked “Like” or “Next”). We identified IP3 in

the two hybrid conditions Progressive-C and Cascading-C where users made UC

when they felt the recommendations suggested by SC were not of their interests. The

users of IP4 requested SC after accepting one or more critiques proactively suggested

by the system, namely that some users are more likely to trigger reactive SC if they

have benefited from proactive SC. Regarding the occurrence (times) of these IPs in

the three conditions, we only observe that IP2 occurred more often in User-C (t=45)

than in Cascading-C (t=24) and Progressive-C (t=14), probably because users can

alternatively use UC or SC to adjust recommendations in the two hybrid conditions.
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5.5.3 Relation Between User Interaction and User Perception

In this section, we conducted an in-depth investigation of the relationship between

users’ interaction behavior and their perception of the recommended songs in the

three experimental conditions.

5.5.3.1 Moderation Effect of Experimental Condition (EC) on the Relationship

Between User Interaction and User Perception

In order to investigate how the three experimental conditions moderate the relationship

between user interaction behavior and user perception of music recommendations,

we followed the two steps for moderation analysis as suggested by [156, Chapter 15]:

First, we performed a Spearman’s rank correlation analysis within each of the three

experimental conditions (EC), and tested the significance of the difference between

paired correlation coefficients by applying the Fisher-Z-Transformation [157]. This

step serves as a preliminary analysis to assess the potential moderation of EC on the

relationship between user interaction metrics and user perception metrics. Second, for

the possible presence of moderation, we carried out a moderated regression analysis

to examine the influence of EC (moderating variable) on the relationship between

two variables (i.e., an interaction metric and a perception metric). Moderation effects

were detected when the interaction term is statistically significant in the regression

model.

As a result, EC moderates the relationships between the number of listened

songs and both the perceived helpfulness (F (2, 101)=4.93, p<.01) and perceived

serendipity (F (2, 101)=3.51 p<.05). Figure 5.5(a) and Figure 5.5(b) show that users

who listened to more songs tended to feel the system less helpful and perceive less

serendipity in the conditions User-C and Progressive-C. On the contrary, users in

Cascading-C tended to perceive higher helpfulness and serendipity when listening to

more songs. Besides, EC moderates the relationship between the number of dialogue
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(a) The relationship between
#Listened songs and Helpful-
ness.

(b) The relationship between
#Listened songs and Serendipity.

(c) The relationship between
#Dialogue turns and Helpfulness.

(d) The relationship between
#Button-Next and Helpfulness.

(e) The relationship between
#Button-Next and Serendipity.

(f) The relationship between
#Button-Next and Pleasant Sur-
prise.

(g) The relationship between
#Reactive SC and Helpfulness.

(h) The relationship between
#Reactive SC and Pleasant Sur-
prise.

Figure 5.5: Moderation effects of experimental condition (EC) on the relationship
between user interaction metrics and perception metrics.
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turns and perceived helpfulness (F (2, 101)=4.41, p<.05). Figure 5.5(c) shows

negative correlations between them in the conditions User-C and Progressive-C,

but a positive correlation in the condition Cascading-C. Also, EC moderates the

relationships between the number of “Next” button clicks and three user perception

metrics: perceived helpfulness (F (2, 101)=4.85, p<.01), perceived serendipity (F (2,

101)=4.99, p<.01), and pleasant surprise (F (2, 101)=4.35, p<.05). Figures 5.5(d),

5.5(e), and 5.5(f) show a tendency that users who clicked more “Next” buttons

seem to have lower helpfulness, serendipity and pleasant surprise in User-C and

Progressive-C, while an opposite tendency is shown in Cascading-C. Compared

with User-C and Progressive-C, Cascading-C can produce more diverse songs along

more user interaction, which may in turn enhance user perception metrics related to

music exploration. Furthermore, it shows EC moderates the relationship between

the number of use of Reactive SC and both users’ perceived helpfulness (F (1,

68)=4.30, p<.05) and pleasant surprise (F (1, 68)=6.93, p<.05) in Progressive-C and

Cascading-C. In addition, users who more actively requested SC tended to perceive

higher helpfulness and pleasant surprise in Cascading-C than in Progressive-C (see

Figure 5.5(g) and Figure 5.5(h)).

In short, the above results indicate the moderation effects of EC on the relationships

between some particular interaction metrics (e.g., number of listened songs, number

of dialogue turns) and users’ perceived helpfulness, recommendation serendipity and

pleasant surprise.

5.5.3.2 Relationship Between Interaction Patterns and User Perception

Furthermore, we investigated how the identified frequent interaction patterns (IP1-

IP4) may influence user perception of recommendations. For this purpose, we split

users into two groups based on the presence of a particular IP regardless of the

experimental condition. We then performed a non-parametric Mann-Whitney test

to compare the two groups in terms of each perception metric. The results show
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(a) Music Discovery. (b) Helpfulness.

(c) Serendipity. (d) Pleasant Surprise.

Figure 5.6: The comparison of user perception between users who followed IP2
(Group 1) and users who did not follow IP2 (Group 0).

that the group of users who followed IP2 rated negatively than the other group

regarding several perception metrics, including music discovery (U=1017.0, p<0.01),

helpfulness (U=875.0, p<0.001), serendipity (U=1005.5, p<0.01), and pleasant

surprise (U=1095.5, p<0.05). The in-depth analysis (see Figure 5.6) shows that

the differences between the two groups are smaller in the two hybrid conditions

(especially in Cascading-C) than in User-C, which might be because users can tune

the recommendation via SC in the two conditions. Besides, the users of IP3 (N=22)

perceived significantly higher decision confidence than the users of not following

IP3 (N=50) in both hybrid conditions (U=380.0, p<0.05).

5.5.4 User Exploration Intention

In this section, we further analyzed users’ exploration intentions (that refer to having

intentions to explore something different such as new music genres in our case)

during the interaction with the music chatbot regardless of the experimental condition.
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Figure 5.7: The percentage of users who explored different genres of music in their
subsequent recommendation sessions (“Explorer”), and users who did not explore
new type of music from the current session (“Non-Explorer”).

Additionally, we explored the feasibility of automatically predicting their intentions

to explore different types of music given their interaction behavior or their musical

preferences. This prediction may be helpful for determining the suitable timing to

trigger proactive SC for better supporting user exploration.

5.5.4.1 Exploration Intention Analysis

As a user’s exploration intention may change dynamically, we first analyzed how

users’ exploration intentions change as recommendation sessions progress during

the conversation, in order to understand when and how users explore different types

of music. Here one recommendation session is defined as consisting of multiple

rounds of user-system interactions that lead to a successful recommendation liked by

a user. Noted that participants were asked to create a playlist containing 20 pieces of

songs in our user study. Thus, there were 20 recommendation sessions in total for

each user for our analyses. By examining whether users would explore new music

genres and add the newly explored music to their playlist during the recommendation

process, we found that users indicated their exploration intentions in a different
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(a) #Explored Genres. (b) #Listened Songs.

(c) #UC. (d) #Reactive SC.

Figure 5.8: The comparison of user interaction behavior between “Short-Term
Explorer” and “Long-Term Explorer”.

stage of interaction, probably due to their individual characteristics [52], [158]. As

illustrated in Figure 5.7, we observed that (1) 33% of users explored and added

music with different genres in their playlist only in the first 10 recommendation

sessions, and 67% of users had exploration intentions (“Explorer”) in the subsequent

10 recommendation sessions; (2) half of users kept exploring new music genres after

a period of interaction (i.e., after 13 recommendation sessions); (3) some users (8%)

however only explored different types of music during the early interaction (i.e., in

the first 5 recommendation sessions).

Furthermore, we investigated whether and how users’ exploration intentions

may have an association with their interaction behavior. To this end, we classified

users as “Long-term Explorer” and “Short-term Explorer” based on whether the user

explored new music genres after 13 recommendation sessions (over 2/3 interactions).

By comparing the difference between these two groups of users in terms of their
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interaction behavior, we found that “Long-term Explorers" tend to listen to more

songs (see Figure 5.8(b)), make more critiques (including both UC and Reactive SC)

on the recommended songs (see Figures 5.8(c) and 5.8(d)) than “Short-term Explorer”

over almost all of the recommendation sessions. But the number of newly explored

music did not show much difference between them as shown in Figure 5.8(c). These

results indicate that users who like to constantly explore new things are inclined to try

more songs and actively interact with the systems, e.g., by expressing their feedback

or seeking the system’s suggestions.

5.5.4.2 Exploration Intention Prediction

As the above analyses suggest that users would show exploration intentions in the

different periods of interaction, we are interested in exploring if we can predict

users’ exploration intentions given their previous interaction. In the following, we

present our prediction experiment and the results for the task of exploration intention

prediction.

Task Definition: Given the user’s previous interaction with the system, the

exploration intention prediction task is how to predict if the user would explore

new music genres or not in their subsequent recommendation sessions, which is a

binary classification problem. As half of the users were identified to have exploration

intentions (as denoted as “Explorer”) after 13 recommendation sessions and the

remaining were “Non-Explorer” (see Figure 5.7), owing to the obtained balanced

data, we aim at predicting users’ exploration intentions with the interaction data in

the previous 13 sessions in our case.

Prediction Methods: For this binary classification task, we employed eight

machine learning methods, including Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine,

Naive Bayes, Random Forest, XGBoost, Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT),

Decision Tree, Naive Bayes, and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), and compared

their performance in our experiment. All of these methods were implemented with
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scikit-learn.8

Features: We have extracted two categories of features for exploration intention

prediction, as motivated by our previous analysis results and related work on music

genre exploration [159]:

• Behavioral features (Behavioral): The behavioral features can be related to

user exploration intents as revealed in our results in Figure 5.8, which include

the user’s interaction behavior (i.e., the number of dialogue turns, the number

of listened songs, the number of making UC and SC) for each of the previous

recommendation session as well as the aggregated features that considered the

user’s behavior within all the previous session. These behavioral features also

capture context information in the conversation [14].

• Preference features (Preference): The preference features are meant to capture

the user’s musical preference for genre exploration. As suggested by [159],

we measured the user’s musical preference consistency between short-term

(inferred from the listened music liked by the user in the current conversation)

and long-term preferences (inferred from the user profile). Additionally, we

assessed the diversity of the users’ liked songs with Shannon’s entropy in terms

of each music-related attribute [150], because users who tend to explore new

things are likely to have a higher propensity toward diversity [160].

Evaluation and Experimental setup: We adopted four evaluation metrics,

i.e., accuracy, precision, recall, and F1, for this binary classification task. In our

experiment, for each classification method, we first used 3-fold cross-validation to

select the optimal hyper-parameter based on Accuracy with the randomly sampled 80

% data). Then, we conducted a 5-fold cross-validation to evaluate the classification

method with the selected optimal hyper-parameters. The reported performance is the

average results over all users in the test data.

Results: We examine the performance of exploration intention prediction

8https://scikit-learn.org/
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Table 5.5: Performance of machine learning methods for exploration intention
prediction, where the best Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 results are underlined

Methods Accuracy Precision Recall F1

Logistic Regression 0.6026 0.6040 0.5745 0.5844
Support Vector Machine 0.5558 0.5518 0.5982 0.5650
Naive Bayes 0.5840 0.5683 0.6691 0.6121
Decision Tree 0.5394 0.5693 0.4673 0.5053
Random Forest 0.5939 0.5883 0.5764 0.5740
XGBoost 0.5654 0.5621 0.5600 0.5530
GBDT 0.5848 0.5881 0.6127 0.5949
MLP 0.6208 0.6119 0.6709 0.6352

Table 5.6: Experimental results with behavioral features and preference features for
exploration intention prediction

Methods Behavioral Preference Accuracy Precision Recall F1

MLP
✓ 0.4545 0.4499 0.4436 0.4441

✓ 0.6208 0.6119 0.6709 0.6352
✓ ✓ 0.4818 0.4834 0.4273 0.4505

Naive Bayes
✓ 0.5563 0.589 0.3727 0.4522

✓ 0.584 0.5683 0.6691 0.6121
✓ ✓ 0.5753 0.614 0.3927 0.4744

GBDT
✓ 0.519 0.536 0.5345 0.5262

✓ 0.5848 0.5881 0.6127 0.5949
✓ ✓ 0.4645 0.4595 0.4655 0.461

regarding the three aspects as follows:

• Comparison of classification methods: From Table 5.6 that shows the perfor-

mance of the eight machine learning methods for predicting users’ exploration

intentions, we can see that MLP can achieve the best performance in terms of

all metrics, followed by Naive Bayes and GBDT regarding the F1 value. Of

note, we report the prediction results of each method using only the preference

features in this table because they can lead to better performance. Next,

we discuss the comparison of prediction performance between two feature

categories.

• Comparison of feature categories: We used the best three classification methods

(i.e., MLP, Naive Bayes, and GBDT) to conduct the comparison between

behavioral features and preference features regarding their effectiveness for
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Figure 5.9: Comparison by varying the number of recommendation sessions for
exploration intention prediction.

exploration intention prediction. As it is shown in Table 5.6, the prediction

performance of using preference features (Preference) (i.e., users’ musical

preference consistency and their propensity to diversity) is higher than that

of using behavioral features. Also, the combination of these two feature

categories did not outperform preference features. This may suggest that users’

exploration intentions are more related to their own preference for exploration,

which can be reflected by their preference consistency and diversity propensity.

• Comparison by varying the number of previous recommendation sessions: In

the above comparison, we predicted users’ exploration intentions given the

previous 13 recommendation sessions. To further investigate the feasibility of

predicting users’ exploration intentions in different periods of the interaction,

we varied the number of previous recommendation sessions. Figure 5.9

illustrates the performance of the best three models and the worst model

(Decision Tree), showing that it can be easier to predict users’ exploration

intentions in the earlier and later interaction period. This is probably because

it may be more distinguishable between users who tend to explore only in the
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earliest conversation and those who tend to explore all the time throughout the

whole conversation.

5.5.4.3 Summary

To sum up, in this section, we investigate users’ exploration intentions during the

conversation with our music chatbot, indicating that users may show the intention

to explore new types of music in different periods of interactions. Moreover, we

explore the computation methods for predicting users’ exploration intentions and find

that users’ preference for exploration indicated by their preference consistency and

diversity propensity can be relatively more predictive in predicting their exploration

intentions.

5.5.5 Subjective Feedback

We summarize participants’ responses to the three open questions about music

exploration in post-study questionnaire.

Users’ propensity towards discovering new songs. Some participants indicated

that diverse types of music bring more fun, such as “I like to listen to playlists that

someone else made to find new music because it’s usually full of artists I don’t know.

I think it’s important to branch out to different genres of music because it keeps

listening interesting.” (P47, User-C), while some of them would like to try new

music but not from different styles, e.g., “ I get stuck in playlists of similar songs.

So I want to discover new music, but I don’t always think of trying different styles. ”

(P24, Cascading-C).

Perceived differences between using a chatbot and traditional ways for

discovering songs. We identify three differences and share a few remarkable

comments as follows: (1) Interacting with the chatbot could make participants feel

warm and friendly, such as “Chatbot is like speaking to a real person with suggestions

and sharing emotions what you like to hear and how you like to hear with chatbot’s
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suggestions. It’s different than searching manually.” (P3, Progressive-C) and “The

Chatbot is more pro-active in searching for songs than I normally would be.” (P85,

Cascading-C); (2) The chatbot might be more efficient for exploring music since

it allows participants to easily indicate their preferences and then adapts to the

preferences, such as “Using this chatbot can be a more efficient and quicker way

to shortlisting which songs I will give a go.” (P48, Cascading-C) and “With this

chatbot, I can skip the songs/artists I don’t like and the chatbot will know that I don’t

like them so it will not suggest to me the same music/artist in the future.” (P39,

User-C); (3) The chatbot might reduce users’ efforts of exploring diverse music, such

as “Regarding the bot, It would probably be easier to find suggestions for different

genres, especially those that I don’t usually listen.” (P68, Cascading-C).

Opinions on the used system for music exploration. The majority of our

participants (N=72) hold a positive attitude towards the system they used, e.g., “Yes,

because I can talk to the bot so it is easier to find the right songs”. (P22, User-C),

“... some other songs were completely new to me and, to my surprise, I liked them and

even put some on my playlist on Spotify, this chatbot could be a good feature to have

to be honest” (P29, Progressive-C), and “Yes, because it’s suggestions derive from

what I like and that makes me feel more open to new songs” (P20, Cascading-C).

However, some participants complained about the system’s language recognition

capability, e.g., “It didn’t recognize some of the music genres I was looking for” (P69,

Cascading-C).

5.6 Discussions
In this section, we discuss our research findings based on the research questions.

We also offer some practical implications for designing critiquing techniques for

conversational music exploration.

RQ1: How do critiquing techniques influence users’ exploration of music in a

conversational recommender? We compared user perception of recommendations
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and the interaction behavior data among three experimental conditions (i.e., User-C,

Progressive-C and Cascading-C). The incorporation of system-suggested critiquing

(SC) mechanism significantly influences users’ perceived diversity and perceived

serendipity, both of which are key to the music exploration [161]. To be specific,

Cascading SC is more effective in discovering diverse songs, while Progressive SC

helps users find more songs with serendipity. Unlike the user perception metrics, the

objective exploration metrics do not have a significant difference among the three

critiquing techniques. The comparison results of interaction behavior data imply that

SC results in more dialogue turns and button clicks, which is in line with the findings

of a previous user study [33]. The more dialogue turns could mean higher user

engagement [33], but which could also be subject to the design of SC as it intrinsically

introduces more dialog turns and button clicks. Users tend to perform less UC when

Progressive SC is available, as automatically prompted SC (Proactive SC) results in

half of the totally liked songs in Progressive-C. In other words, Progressive SC is

particularly useful for exploring music and finding 20 liked songs, which may also

explain why SC produces more liked songs in Progressive-C than in Cascading-C.

The way of triggering SC does not seem to influence the acceptance rate of SC. But,

Proactive SC has a larger impact on music exploration than Reactive SC, probably

because Reactive SC is less triggered than Proactive SC. Generally speaking, both

SC and UC facilitate music exploration, but SC seems to influence user perception

more than UC.

RQ2: How do critiquing techniques moderate the relationship between user

interaction behavior and user perception of music recommendations? The critiquing

techniques significantly moderate the relationships between some user interaction

metrics (e.g., number of listened songs, number of dialogue turns, number of “Next”

button clicks) and users’ perceived helpfulness, serendipity, and pleasant surprise.

Arguably, in Cascading-C, users who interact more with the system are likely to

encounter more diverse types of music and even some surprising discoveries, thereby
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perceiving more helpfulness and having a better exploration experience. However, in

User-C and Progressive-C, more user interactions may not further increase perceived

helpfulness and serendipity probably due to their exploration strategies. These

strategies aim at exploring music centered around users’ current preferences rather

than introducing new types of music. But compared with User-C, Progressive-C

weakens the negative correlation between user interaction and user perception,

possibly due to the positive influence of SC on user perception. Cascading-C even

changes the negative correlation to be positive because more user interactions can

trigger new exploration beyond current user preferences. In addition, these results

may also suggest that the Cascading-C can be more suitable for people who tend

to interact extensively with the system, whereas the other two systems (User-C and

Progressive-C) might be more helpful for casual users.

Interaction patterns. The identified frequent interaction patterns (IP1-IP3) of

making user-initiated critiquing (UC) suggest that users may gradually establish their

new preferences during the interaction with the conversational recommendations

and then have a clearer exploratory direction [34]. At the same time, IP4 implies

that the perceived usefulness of proactive SC influences users’ intention of making a

reactive SC. The comparative analysis shows that users who have followed IP2 tend

to have a negative perception of several aspects, such as music discovery, helpfulness,

and serendipity, implying that the rejection of recommendations might impair user

experience.

Implications of our work. Combining the above results, we would like to

recommend the hybrid critiquing approach that incorporates both UC and SC for

music exploration. UC allows users to explicitly initialize exploration when they have

a clear exploration goal, while SC guides users to explore recommendations especially

when they have no specific goal. Regarding the two types of SC, practitioners may

choose between Progressive SC and Cascading SC according to the exploration goal,

e.g., diversity-oriented exploration or serendipity-oriented exploration. Moreover,
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the period of exploring music may also influence the choice of SC. Progressive SC

would be more helpful in the initial period of exploration (or short-term exploration

like the task in our study) where users are probably more acceptable for the songs

that are close to their current preferences. By contrast, Cascading SC might be more

useful in the later period of exploring music (or long-term exploration). After a

period of exploration, users reasonably expect to see more diverse types of song. The

diversity-oriented exploration in Cascading-C can further diversify recommendations,

in turn, positively influencing user perception.

5.7 Limitations
This study has three major limitations. First, our music chatbot only allows users

to explore music through genres, artists, and audios features. However, some other

attributes that have been found important to music exploration like social tags [162]

and mood [7] are not considered. Second, the proactive SC in the two hybrid critiquing

systems is triggered under the pre-set condition (e.g., when a user consecutively skips

3 recommended songs). However, more flexible methods to determine appropriate

timing for proactively offering SC would be desired. Third, the current study has

a relatively small sample size, which may undermine the power of the statistical

analysis.

5.8 Summary
In summary, we performed an online user study to compare three types of critiquing

system (i.e., User-C, Progressive-C, and Cascading-C) in terms of supporting users’

music exploration with conversational interaction. In general, they all allow users to

explore diverse songs through conversation, and system-suggested critiquing (SC) in

the two hybrid systems (Progressive-C and Cascading-C) further increases perceived

diversity and serendipity. The moderation analyses show that critiquing techniques

exert influence on the relationship between user interaction and user perception. The
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identified frequent interaction patterns indicate that users tend to make critiques

on their own when they have established their (new) preferences through several

rounds of interaction with recommendations, but will be likely to try SC after they

have benefited from the proactive SC. Additionally, we analyzed users’ exploration

intentions during the conversation, and investigated the feasibility of predicting

their exploration intentions, showing that users’ preference consistency and diversity

propensity may be leveraged for performing the prediction task. However, the current

accuracy (around 60%) might not be sufficient for identifying the appropriate timing

to trigger proactive suggestions for better supporting user exploration. Therefore,

further research should be undertaken to investigate this issue by uncovering other

predictive signals, which would be helpful for the future design of adaptive interaction

in conversational recommender systems that can satisfy different users’ needs.
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Chapter 6

Task-oriented User Evaluation on

Critiquing-based Conversational

Recommenders

6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter presents our critiquing-based conversational recommender

systems featuring with three different critiquing respectively: UC, Progressive SC,

and Cascading SC. In this chapter, we presents our further evaluation of these

critiquing systems in two typical types of user tasks in recommender systems (i.e.,

basic recommendation task and exploration-oriented task). In this task-oriented user

evaluation, we mainly address the following two research questions (see Figure 6.1):

RQ1: How do task types influence users’ perception of and interaction with the

three different critiquing techniques?

RQ2: How do critiquing techniques influence user perception and interac-

tion behavior in the basic recommendation task and the exploration-oriented task

respectively?

In the following, we first introduce related work on effects of task type, followed

by the experimental setup for our task-oriented user evaluation. We then present our

evaluation results of the two tasks. Noted that the user data presented in Chapter
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Critiquing Techniques
UC

Progressive SC
Cascading SC
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Task (BRT)

Exploration-oriented 
Task (EOT)
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Figure 6.1: Our research questions for task-oriented evaluation on critiquing-based
CRSs.
5 were re-used in our task-oriented user evaluation. As we have presented the

evaluation results of the exploration-oriented task in Chapter 5, this chapter mainly

presents the results regarding the effect of task type and the evaluation of the basic

recommendation task. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings for the

future design of critiquing-based conversational recommender.

6.2 Related Work on Effects of Task Type
During the interaction with recommender systems (RS), users may have various tasks

(e.g., finding relevant items, exploring the decision space) [36], [37]. Previous studies

concerning the evaluation of RS have suggested that users’ choice goal may exert

the influence on their perception of and interaction with the system [39], but most

studies evaluate their proposed systems with a basic recommendation task (BRT),

e.g., “help the user find relevant/good items” [36]. To the best of our knowledge, few

studies consider converting different users’ choice goals into different types of user

tasks when evaluating RS.

On the other hand, some studies in the information retrieval (IR) domain have

demonstrated that task characteristics (such as task type, task complexity, and task

difficulty) are important factors that can influence user experience with the IR

system [163], [164]. Their results show that users tend to make more efforts in

difficult tasks than in easy tasks, and that different types of tasks lead to different
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Table 6.1: The numbers of participants in the three experimental conditions for two
studies

User-C Progressive-C Cascading-C Total

Study 1 32 45 35 112
Study 2 35 36 36 107

searching behavior [165].

Inspired by these works, we are interested in investigating the effects of task type on

users’ perception of and interaction with critiquing-based recommendation chatbots.

As researchers have recently paid more attention to supporting user exploration to

minimize the “filter bubble” issue of personalized recommendations [42], [43], we

particularly consider the exploration-oriented task (EOT), i.e., exploring diverse

types of songs, together with the basic recommendation task (BRT), i.e., looking for

items according to the user’s current preferences, as two typical types of user tasks in

our studies.

6.3 Task-oriented User Evaluation
In order to investigate the effects of task type and critiquing technique on user

perception of and interaction with critiquing-based recommendation chatbots (see

the system design in Chapter 5.3, we conducted two task-oriented user studies, which

focus on two typical types of user tasks as supported by a recommender system

[36] respectively: basic recommendation task (BRT) and exploration-oriented task

(EOT), with a between-subjects design (N=112 in Study 1 for BRT, N=107 in Study

2 for EOT). In each study, we randomly assigned participants to one of the three

experimental conditions: User-C, Progressive-C, and Cascading-C (see Table 6.1).
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Table 6.2: Demographics of 219 Participants in our studies

Item Study 1 Study 2

Age

19-25 59 40
26-30 21 19
31-40 26 25
41-50 2 13
>50 4 10

Gender
Male 65 53
Female 46 52
Other 1 2

Nationality

United States of America 35 12
United Kingdom 20 35
Portugal 8 16
Poland 7 11
Others 42 33

Table 6.3: Post-study questionnaire for measuring users’ perception of the music
chatbot

Metric Statement (each is rated on a 7-point Likert scale)
Interest Q1. The songs recommended to me matched my interests.
Novelty Q2. The songs recommended to me were novel.
Music discovery Q3. The music chatbot helped me discover new songs.
Diversity Q4. The songs recommended to me were diverse.

Serendipity
Q5. The music chatbot provided me with recommendations that I had
not considered in the first place but turned out to be a positive
and surprising discovery.

Interaction adequacy Q6. I found it easy to inform the music chatbot if I dislike/like
the recommended song.

Ease of use Q7. I easily found the songs I was looking for.
Transparency Q8. I understood why the songs were recommended to me.
Control Q9. I felt in control of modifying my taste using this music chatbot.
Trust Q10. This music chatbot can be trusted.
Confidence Q11. I am confident I will like the songs recommended to me.
Satisfaction Q12. Overall, I am satisfied with this music chatbot.

6.3.1 Participants

Participants were recruited from the Prolific platform1, which is popularly used for

academic surveys [151]. To ensure the quality of the experiment, we pre-screened

users in Prolific using the following criteria: (1) participants should be fluent in

English; (2) the number of her/his previous submissions should be more than 100;

(3) the approval rate should be greater than 95%. In Study 1, the experiment took

1https://www.prolific.co/
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15 mins on average and each participant was compensated 2.0 if s/he successfully

completed the experiment. In Study 2, the experiment took 25 mins on average and

each participant was compensated 2.4.

A total of 292 users (145 users for Study 1 and 147 users for Study 2) participated

in our studies, which is within our estimated sample size2. With the 1.5 times

interquartile range (1.5×IQR) rule, we identified 40 outliers that have an extremely

long duration in the experiment (i.e., longer than 32 mins in Study 1 and 50 mins in

Study 2). To avoid the disproportionate effect of outliers on statistical results, we

removed their responses in our analysis. We also filtered out 33 participants due to

their failure to pass the attention check questions.3 We finally kept the data of 219

participants: 112 for Study 1 and 107 for Study 2. See Table 6.2 for demographics of

those participants.

6.3.2 Procedure

First, participants need to accept the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

consent form before signing into our system with their Spotify accounts. After

reading the instructions of the user study, participants are asked to fill out a pre-study

questionnaire. To ensure that they understand the study task and the use of our

chatbot, we ask them to read a tutorial about interacting with music recommendations

in the chatbot and then try the assigned chatbot for two minutes. Once they are ready,

they are asked to complete the experimental task. In Study 1, the task BRT is to

interact with our chatbot to find five pieces of songs that suit the user’s preference,

and rate each song in terms of its pleasant surprise. In Study 2, the task EOT contains

two steps: First, use our chatbot to discover songs in different music types as much

2Based on the results from our online pilot study (involving 20 participants), we calculated the
sample size as 111-159 for each study in a priori power analysis for an ANOVA F test (given a
significance level α = .05, a power level (1-β) = .8 and an expected effect size f = .25 or .3) using
G*Power [152].

3To ensure the quality of user responses, we set three attention checking questions (e.g.,“Please
indicate which of the following item is not fruit?”).
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as possible, and create a playlist that contains 20 pieces of music that fit the user’s

taste, and then rate each song in terms of its pleasant surprise. Second, select the

top-5 most preferred songs from the created playlist. The two-step design of the

task EOT was inspired by the previous exploration-related studies and the results of

user interviews in our pilot study. In the previous related studies, to engage users in

the exploration task, they required participants to rate 20 songs and spend at least

ten minutes [166], [167] or explore at least five genres [144] during the interaction.

Moreover, all the three participants in our lab-controlled pilot study expressed that

if they were only allowed to add five songs to their playlist, they would feel having

less chance to explore different types of music. To engage users in exploring diverse

music, we decided to allow them to first add 20 songs to their playlist, and then select

the top-5 preferred songs. In this way, we can also measure if users can find songs

they feel more pleasantly surprised through performing EOT.

After finishing the task, participants fill out a post-study questionnaire regarding

their experiences with the music chatbot (see next section).

6.3.3 Measurement

The post-study questionnaire contains 12 statements (see Table 6.3) that measure

user perception of music recommendations when using the chatbot: Q1-Q4 and

Q6-Q12 are adapted from ResQue (a widely used user-centric evaluation framework

for recommender systems) [153]. The statement of Q5 measures user perceived

serendipity according to [154]. All measures are self-reported using 7-point Likert

scale from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree”.
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6.4 Analyses & Results

6.4.1 Effects of Task Type

To investigate how the task type (i.e., BRT and EOT) influences user perception

of and interaction with recommendations in the three critiquing systems, we ran

two-way ANOVA (2×3) to analyze its effect and that of experimental condition (EC)

on a particular dependent variable.

6.4.1.1 User Perception

The results of two-way ANOVA show significant main effects of task type on five user

perception metrics, but no interaction effect between task type and EC. As shown in

Table 6.4, when users performed BRT, their perceived interest matching, interaction

adequacy, transparency, control, and satisfaction under all the three conditions are

significantly higher than those when they performed EOT, though they positively

rated the three systems (above 5 on the 7-point Likert scale) for both tasks.

6.4.1.2 User Interaction

We further extracted major interaction data from participants’ logs to examine the

effect of task type and EC on users’ interaction behavior. The results indicate

significant main effects of task type on all the user interaction metrics (see Table 6.4).

Compared with BRT, EOT led to significantly more listened songs by users, longer

duration, more dialogue turns, which also resulted in more button clicks, more

skipped songs by clicking the “Next” button, and more typed utterances. This can

be explained by the explicit request of asking participants to add 20 songs into their

playlist during exploration in EOT. We also find that users typed longer utterances

to accomplish EOT than BRT. In-depth analysis shows that 57.94% of users typed

equal to or more than four words on average in their utterances (such as “I need a

song for dancing”) when performing EOT, while more than a half of participants
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Table 6.4: Main effects of task type, i.e., basic recommendation task (BRT) and
exploration-oriented task (EOT), on user perception and user interaction

Study 1
(BRT)

Study 2
(EOT)

Main effects
(Task Type)

Mean Std Mean Std F p

Perception metrics

Q1: Interest 6.06 0.96 5.68 0.97 8.33 **
Q6: Interaction adequacy 6.10 1.03 5.76 1.27 4.47 *
Q8: Transparency 6.04 0.87 5.76 0.98 5.38 *
Q9: Control 5.49 1.22 5.14 1.38 3.99 *
Q12: Satisfaction 5.74 1.20 5.36 1.53 4.01 *

Interaction metrics

#Listened songs 11.51 5.86 41.09 13.81 423.17 ***
Duration (minutes) 4.13 1.95 11.83 4.78 247.63 ***
#Dialogue turns (times) 14.07 7.24 50.03 18.03 402.52 ***
#Button (times) 11.63 5.95 42.55 15.64 445.28 ***
#Button-Next (times) 3.96 4.45 13.55 10.09 81.22 ***
#Typing (times) 2.55 3.08 7.69 7.26 46.53 ***
#Words per utterance 2.58 2.09 3.23 1.52 6.40 *
Note: Only significant results are included in this table.
Significance: *** p< .001, ** p< .01, * p< .05

(56.25%) in BRT typed utterances with less than four words (e.g., “less energy” or

“lower danceability)”. In terms of utterance content, we find that users tend to tune

the recommendation by music genres and artists more in EOT (55% of utterances)

than in BRT (46% of utterances), suggesting that users are probably more motivated

to explore different types of music in EOT.

From the above results, we can see that task type is an important factor that

can impact user experience with the three critiquing systems. In particular, the

exploration-oriented task (EOT) leads to more user interactions but lower perceived

interaction adequacy and satisfaction than the basic recommendation task (BRT). It

may be that, compared with BRT that allows users to engage in a listening session

to find songs of their own interests, EOT requires a more active exploration and

selection of diverse choices when listening to music recommendations in the lean-in

scenario, and hence likely induces more user interactions and a higher cognitive load

from users [44].
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6.4.2 Effects of Critiquing Technique

We have then investigated how the critiquing technique influences user perception

and interaction in two user tasks respectively, i.e., BRT and EOT. Specifically,

for each user task, we analyzed users’ responses to the twelve statements (see

Table 6.3) and their interaction behavior in the three experimental conditions (see

Table 6.1) respectively. Since the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test show that the data

are not normally distributed, we performed the non-parametric one-way ANOVA

Kruskal-Wallis test for comparative analysis.

Of note, in the following, we only describe the results of the basic recommendation

task in detail, because the evaluation results concerning the exploration-oriented

task have been presented in Chapter 5. But for a better comparison of the two tasks

regarding user experience, we show the analysis results for both two tasks in the

presented tables or figures.

Basic Recommendation Task (BRT)

1) User Perception

The results of Kruskal-Wallis tests show no statistically significant difference

among the three conditions in terms of users perception metrics when users performed

BRT. From the results reported in Figure 6.2(a), we find that users positively rated all

of the three critiquing systems in the majority of the perception metrics with average

ratings above 5 on a 7-point Likert scale, including interest matching, interaction

adequacy, ease of use, transparency, control, trust, confidence, and satisfaction. This

may suggest that our music chatbot is useful for users to find songs that suit their

preferences.

2) User Interaction

Interaction Metrics: According to the Table 6.5, there is a significant difference

among the three experimental conditions regarding times of clicking buttons (H=8.48,

df=2, p<.05) in BRT. The post-hoc Mann-Whitney tests with Bonferroni corrected
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Table
6.5:D

escriptive
statisticsforuserinteraction

behaviordata
(significance:***

p<
.001,**

p<
.01,*

p<
.05)

Basic
recom

m
endation

task
(BR

T)
Exploration-oriented

task
(EO

T)

U
ser-C

Progressive-C
C

ascading-C
U

ser-C
Progressive-C

C
ascading-C

M
ean

Std
M

ean
Std

M
ean

Std
p

M
ean

Std
M

ean
Std

M
ean

Std
p

Interaction
m

etrics

#Listened
songs

13.06
8.51

10.73
4.59

11.09
3.93

42.06
12.92

39.78
12.97

41.47
15.62

D
uration

(m
inutes)

3.93
1.51

3.74
1.78

4.82
2.33

10.95
4.43

12.04
4.59

12.47
5.28

#D
ialogue

turns(tim
es)

13.25
8.86

14.29
6.81

14.54
6.22

43.03
13.86

52.64
16.44

54.22
21.30

*
#Button

(tim
es)

10.16
6.86

12.02
5.61

12.46
5.38

*
33.40

9.65
46.39

12.69
47.61

19.08
***

#Button-N
ext(tim

es)
5.25

6.87
3.13

2.87
3.86

2.91
13.97

9.40
12.81

8.52
13.89

12.22
#Typing

(tim
es)

3.19
3.80

2.38
2.63

2.20
2.87

9.94
8.17

6.42
7.62

6.78
5.40

*
#W

ordsperutterance
2.54

1.97
2.52

2.25
2.69

2.02
3.32

1.12
2.72

1.72
3.66

1.54

R
ecom

m
endation

perform
ance

m
etrics

Avg
Rating

(created
playlist)

/
/

/
/

/
/

4.27
0.33

4.37
0.40

4.28
0.38

Avg
Rating

(5
songs)

4.31
0.47

4.32
0.45

4.29
0.53

4.70
0.30

4.72
0.37

4.74
0.49

#N
ew

G
enres(listened

songs)
1.84

1.42
1.80

1.01
1.63

0.94
3.83

2.26
4.19

2.58
3.97

2.13
#N

ew
G

enres(created
playlist)

/
/

/
/

/
/

2.71
1.62

2.69
1.45

3.14
1.88

#N
ew

G
enres(5

songs)
1.13

1.01
1.22

0.97
1.09

0.92
1.40

1.22
1.56

1.05
1.44

1.08
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p-value show that users clicked significantly more buttons in Cascading-C than in

User-C (p<.05). Another finding is that users tend to skip more songs (by clicking

the “Next” button) in User-C than in the two hybrid systems especially Progressive-C,

inferring that incorporating system-suggested critiquing might be more effective in

stimulating users to provide feedback on recommendations and find their liked songs.

Recommendation Performance Metrics: Moreover, when we analyzed partici-

pants’ listened songs and their liked songs, we find that they positively rated their

liked five songs, with the average ratings above 4 out of 5 stars in all conditions. Also,

users can find songs that suit their tastes from a new genre (compared with their

initial profiles) during the interaction with the three critiquing systems when they

performed BRT. All the three systems show no difference in terms of recommendation

performance in BRT.

Critiquing Behavior: Furthermore, to investigate in-depth the role of critiquing

techniques for users to accomplish BRT, we analyzed their interaction data with

a focus on their critiquing behavior. Specifically, we analyzed the actual use of

user-initiated critiquing (UC) and system-suggested critiquing (SC) in different

experimental conditions. We counted the use of SC as requested by users by clicking

the “Let bot suggest” button. As shown in Table 6.6, participants used UC more

frequently in User-C than in Progressive-C and Cascading-C; more participants

used SC in Progressive-C than in Cascading-C. In total, we find that 72 out of 117

users used UC in the three conditions and 24 out of 70 used SC in the two hybrid

conditions that provide SC.

Since SC can be triggered by either clicking the “Let bot suggest” button (Reactive

SC) or being proactively suggested by the system (Proactive SC), we calculated

the acceptance rates of Reactive SC and Proactive SC in both Progressive-C and

Cascading-C respectively. The results show that the acceptance rate of Reactive SC

in Cascading-C (100.00%) is higher than that in Progressive-C (86.84%), but the

acceptance rate of Proactive SC in Progressive-C is slightly higher (94.66%) than
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that in Cascading-C (91.37%).

Moreover, to investigate which kind of critiquing is more effective for users to

find their liked songs, we analyzed the provenance of the five songs preferred by

users (see Table 6.6). We find that users tend to find more songs of their interests

from SC in Progressive-C and Cascading-C, suggesting that both Progressive SC

and Cascading SC may help users find songs that suit their preferences.

3) Moderation Effect of Experimental Condition (EC) on the Relationship between

User Interaction and User Perception

In order to investigate how the three experimental conditions (EC) moderate the

relationship between user interaction and user perception of music recommendations

when performing their tasks, we followed the procedure for moderation analysis as

suggested by [156, Chapter 15]: First, we performed a Spearman’s rank correlation

analysis within each EC, and tested the significance of the difference between paired

correlation coefficients by applying the Fisher-Z-Transformation [157]. This step

serves as a preliminary analysis to assess the potential moderation of EC on the

relationship between user interaction metrics and user perception metrics. Second, for

the possible presence of moderation, we carried out a moderated regression analysis

to examine the influence of EC (moderating variable) on the relationship between

two variables (i.e., an interaction metric and a perception metric). Moderation effects

are detected when the interaction term is statistically significant in the regression

model.

Results show that EC only moderates the relationship between the number of

“Next” button clicks and perceived interest matching (F (2, 106)=3.19 p<.05) when

users performed BRT. Users are more likely to perceive lower interest matching

of recommendations if they skip more songs in Progressive-C and Cascading-C

(see Figure 6.3(a)), while this trend is not distinct in User-C probably because

recommendations are mainly adjusted based on user-initiated critiques (UC) posted

by users themselves.
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(a) The relationship between
#Button-Next and Interest
in BRT.

(b) The relationship between
#Button-Next and Serendipity
in EOT.

(c) The relationship between
#Button-Next and Ease of Use
in EOT.

(d) The relationship between
#Button-Next and Satisfaction
in EOT.

(e) The relationship between
#Listened songs and Serendipity
in EOT.

Figure 6.3: Moderation effects of experimental condition on the relationship between
user interaction metrics and perception metrics.
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Table 6.7: A summary of the major findings in our studies

User Perception User Interaction

Effects of Task Type (RQ1)

BRT vs. EOT

BRT > EOT :
- Interest
- Interaction adequacy
- Transparency
- Control
- Satisfaction

EOT > BRT:
- # Listened songs
- Duration & # Dialogue turns
- # Button (times)
- # Tying (times)
- # Words per utterance

Effects of Critiquing Technique (RQ2)

BRT Cascading-C > User-C:
- # Button (times)

EOT

Progressive-C > User-C:
- Serendipity
Cascading-C > User-C:
- Diversity

Progressive-C & Cascading-C
> User-C:
- # Dialogue turns
- # Button (times)

Note: A > B indicates that the performance of A is significantly
better than that of B regarding some particular metrics.

6.5 Discussions
In this section, we discuss our major findings in response to the two research questions

raised at the beginning (summarized in Table 6.7). We also offer some practical

implications for designing critiquing-based recommendation chatbots.

RQ1: How do task types influence users’ perception of and interaction with

the three critiquing systems? We conducted two task-oriented user studies that

consider two typical types of user tasks: basic recommendation task (BRT) and

exploration-oriented task (EOT), to investigate the influence of task type on user

perception of and interaction with the three proposed critiquing systems. The results

of our studies indicate that task type induces a significant impact. While EOT

stimulates more user interactions, such as more listened songs, more dialogue turns,

and more button clicks, BRT leads to more positive user experiences. A previous

study on music discovery [168] demonstrated that making a playlist with different

mindsets (i.e., focused, open, and exploratory mindset) leads to different interaction

behavior with the system and perceptions of recommendations. In our studies,
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compared to BRT where users are likely in an open mindset to find music relevant to

their interests, EOT requires users to actively step outside of their “comfort zones” to

explore and try diverse music recommendations with an exploratory mindset [168].

As the latter can be more risky (i.e., with some uncertainty) and challenging [44],

it may undermine the perceived quality of recommendations if the additional user

exploration efforts fail in developing new music preferences. These findings are also

consistent with the previous observations in the information retrieval domain [163],

[169] that the exploratory tasks (i.e., browsing) require more interactions between

users and the system than the searching tasks. It is therefore of vital importance to

take into account the task type when designing recommendation chatbots.

RQ2: How do critiquing techniques influence user perception and interaction in

the basic recommendation task and the exploration-oriented task respectively? We

compared users’ perception of conversational recommendations and their interaction

behavior data among the three experimental conditions (i.e., User-C, Progressive-C,

and Cascading-C) in the two user tasks respectively (i.e., BRT and EOT). The results

show that when users performed BRT, the critiquing techniques did not lead to any

significant differences in terms of user perceptions. When they performed EOT, on

the other hand, Cascading SC is more effective in helping users discover diverse

songs, while Progressive SC helps users find more songs with serendipity. This

may be because while both techniques enable the system to proactively provide

suggestions, the latter offers suggestions considering users’ feedback to facilitate

their exploration, which likely generates serendipitous recommendations that are not

only relevant to users’ expectations but also a pleasant surprise [161]. The Cascading

SC, however, focuses on guiding users to explore new genres, which introduces

different types of music and is likely to be perceived by users as diverse [170]. The

higher user-perceived serendipity brought by Progressive SC in EOT is also reflected

in users’ greater tendency of picking the songs recommended by it as their top 5

preferred song. As mentioned above, recommendations introduced by Progressive
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SC are more likely to be favoured by users because they consider users’ feedback

in the previous interactions. The users’ feedback, however, plays a lesser role in

Cascading SC, because it mainly aims at guiding users to explore more different

music genres.

The comparison results about interaction behavior data also show that SC results

in more button clicks for both tasks, and more dialogue turns for EOT, which are in line

with the findings of a previous user study [33]. Moreover, it is found that critiquing

techniques significantly moderate the relationships between some interaction metrics

(e.g., the number of listened songs, number of “Next” button clicks) and users’

perceived serendipity and satisfaction in EOT. Cascading-C exhibits a positive

correlation between user interaction and user perception; User-C and Progressive-C,

however, show the opposite results. This may be related to that, when the task is

exploration-oriented like EOT, users who try more music are likely to anticipate

various kinds of music in an exploratory mindset [168]. In Cascading-C, users who

interact more with the system are likely to encounter more diverse types of music

and even some surprising discoveries, thereby perceiving higher serendipity and

having a better experience. On the contrary, in User-C and Progressive-C, more user

interactions may not improve user experience, probably because the recommended

songs rely more on users’ incremental preferences rather than steering them into new

music tastes.

As discussed above, certain results (e.g., effects of critiquing techniques on user

perception) only hold when users perform an exploration-oriented task, and they

may not generalize to the basic recommendation task. These results suggest that the

strengths of different critiquing techniques should be well noted when chatbots are

designed to serve different purposes.

Implications of our work. Our studies inform that task type should be taken

into account during the design and evaluation of critiquing-based recommendation

chatbots, as it may lead to different user perceptions and interaction behaviors.
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To be specific, for a less demanding task (like BRT, i.e., finding songs based on

the user’s preferences), users perceive no much difference on the system with or

without richer supported critiques (i.e., SC), because it normally takes less interaction

effort for accomplishing this task. Thus, the practitioners may choose either only UC

or the hybrid critiquing approach that incorporates both UC and SC when designing

critiquing-based systems for BRT.

As for supporting a relatively high demanding task (such as EOT, i.e., exploring

diverse types of songs), effective critiquing techniques can positively influence user

perception since they may enhance users’ exploration interaction. In particular, our

results show that UC allows users to explicitly initialize exploration when they have

a clear exploration goal, while SC guides users to explore recommendations when

they have no specific goal [45]. Thus, it might help to provide the hybrid critiquing

approach (both UC and SC) for supporting EOT. Regarding the two types of SC,

practitioners may choose between Progressive SC and Cascading SC according to

whether the exploration is mainly for serendipity or diversity.

Moreover, for the exploration-oriented task, the period of exploring music may

also influence the choice of SC. Progressive SC can be more helpful in the initial

period of exploration when users are more likely to accept the songs that are close

to their current preferences. Cascading SC, on the other hand, can be more useful

in the later period of exploration when users reasonably expect to see more diverse

types of songs.

6.6 Limitations
This study has three major limitations. First, the proactive SC in the two hybrid

critiquing systems is triggered under the pre-set condition. More flexible methods

would be desired for identifying more appropriate timing to proactively offer SC.

Second, our studies have a relatively small sample size, which may undermine the

power of the statistical analysis. Third, we validate our results with only music
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recommendation domain. The results need to be further validated in other domains.

6.7 Summary
In summary, we performed two task-oriented user studies, focusing on two typical

types of user tasks (i.e., basic recommendation task (BRT) and exploration-oriented

task (EOT)), to compare three critiquing-based recommendation chatbots (i.e., User-

C, Progressive-C, and Cascading-C) in terms of user perception and interaction

behavior. Results show that the type of user task significantly impacts user perception

of and interaction with the three systems. Compared with performing BRT, critiquing

techniques exert more influence on user perception when they perform EOT. In

particular, it is found that system-suggested critiquing (SC) in the two hybrid

systems (Progressive-C and Cascading-C) can significantly increase users’ perceived

serendipity and diversity when the task is exploration-oriented. In addition, in EOT,

critiquing techniques bring about significant moderation effects on the relationship

between user interaction and user perception. Overall, our work sheds light on

leveraging critiquing techniques to enhance the interaction between users and

recommendation chatbots.
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Chapter 7

Factors Influencing User Trust in

Conversational Recommender Systems

7.1 Introduction
Like in human communication, building trust in human-agent communication is

essential given its significant influence on user behavior. However, inspiring user trust

in conversational recommender systems with a “one-size-fits-all” design is difficult,

as individual users may have their own expectations for conversational interactions

(e.g., who, user or system, takes the initiative), which are potentially related to their

personal characteristics. In this chapter, we presents our investigation on the impacts

of three types of factors (user-related, system-related, and context-related) on user

trust in two types of text-based CRSs, i.e., user-initiative and mixed-initiative. For

this investigation, we conducted an in-depth analysis of the user data collected from

our previous user studies as shown in Chapters 5 and 6, with the aim of answering

the following three research questions (see Figure 7.1):

RQ1: How do personal characteristics (personality, trust propensity, domain

knowledge) affect user trust in CRSs?

RQ2: How do personal characteristics and initiative strategy interact1 to affect

1Here, “interaction” is a statistical term. An interaction between A and B to affect Z indicates
that A influences Z depending on B, or B influences Z depending on A [171].
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Figure 7.1: Our research questions for user trust in CRSs.

user trust in CRSs?

RQ3: How do personal characteristics and task complexity interact to affect

user trust in CRSs?

7.2 Related Work

7.2.1 Trust in HCI and Recommender Systems

Trust is an important factor in both human-human and human-computer relation-

ships [54], [172], [173], which has been studied for a long period. Trust is defined in

various ways in the existing HCI literature [174]–[176], but a common theme is that

trust can be regarded as a behavioral intention (e.g., intention to use) or “trusting

intention” [174]. Studies have suggested three types of factors that can influence trust:

user-related, system-related, and context-related factors. These three types of factors

respectively correspond to the three layers of trust model proposed by Hoff and

Bashir [49]: Dispositional trust refers to the user’s general tendency to trust systems,

which may arise from individual characteristics such as personality (user-related);

learned trust represents the user’s evaluations of a system’s trustworthiness drawn

from past interactions (system-related); situational trust is based on the context of

the user-system interaction, such as the complexity of the performed task and user

workload (context-related). Motivated by the three-layered trust model [49], we are

interested in examining these three types of factors (user-related, system-related and

context-related) that may influence user trust in CRSs.
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Trust-related issues have also gained a lot of attention in recommender systems

(RSs), because user trust highly influences users’ willingness to use a system and

follow its recommendations in their decision-making process [52], [177]–[179].

User trust in a technological artifact (e.g., recommender system) is often based on

competence (i.e., the system’s ability to assist users in a specific task), benevolence

(i.e., the system’s qualities such as security and reputation), and integrity (i.e., the

system’s reliability and honesty) [174]. Studies on RSs have demonstrated that

users’ perceived competence of the system positively influences their trust in the

system [48], [180]. For example, the accuracy and diversity of recommendation

lists tend to improve user trust and increase customer purchases in the e-commerce

domain [181]. Moreover, the organization-based recommendation interface was

demonstrated to reduce user effort in the decision-making process, sustain user trust,

and increase users’ intention to use the system [48]. Recommendations accompanied

by explanations that provide information to assist users in making judgments on

the recommended item have also been shown to increase user trust and decision

confidence [48], [182].

Literature on user trust in RSs has mostly focused on the aspect of recommenda-

tions [180], [181], whereas, to the best of our knowledge, user trust in the context

of conversational recommendations has rarely been investigated. In CRSs, the

conversational interaction between users and the system usually mimics human

communication, suggesting that user trust toward the system is similar to trust in

interpersonal relationships. Thus, to improve trust, the system should be both reliable

in performing the requested tasks and predictable in interactions (i.e., behaving as

expected by the user) [59]. However, individual users may have their own expecta-

tions of interaction strategies (e.g., preference for user-initiative or mixed-initiative)

depending on their individual characteristics, which may influence their trust in the

system. To facilitate the design of trustworthy CRSs that can serve individual users’

needs, our work focuses on investigating the impact of personal characteristics on
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user trust in CRSs that employ different initiative strategies.

7.2.2 Personal Characteristics

Because previous HCI and RS studies have indicated that user trust in the human-

system relationship depends on individual characteristics [49]–[51], we believe that

user trust in CRSs may also be influenced by users’ personal characteristics. The

literature suggests that three personal characteristics, namely personality traits, trust

propensity and domain knowledge, are likely to affect user trust in conversational

recommenders.

Personality Traits. Personality is defined as individual differences in one’s

enduring way of thinking, feeling, and behaving [183], [184]. The Big-Five

personality model, which comprises five traits – openness to experience (openness),

conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism – is widely used

to assess user personality [184]. Studies have reported the impacts of personality

traits on trust in interpersonal relationships [54], demonstrating that openness and

conscientiousness affect trust in both friends and strangers, and agreeableness

affects trust in strangers. Personality traits also influence user trust in the human-

machine collaboration [50], [51]; for example, people who are more agreeable and

conscientious are more likely to trust automation in decision-making [50]. Thus, we

speculate that personality traits (such as agreeableness and conscientiousness) can

also influence user trust toward system guidance in CRSs.

Trust Propensity. Trust propensity is defined as the general tendency to

trust others [185], [186] and is viewed as a dynamic individual difference that

may be affected by personality type as well as situational factors (e.g., cultural

background) [187]. Trust literature has shown that a user’s trust propensity influences

the formation of trust toward specific technological systems [174], [188]. When

deciding whether to trust a system, users tend to look for cues that signify the

system’s trustworthiness; however, the perception of the signals is affected by their
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trust propensity [175]. Thus, we seek to determine whether this characteristic will

impact user trust in CRSs.

Domain Knowledge. Domain knowledge refers to a person’s expert knowledge

in a specific field. HCI research has demonstrated that users’ domain knowledge

can influence their interaction behaviors and preferred interaction strategies [189].

In recommender systems, domain experts prefer more control during the decision-

making process [52], whereas domain novices tend to perceive recommendations

without too much control to be more helpful. Moreover, users’ reliance on decision

support systems is related to their domain knowledge; for example, users with little

or no specialized domain knowledge are likely to rely on the system’s suggestions [9].

Thus, we believe that domain knowledge may influence the way users prefer to interact

with CRSs (e.g., preference for user-initiative or mixed-initiative), hence affecting

user trust.

7.3 User Experiment

7.3.1 Experiment Design

Based on Hoff and Bashir’s three-layered trust model [49], we investigated how

user-related factors (personal characteristics) interact with both a system-related

factor (initiative strategy) and a context-related factor (task complexity) to influence

user trust in CRSs. For this investigation, we conducted an in-depth analysis of

the data collected from our previous user experiment as shown in Chapters 5 and

6. Specifically, we used the data from the conditions of User-initiated Critiquing

System and Progressive Critiquing System – two text-based prototype conversational

music recommenders that employed different initiative strategies (user-initiative and

mixed-initiative) [45]. Additionally, according to the task complexity of the basic

recommendation task and the exploration-oriented task as described in Chapter 6, we

denote them as a simple task and a complex task respectively in our current analysis.
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Figure 7.2: Interfaces of two text-based conversational music recommenders employ-
ing different initiative strategies (User-Initiative [left] and Mixed-Initiative [right]),
and user tasks with low and high complexity (Simple Task and Complex Task
[middle]) in our 2 × 2 between-subjects study.

Thus, we obtained the data from a 2 (User-Initiative vs. Mixed-Initiative) × 2 (Simple

Task vs. Complex Task) online between-subjects user study (see Figure 7.2) for

our analysis. Below we present two experimental manipulations according to our

current setting, allowing a better understanding of the experimental data used for our

analysis.

7.3.1.1 Conversational Recommenders

We used two variants of text-based conversational music recommenders that employ

different initiative strategies to support users in looking for music recommenda-

tions [45]:

• User-Initiative System: This system, which performs reactive system behavior,

only responds when users initiate requests during the conversation. In this

system, users can post feedback to refine the current recommended item or

ask for songs based on music-related attributes (e.g., genres, tempo, and

danceability). For example, a user can tune a recommendation by typing “I
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want higher tempo.”

• Mixed-Initiative System: This system supports both user-initiative and system-

initiative interactions. Specifically, in addition to reactively responding to users’

requests, the system can proactively provide suggestions (e.g., “Compared

with the last played song, do you like the song of lower tempo?”) to facilitate

users’ music discovery during the recommendation process. As suggested by a

study of chatbot proactivity [100], our system offers suggestions to users when

they make an explicit request (i.e., by clicking the “Let bot suggest” button;

Figure 7.2) or when the system identifies a good time to offer suggestions.2

Although conversational systems can employ three types of initiative strategies,

namely user-initiative, system-initiative, and mixed-initiative strategies, we did not

employ a purely system-initiative strategy in our study because this design relies on

a “system asks, user responds” conversation paradigm [18], which can restrict user

interaction, reduce flexibility, and make users feel passive [11], [190].

Figure 7.2 shows the user interfaces of the two conversational music recom-

menders, and the dialogue windows show the conversation between the user and the

system. Each recommended song is displayed on a card using which the user can

control music playback, along with a set of buttons under the card for the user to give

feedback. Specifically, the user can click the “Like” button to add the current song

into their playlist where they can rate the song, and the “Next” button to skip the

current song. In the Mixed-Initiative system, the user can click the “Let bot suggest”

button to trigger the system’s suggestion based on the currently recommended song.

Additionally, the user can send a message in natural language about the music genre,

audio feature, or artist to provide feedback on the currently recommended song

and accordingly refine the recommendation. We used a popular natural language

understanding platform, DialogFlow,3 and a widely used online music service, Spotify

2According to our pilot test observations, it is reasonable for the system to provide suggestions
when the user has consecutively skipped three songs or listened to five songs.

3https://cloud.google.com/dialogflow/es/docs
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API,4 to develop our conversational music recommenders. For the generation of

the system-initiative suggestions, we employed the progressive system-suggested

critiquing technique designed by Cai et al. [45], which considers the user’s song

preferences as well as incremental feedback captured from past interactions.

7.3.1.2 User Tasks

To determine whether and how users’ personal characteristics interact with the context-

related factor (task complexity) to influence user trust in CRSs, we considered two

typical user tasks in the recommendation domain:

• Simple Task. Users are asked to interact with our conversational music

recommender (called “music chatbot” in our study) to find five songs that suit

their preferences, and rate each song in terms of its pleasant surprise.

• Complex Task. Users are asked to complete two steps: (1) use our music

chatbot to discover songs as many different music genres as possible, create a

playlist containing 20 songs that fit their tastes, and then rate each song in terms

of its pleasant surprise; and (2) select their top-5 most preferred songs from

the playlist they created. Compared with the simple task, this task requires

users to discover more types of music and make comparisons for selecting

their most preferred songs, which is more cognitively demanding.

7.3.2 Participants

We recruited participants from Prolific,5 a popular platform for academic surveys [151].

To ensure experiment quality, we pre-screened users in Prolific using the following

criteria: (1) participants should be fluent in English; (2) they must have more

than 100 previous submissions; (3) their approval rate should be greater than 95%.

The experiment took 25 minutes to complete on average. We compensated each

participant 2.40 on successfully completing the experiment. The Research Ethics

4https://developer.spotify.com/documentation/web-api
5https://www.prolific.co/
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Committee (REC) of the authors’ university approved this study.

In total, 194 users participated in our study. We removed the responses of 23

participants because of their excessively long experiment completion time (outliers).

We excluded the responses of another 23 participants who failed the attention check

questions.6 Thus, the remaining responses of 148 participants were included in the

analyses [User-Initiative: Simple Task (32), Complex Task (35); Mixed-Initiative:

Simple Task (45), Complex Task (36); Gender: female (70), male (75), other (3); Age:

19-25 (69), 26-30 (27), 31-35 (25), 36-40 (10), 41-50 (11), > 50 (6)]. Participants

were mainly from the United Kingdom (32), the United States (32), Portugal (18),

Poland (12), and Italy (9).

7.3.3 Experimental Procedure

Participants had to accept a general data protection regulation consent form before

they signed into our system using their Spotify accounts. After reading the user

study instructions, participants were asked to fill out a pre-study questionnaire,

which included demographic questions and questions for measuring their personal

characteristics (see Section 7.3.4). To ensure that participants understood the study

task and how to use the conversational recommender, they were given a tutorial of

interacting with the assigned conversational music recommender, followed by two

minutes to try the system. After completing the tutorial, participants were asked

to complete a randomly assigned task (Simple Task or Complex Task as described

in Section 7.3.1.2). After finishing the task, participants were asked to fill out a

post-study questionnaire regarding their trust-related perception of the conversational

music recommender (see Section 7.3.5).

6To ensure the quality of user responses, we set three attention checking questions (e.g.,“Please
indicate which of the following items is not fruit?”).
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7.3.4 Pre-Study Questionnaire

In the pre-study questionnaire, we used a short personality test, the Ten Item

Personality Inventory (TIPI) [191], to assess participants’ Big-Five personality

traits: openness to experience, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and

neuroticism. Each personality trait is assessed by two questions in the TIPI, and

the personality value for each trait is the average of the scores on the two questions.

To measure participants’ trust propensity, we adopted two statements developed by

Lee and Turban [175]: “I tend to trust the recommender, even though having little

knowledge of it.” and “Trusting someone or something is difficult.” Because our

system was built for the music domain, we used the nine statements from the “Active

Musical Engagement” facet of Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index [192] to

assess participants’ musical sophistication as their domain knowledge. All statements

were rated on a 7-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree).

In Table 7.1, we briefly introduce each measured personal characteristic.

Table 7.2 shows the descriptive statistics of our participants’ personal characteris-

tics (PCs). The scored values are centered between 3 and 5 for almost all PCs, and

the standard deviations are comparable across all PCs. Table 7.3 shows Pearson’s

correlations between these PCs; these correlations (e.g., trust propensity is positively

related to extroversion and agreeableness) are generally consistent with the results of

previous literature [54], [193], [194].

7.3.5 Trust Measurement

In the post-study questionnaire, we measured users’ trust-related perception of the

conversational music recommender in two main dimensions: Competence Perception

and User Trust. Competence Perception refers to how users perceive the system’s

competence in assisting them in performing tasks, which contains the following three

constructs derived from prior works [39], [153], [195]:
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Table 7.2: Descriptive statistics of participants’ personal characteristics (PCs)

PC Min Median Mean Max S.D.

O 2.00 5.00 5.01 7.00 1.15
C 2.00 5.25 5.19 7.00 1.19
E 1.00 3.25 3.29 7.00 1.54
A 2.00 5.00 4.94 7.00 1.10
N 1.00 3.50 3.51 6.50 1.53
TP 1.00 4.00 4.05 6.50 0.99
MS 1.44 4.22 4.25 6.89 1.03

Table 7.3: Pearson’s correlations between the Big-Five personality traits, trust
propensity, and musical sophistication

PC O C E A N TP MS

O - *** ** *** *** ***
C 0.2858 - *** *** *
E 0.2189 0.0894 - ** ** *
A 0.2920 0.3321 0.1518 - *** ***
N -0.3112 -0.3277 -0.2375 -0.3954 -
TP 0.1419 0.1854 0.2668 0.2729 -0.1509 -
MS 0.2875 0.0702 0.2086 0.0213 0.0326 0.0916 -
Significance: *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05.

• Perceived Recommendation Quality: This construct measures the system’s

ability to provide good recommendations to help users make decisions or

support their exploration. Users may judge the quality of recommendations in

terms of several aspects, e.g., accuracy, novelty, and serendipity [39], [153]. A

previous study showed that users’ perceived recommendation quality influences

their perceived usefulness of the system in helping them accomplish tasks,

which consequently impacts user trust toward the system [153]. Thus, we

considered this construct and measured it using questions from ResQue [153],

a widely used user-centric evaluation framework for recommender systems.

• Perceived Conversational Interaction: This construct measures the system’s

ability to effectively communicate with users to perform tasks during the

interaction. Several aspects of conversational interaction are deemed crucial

to CRSs [99], which include understandability, perceived control, interaction

adequacy (i.e., ability to elicit and refine preferences [153]), and naturalness of
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the dialogue interaction. Because communication is the primary way people

develop trust within interpersonal relationships [196], we hypothesize that users’

experience with conversational interaction will also influence the formation of

user trust in the system. We measured this construct by adopting questions

mainly from an evaluation framework for conversational agents [195].

• Perceived Effort: This construct measures users’ perceived difficulty or ease in

using the system for completing their tasks, which can reflect the effectiveness

of the system in supporting users to accomplish tasks. When users perceive

high effort in using the system to complete tasks, they may feel frustrated and

show less trust [48], [153]. We used questions in ResQue [153] to measure

this construct.

The User Trust dimension directly measures user trust in the CRS based on two

constructs, each measured using one question item: Perceived Trust assesses users’

overall feelings of trust toward the conversational recommender, and Intention to Use

measures users’ willingness to use the system in the future.

We assessed the validity of our constructs as measured by the question items (19

items in the initial questionnaire) by conducting confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)

with R library Lavvan.7 In CFA, the items within the same scale are represented

by a latent factor, where the loading of each item denotes how strongly that item is

associated with the corresponding factor. We iteratively removed 5 items with low

loadings (<0.50) or high cross-loadings, leaving behind 14 items in total (Table 7.4).

All items were assessed by 7-point Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly

agree). Each factor had good internal consistency (Cronbach’s α > 0.80), composite

reliability (CR > 0.80), and convergent validity [Average Variance Extracted (AVE)

> 0.50] [197], and the loading of each item exceeded the acceptable level of 0.50,

with an overall good model fit [198]: χ2(51) = 86.283, p < .001; Root Mean Square

Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.068, Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.967,

7http://lavaan.ugent.be/
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Turker-Lewis Index (TLI) = 0.957.

7.4 Analyses & Results
The three-layered trust model [49] indicates three types of factors that may influence

user trust: user-related, system-related, and context-related factors. We conducted a

series of analyses to investigate the influences of these factors on users’ trust-related

perception of CRSs. First, we examined the relationship between Competence

Perception and User Trust, and the impacts of user-related factors (i.e., the three

personal characteristics) on these two dimensions (RQ1). For this purpose, we

used structural equation modeling (SEM) to build a path model to test and evaluate

multivariate causal relationships among the constructs in Table 7.4 and the effects of

personal characteristics in an integrative structure.

Next, we investigated in-depth the impacts of personal characteristics to determine

whether and how user-related factors interact with the system-related factor (initiative

strategy) and the context-related factor (task complexity) to influence Competence

Perception and User Trust (RQ2 & RQ3). As it is relatively complicated to perform

interaction effect analyses with multiple factors using SEM [199], we conducted an

additional set of linear regression analyses to investigate the interaction effects.

7.4.1 User Trust in Conversational Recommender Systems

Figure 7.3 illustrates the results of the structural equation modeling (SEM) analysis,

showing all significant paths in our model. The SEM model had overall good model

fit indices: χ2(123) = 182.312, p < .001; RMSEA = 0.057, CFI = 0.956, TLI = 0.947,

which meet the recommended SEM fit standard.8

In the resulting model, the paths between the perception constructs (inside black

rectangles) show how users’ perceptions of the system’s competence influenced

their trust in the CRS. Specifically, the significant paths (Perceived Recommen-

8Hu and Bentler [198] suggest good values for the following indices: CFI > .96, TLI > .95, and
RMSEA < .05.
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Figure 7.3: Structural equation modeling (SEM) results. Two personality traits (con-
scientiousness and extroversion) influenced User Trust via Competence Perception,
and trust propensity and musical sophistication directly affected User Trust. The
numbers on the arrows represent the β coefficient and standard error (in parentheses)
of the effect. Significance: *** p < .001, ** p < .01, * p < .05. R2 is the proportion
of variance explained by the model. Factors are scaled to have a standard deviation
of 1.

dation Quality → Perceived Trust and Intention to Use; Perceived Conversational

Interaction → Perceived Trust and Intention to Use) justify the positive effects of

users’ competence perception of the CRS on their trust in the CRS. Furthermore,

the path coefficients indicate that Perceived Trust was affected more by Perceived

Conversational Interaction (coefficient = 0.695) than Perceived Recommendation

Quality (coefficient = 0.235). Our model also verifies the positive effect of Perceived

Trust on Intention to Use [200]. Additionally, we observed an interesting path (Per-

ceived Conversational Interaction → Perceived Effort → Perceived Recommendation

Quality), showing that users’ perceptions of conversational interaction positively

influenced their perceptions of the recommendation quality, which were mediated

by their perceived effort. These effects highlight the importance of considering

Perceived Conversational Interaction for inspiring user trust in CRSs.

Moreover, our SEM model shows how personal characteristics influence the

constructs of Competence Perception and User Trust. The results indicate that two

personality traits (conscientiousness and extroversion) influenced User Trust via
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Competence Perception, whereas trust propensity and domain knowledge (musical

sophistication) directly affected User Trust in the CRS.

• Conscientiousness. The trait conscientiousness positively influenced users’

perceptions of conversational interaction: users with higher conscientiousness

tended to have a better perception of their interaction with the conversational

recommender.

• Extroversion. The trait extroversion was positively related to users’ perceived

recommendation quality. Users with higher extroversion tended to perceive

higher system competence in recommending satisfying songs. One possible

explanation is that compared with introverted users, extroverted users (who

are more outgoing and vigorous [194]) are more willing to take risks and

try listening to different music during the interaction, hence improving their

perceptions of recommendations.

• Trust Propensity. Trust propensity positively affected users’ perceptions of

the conversational interaction and their intention to use. Namely, users who

are more willing to trust others tended to enjoy the conversational interaction

with the CRS and have a higher intention to use it again. People with a

higher trust propensity (who tend to believe others are sincere and have good

intentions [186]) may be more cooperative [201] with the system during the

conversation, resulting in a more positive conversational experience.

• Musical Sophistication. Regarding the influence of domain knowledge, we

found that musical sophistication positively influenced users’ intention to use

the CRS, suggesting that users with higher musical sophistication are more

likely to use the conversational recommender in the future.

In addition to the user-related factors (personal characteristics), we investigated

whether the system-related factor (initiative strategy) and the context-related factor

(task complexity) directly influenced user trust in the model. Among these factors,

task complexity negatively affected users’ perceived conversation interaction (p <
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.05), which may be attributed to the increased user effort required to perform a

complex task.

7.4.2 Interaction Effects on User Trust

As inspired by previous studies [52], [56], individual users may have different percep-

tions of the two conversational recommenders (User-Initiative and Mixed-Initiative

systems), and may show different attitudes when performing the two user tasks

(Simple Task and Complex Task), which may influence their formation of trust in the

CRS. Therefore, we investigated how the user-related factors (personal characteristics)

interact with the system-related factor (initiative strategy) and the context-related

factor (task complexity) to influence user trust in the CRS. Specifically, we used

linear regression models to process the mix of numerical and categorical independent

variables, namely personal characteristics, initiative strategy and task complexity as

the independent variables, and the five trust-related perception constructs (Table 7.4)

as the dependent variables. Table 7.5 presents the results of the regression models

that show how users’ trust-related perception is influenced by personal characteristics,

initiative strategy, and task complexity, revealing their interaction effects (represented

by interaction terms in the model). We report coefficients, standard errors, p-values,

R2 and adjusted R2 values.

7.4.2.1 Interaction Effects between Personal Characteristics and Initiative

Strategy, Task Complexity

We detected a significant three-way interaction effect between the trait agreeableness,

initiative strategy and task complexity on users’ perceived conversational interaction

(see Figure 7.4). Specifically, when using the Mixed-Initiative system to accomplish

the Complex Task, users’ agreeableness positively affected their perceptions of the

conversation interaction (r = 0.40, p < .05, 95% confidence interval [CI]: [0.08,
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Figure 7.4: Three-way interaction effect of agreeableness and initiative strategy and
task complexity on perceived conversational interaction

0.64]).9 In other words, system-initiative suggestions help users explore music, and

users with higher agreeableness are likely to have a better experience with such

conversational interaction. However, no significant correlations were detected in the

other three experimental conditions.

7.4.2.2 Interaction Effects between Personal Characteristics and Initiative

Strategy

Table 7.5 shows significant interaction effects between initiative strategy and the two

personal characteristics, conscientiousness and musical sophistication:

• Conscientiousness. The models in Table 7.5 show significant interaction

effects between the trait conscientiousness and initiative strategy on several trust-

related perception constructs, including perceived recommendation quality,

perceived conversational interaction, and perceived trust. Figures 7.5(a),

7.5(b) and 7.5(c) visualize these interaction effects. In the Mixed-Initiative

system, users’ conscientiousness levels positively influenced their perceived

recommendation quality (r = 0.36, p < .001, 95% CI: [0.15, 0.53]), perceived

9Here we conducted Spearman’s correlation analyses after detecting interaction effects to clearly
show the relationship between a personal characteristic and a user perception construct in a particular
condition. We followed this procedure to analyze all the detected interaction effects.
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(a) Interaction effect of conscien-
tiousness and initiative strategy on
Perceived Recommendation Quality.

(b) Interaction effect of conscien-
tiousness and initiative strategy on
Perceived Conversational Interac-
tion.

(c) Interaction effect of conscien-
tiousness and initiative strategy on
Perceived Trust.

(d) Interaction effect of musical so-
phistication and initiative strategy on
Perceived Recommendation Quality.

Figure 7.5: Interaction effects between personal characteristics and initiative strategy
on users’ trust-related perception constructs. (a-c) Conscientiousness (C): Users
with higher C tended to have a better perception and showed more trust in the
Mixed-Initiative system. (d) Musical Sophistication (MS): Users with higher MS
tended to perceive higher recommendation quality from the User-Initiative system.

conversational interaction (r = 0.41, p < .001, 95% CI: [0.21, 0.57]), and

perceived trust (r = 0.39, p < .001, 95% CI: [0.18, 0.56]). In contrast, in

the User-Initiative system, the trait conscientiousness was not correlated with

users’ trust-related perception. Conscientious users may be more cautious and

consider more choices when making a decision [194], so they may be more

inclined to appreciate the suggestions offered by the Mixed-Initiative system

that can guide them to discover more music when finding songs of interest.

• Musical Sophistication. As for domain knowledge, we detected an interaction

effect between musical sophistication and initiative strategy on users’ perceived
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(a) Interaction effect of conscien-
tiousness and task complexity on Per-
ceived Recommendation Quality.

(b) Interaction effect of trust propen-
sity and task complexity on Perceived
Effort.

(c) Interaction effect of trust propen-
sity and task complexity on Intention
to Use.

(d) Interaction effect of musical so-
phistication and task complexity on
Perceived Recommendation Quality.

Figure 7.6: Interaction effects between personal characteristics and task complexity
on users’ trust-related perception constructs. (a) Conscientiousness (C): C showed a
positive effect on the users’ perceived recommendation quality for the Simple Task.
(b-c) Trust Propensity (TP): The effects of TP on users’ trust-related perception were
stronger for the Complex Task. (d) Musical Sophistication (MS): Users with higher
MS tended to have a better perception of recommendations for the Simple Task.

recommendation quality. As illustrated in Figure 7.5(d), we can see that users

with higher musical sophistication tended to have a better perception of

recommendations in the User-Initiative system (r = 0.21, p < .1, 95% CI:

[-0.03, 0.43]), whereas in the Mixed-Initiative System, the level of musical

sophistication did not have a significant influence. We also observed that users

of lower musical sophistication tended to perceive higher recommendations

quality in the Mixed-Initiative system than in the User-Initiative system,

implying that the system’s suggestions are more helpful for domain novices.
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7.4.2.3 Interaction Effects between Personal Characteristics and Task Com-

plexity

From Table 7.5, significant interaction effects were detected between task complexity

and three personal characteristics, conscientiousness, trust propensity, and musical

sophistication:

• Conscientiousness. We found a significant interaction effect between the trait

conscientiousness and task complexity on users’ perceived recommendation

quality. As visualized in Figure 7.6(a), the positive effect of conscientiousness

on perceived recommendation quality was observed when users perform the

Simple Task (r = 0.32, p < .01, 95% CI: [0.10, 0.51]), but no relationship

was found for the Complex Task. Together with the results in Figure 7.5(a),

a crossover interaction effect was observed between conscientiousness and

initiative strategy, suggesting that when users perform the Complex Task, their

conscientiousness levels may differently influence their perceived recommen-

dation quality, depending on the system’s initiative strategy (user-initiative or

mixed-initiative).

• Trust Propensity. Task complexity influenced the effects of trust propensity

on users’ perceived effort and intention to use the conversational recommender.

Specifically, users with higher trust propensity levels tended to feel less effort

using the conversational recommender to perform the Complex Task (r =

-0.34, p < .01, 95% CI: [-0.53, -0.12]), but the correlation between them was

not obvious regarding the Simple Task [see Figure 7.6(b)], probably due to

the intrinsically lower user effort required for the Simple Task. Moreover,

trust propensity positively influenced users’ intention to use the conversational

recommender (also shown in Figure 7.3), and Figure 7.6(c) shows that the

positive effect was stronger when users performed the Complex Task (r = 0.32,

p < .01, 95% CI: [0.09, 0.52]) than the Simple Task (r = 0.27, p < .05, 95% CI:
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[0.04, 0.46]).

• Musical Sophistication. A significant interaction effect was detected between

musical sophistication and task complexity on users’ perceived recommendation

quality. As shown in Figure 7.6(d), when performing the Simple Task, users

with higher musical sophistication tended to have a more positive perception

of recommendations than users with lower musical sophistication (r = 0.34, p

< .01, 95% CI: [0.12, 0.52]), which could be due to the higher skill levels of

music professionals for tuning recommendations to find songs that suit their

tastes.

Table 7.6 summarizes the effects of the three personal characteristics on user

trust toward the conversational music recommenders and their interaction effects

with the initiative strategy (User-Initiative and Mixed-Initiative) and with the task

complexity (Simple Task and Complex Task). Overall, trust propensity and musical

sophistication directly influenced users’ intention to use, and conscientiousness

interacted with the initiative strategy to influence users’ perceived trust in the CRS.

7.5 Discussion and Design Implications
In this research, we have sought to better understand user trust in conversational

recommender systems (CRSs). By examining the relationships between users’ percep-

tions of system competence (especially recommendation quality and conversational

interaction) and their trust, we found that users’ experience with conversational inter-

action was particularly important for inspiring user trust toward the conversational

recommender (high β coefficients for the significant paths, as shown in Figure 7.3).

As driven by the three-layered trust model [49], we investigated the influences of

three types of factors (user-related, system-related, and context-related) on user trust

in CRSs, in which we highlight the impacts of user-related factors (users’ Big-Five

personality traits, trust propensity, and domain knowledge). This section will discuss

the key findings of our study and their implications for designing trustworthy CRSs.
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Key Finding #1: Users with higher conscientiousness have a better perception

of system competence and show more trust toward the Mixed-Initiative system.

Our results demonstrate that users with a higher level of conscientiousness have

more positive perceptions in terms of both recommendations and conversational

interaction with the Mixed-Initiative system, engendering higher trust in the CRS

[see Figures 7.5(a), 7.5(b) and 7.5(c)]. This finding is in line with previous studies

showing that more conscientious people have higher trust in automation when

conducting decision-making tasks [50], [202]. Highly conscientious users tend

to be cautious, responsible [194], and may have maximising tendencies (i.e., the

tendency to explore and compare alternatives, and look for the best option) [203],

which may result in more appreciation for the suggestions from the system that may

help them become more informed to make a confident decision. This finding also

suggests that individual differences in users’ decision-making style, i.e., maximizing

(examining more alternatives to select the best option) and satisficing (settling for a

good-enough option) [204], [205], may be influential on user trust in CRSs, which

can be investigated in future research.

Design Implications: Trustworthy CRS design should consider users’ personality

traits, especially conscientiousness. For users with higher conscientiousness who like

to carefully consider all facets before making a choice, the Mixed-Initiative system

that supports both user-initiative and system-initiative interactions is more desirable.

System-initiated guidance may support conscientious users in seeking alternatives

and finding the “perfect” items from recommendations, hence fostering user trust

toward the system. However, for users with lower conscientiousness, the level of

system-initiative can be relatively lower because those users tend to be casual and

impulsive and might not appreciate extensive guidance from the system.

Key Finding #2: Users’ trust propensity positively influences user trust in

conversational recommenders, but the degree of influence is affected by the

task complexity. Our results imply the positive effects of trust propensity on users’
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perceptions of the conversational interaction and their intention to use, which is

consistent with previous reports of the positive effect of one’s general tendency to

trust others or technology on trust in recommender systems [48], [179]. Moreover,

the complexity of the performed task tends to strengthen this effect [see Figures 7.6(b)

and 7.6(c)], suggesting a stronger influence of trust propensity when users perform the

Complex Task. We found that users with higher trust propensity perceived much less

effort and higher intention to use the system than users with lower trust propensity,

but this trend was more significant for the Complex Task than the Simple Task. We

argue that, when performing a complex task, users with higher trust propensity are

more likely to take advantage of an effective conversational interaction to indicate

what they like or dislike and obtain system guidance when they get stuck on a task.

However, as shown in our model (Figure 7.3), users with lower trust propensity

benefit less from conversational interaction, which has a strong influence on user

trust (in terms of both perceived conversational interaction and intention to use).

Design Implications: CRS researchers have attempted to improve recommenda-

tion quality and conversation interaction to build user trust in the system. However,

previous studies have not adapted the design of trustworthy CRSs to users’ trust

propensity. The “one size fits all” approach can be flawed because it assumes all

users have the same trust propensity level. Thus, future design of CRSs could also

consider users’ general tendency to trust technology. For example, the system may

help users with lower trust propensity understand more about the system’s ability and

guide them to accomplish simple tasks in the initial period, which would improve

their initial trust in the system’s competence.

Key Finding #3: Users with stronger domain knowledge have a higher inten-

tion to use conversational recommenders and prefer to explore recommendations

by themselves. Our results indicate that users with more domain knowledge (i.e.,

higher musical sophistication in our case) have a higher intention to use the CRS.

Furthermore, users with a higher level of domain knowledge benefit more from the
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conversational interaction with recommendations, because they possess a greater

ability to articulate their preferences than do domain novices [8]. In addition,

system-initiative suggestions are more helpful for users with less domain knowledge

when looking for recommendations. In contrast, domain-knowledgeable users tended

to have a better perception in finding recommendations by themselves, probably

because this type of user desires more control over their decisions [52].

Design Implications: This finding informs that the users’ domain knowledge

level should be taken into account in the design of CRSs, because it influences

users’ intention to use the system as well as their preferred initiative strategies. For

example, the Mixed-Initiative system is more beneficial for novice users as they

may need more suggestions from the system to find recommendations that fit their

interests. In contrast, the User-Initiative system might be sufficient for domain experts

because they often expect higher control over the interaction with the system and to

be interrupted less by the system-initiated guidance.

7.6 Limitations
Before concluding this work, we highlight some limitations of our research. First,

the factors that influence user trust in conversational systems are not limited to

Competence Perception, which was the only dimension investigated in our study.

Anthropomorphism [206], security and privacy [207] are additional relevant dimen-

sions of user trust. However, these dimensions are frequently discussed in the context

of user trust in customer service chatbots and are influenced by additional personal

characteristics, such as affective states [208] and privacy concerns[209]. To avoid

added complexity, our trust model mainly considers the dimension of Competence

Perception of CRSs, namely, perceived recommendation quality, perceived effort,

and perceived conversational interaction. Second, recommender systems are applied

in various domains including media, e-commerce, and healthcare. However, we

conducted our study with a CRS designed only for music recommendations, which
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may limit the generalizability of our findings to other domains. In light of differences

in user involvement levels [34], user trust is more crucial in certain domains, such

as e-commerce and healthcare. Future work will validate our findings in different

application domains. Third, we only considered a text-based CRS for this investiga-

tion, and the results may differ when users interact with a voice-based CRS. Further

studies could investigate whether our results are applicable to the voice-based CRS.

7.7 Summary
In this chapter, we investigated the effects of the three types of factors (user-related,

system-related and context-related) on user trust, grounded on the framework of

Hoff and Bashir’s three-layered trust model [49]. Our study demonstrated the main

effects of user-related factors (personal characteristics) and their interaction effects

with the system-related factor (initiative strategy) and the context-related factor

(task complexity) on user trust in conversational recommender systems (CRSs).

Our findings indicate that trust propensity and domain knowledge directly influence

user trust. Moreover, personal characteristics, like conscientiousness and domain

knowledge, can exert influences on user trust in CRSs with different initiative strategies

(user-initiative and mixed-initiative).

Prior work on user trust toward traditional recommender systems [46], [48]

has highlighted the significance of measuring competence perception based on

recommendation quality, whereas we emphasize the importance of gauging perceived

conversational interaction because it has a stronger influence on user trust in CRSs.

As the initiative strategy influences the way users interact with the CRS, we also

highlight the interaction effects of personal characteristics and initiative strategy

on user trust. Our findings contribute to the research community of Human-AI

interactions [210] and will be of interest to researchers who investigate the role of

personalization in building user trust in conversational AI systems and the impacts of

personal characteristics when developing trustworthy AI systems such as CRSs.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

In this dissertation, we investigated conversational recommender systems from

a human-centered perspective, aiming to better design a useful and trustworthy

conversational recommender system for fulfilling users’ goals. We contributed

with two hierarchical taxonomies for classifying user intents and recommender

actions, respectively. We presented our computational approaches to identifying

users’ intents and satisfaction with conversational recommendations. We designed

and implemented critiquing-based conversational recommender systems featuring

user-initiated critiquing (UC) and two newly-designed system-suggested critiquing

(SC), i.e., Progressive SC and Cascading SC, to aid users’ feedback provision and

support users’ exploration. We conducted two task-oriented user studies to evaluate

our critiquing-based systems in terms of their influences on user experience, including

user perception and user interaction. We also examined the impacts of three types of

factors (i.e., user-related, system-related, and context-related) on user trust toward

conversational recommender systems. Finally, based on our experimental results,

we provided practical implications that can be helpful for the further design of

human-centered conversational recommender systems.
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8.1 Contributions

8.1.1 Taxonomy of User Intents and Recommender Actions

With the purpose of better understanding how users interact with recommenders

through conversations, in Chapter 3, we established two hierarchical taxonomies

for user intents and recommender actions, respectively, by examining a collection

of human-human recommendation dialogues based on grounded theory. Our

dialogue analysis suggests that users frequently give feedback (e.g., express likes or

dislikes, and provide critiques) on the recommended item during the conversation

with recommenders. The human recommenders tend to make recommendations

accompanied by different types of explanations, which can be non-personalized

explanations (i.e., item description), preference-based explanations, and suggestion-

like explanations.

With our established taxonomies, we annotated the collected dialogue data and

created a labeled dataset, named Intent Annotation of Recommendation Dialogue

(IARD) Dataset, which can be a useful resource for researchers who are interested in

conversational recommender systems.

8.1.2 User Intents and Satisfaction Prediction

For a multi-turn conversational recommender system, it is important to identify users’

intents behind their utterances and predict users’ satisfaction with recommendations.

In Chapter 4, we investigated the computational approaches for user intent and

satisfaction prediction and presented our dedicated intent and satisfaction prediction

methods by defining various categories of features relating to content, discourse,

sentiment, and context information of given user utterances. By comparing several

machine learning algorithms, we found that some methods, e.g., XGBoost and

SVM, can achieve outperforming performance with the four feature categories in
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the user intent prediction task. Moreover, context features (e.g., previous dialogue

behavior) are shown to greatly improve the performance regarding both user intents

and satisfaction prediction.

8.1.3 Critiquing-based Conversational Recommender Systems

As inspired by our dialogue analysis, which shows that users tend to provide

various feedback (e.g., critiquing feedback) on the recommendation and some users

may expect to explore something different through conversation, we incorporated

critiquing techniques, including both user-initiated critiquing (UC) and system-

initiated critiquing (SC), into the design of conversational recommender systems.

In Chapter 5, we designed and implemented critiquing-based conversational

recommender systems, for which we particularly proposed two kinds of system-

suggested critiquing (SC) techniques (i.e., Progressive SC and Cascading SC) to aid

users’ feedback provision and support users’ exploration in two different manners.

Progressive SC is preference-oriented, which offers critiques based on users’ provided

feedback and preference captured in the previous interaction, whereas Cascading SC

is diversity-oriented, which offers critiques to guide users to diverse types of items

using a cascading strategy. Our user experiment with regards to music exploration

shows that both two critiquing techniques, i.e., UC and SC, are helpful for users to

explore music, but incorporating Progressive SC or Cascading SC into the system

can better help users explore serendipitous or diverse recommendations.

8.1.4 Task-oriented User Evaluation

In Chapter 6, we further empirically studied user perception of, and user interaction

with our proposed critiquing-based conversational recommender systems with two

task-oriented user studies. In our studies, we focus on two user tasks commonly

occurred in the recommendation context: basic recommendation task (BRT), which

is to find interesting items based on the user’s current preferences, and exploration-
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oriented task (EOT), which is to explore different types of recommendations. Our

experimental results demonstrated the impact of task type on user experience with

the critiquing-based conversational recommenders, e.g., EOT can encourage more

user interaction while BRT can lead to higher user satisfaction. Moreover, the impact

of critiquing techniques on user experience also depends on users’ performed tasks;

critiquing techniques (Progressive SC and Cascading SC) are more likely to influence

users’ perceptions when users perform the exploration-oriented task.

8.1.5 User Trust in Conversational Recommender Systems

Our previous studies and existing research have shown the benefits of conversational

recommender systems, but little is known regarding user trust toward these systems.

User trust is likely to influence users’ intention to use the system and their willingness

to accept the recommendation. In Chapter 7, we investigated the impacts of three

types of factors (i.e., user-related, system-related, and context-related) on user

trust toward conversational recommender systems with different initiative strategies

(i.e., user-initiative and mixed-initiative)., grounded on Hoff and Bashir’s three-

layered trust model. Our user experiment indicated the main impact of user-related

factors, i.e., personal characteristics like trust propensity and domain knowledge.

Moreover, some personal characteristics, like the personality trait conscientiousness

and domain knowledge can interact with the system-related factor (initiative strategy)

and the context-related factor (task complexity) to affect user trust in conversational

recommender systems. These findings can be useful for researchers who are interested

in building trustworthy conversational AI systems by integrating personalization.

8.1.6 Design Implications

Based on our experimental findings from Chapters 5-7, we provide practical implica-

tions for the future design of human-centered conversational recommender systems

in terms of the following three aspects:
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• System Aspects: Critiquing techniques can be incorporated into the design

of conversational recommender systems to support users in providing their

feedback on recommendations and exploring recommendations. User-initiated

critiquing (UC) can enable users to tune recommendations and control the

exploration direction toward their exploration goal, while system-suggested

critiquing (SC) can direct users to explore recommendations especially when

they have no specific goal. Two kinds of SC, Progressive SC and Cascading

SC, can be used for supporting serendipity-oriented exploration and diversity-

oriented exploration, respectively.

• Contextual Characteristics: Contextual characteristics such as task type

should be considered during the design and evaluation of conversational

recommender systems because they can result in different user perceptions and

interaction behaviors. Specifically, effective critiquing techniques are more

important for users in a relatively high demanding task, such as exploring

diverse types of songs, than a less demanding task, such as finding songs

that suit the user’s taste. System-suggested guidance can better enhance user

exploration interaction, which can positively influence user perception and

better help them accomplish exploration tasks.

• Personal Characteristics: Users’ personal characteristics (such as trust

propensity and domain knowledge) highly impact user trust in conversational

recommender systems, which should be taken into account in the future design

of trustworthy conversational recommender systems. To be specific, the

personality trait, conscientiousness, and domain knowledge can affect user trust

in the system with different initiative strategies. Thus, these two characteristics

could be considered in the future design of conversational interaction strategies

to inspire user trust. Moreover, although trust propensity highly affects user

trust, the degree of influence is affected by the task complexity. Based on our

results, for users with lower trust propensity, we suggest that the system may
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help them understand more about the system’s capability and guide them to

do some simple tasks in the initial period, which may gradually improve their

trust.

8.2 Future Research Directions
For the future, we outline three research directions, intending to push forward the

research in designing human-centered conversational recommender systems that are

reliable, understandable, and trustworthy.

8.2.1 Designing Adaptive Interaction for CRSs

Our current studies have shown that personal characteristics and contextual charac-

teristics can influence users’ preference for the supported interaction strategy (e.g.,

initiative strategy or critiquing techniques). Motivated by these findings, we are

interested in improving the design of interaction strategies for making an adaptive

conversational recommender system. The interaction strategy can be adapted to users’

personal characteristics (such as user personality) or their current context (e.g., user

task or user goal). The purpose of the adaptive system is to provide more reliable

assistance for users to find recommendations tailored to her/his current context

and make confident decisions during the conversation with recommenders. For

achieving this aim, future studies include recognizing and predicting users’ personal

characteristics and their context from their interaction behaviors and integrating this

information into the current design of interaction strategies.

8.2.2 Designing Transparency and Explainability of CRSs

Although it is important to improve system capabilities, such as adaption and

personalization, and build user trust with the system, one more essential issue that

has received increasing attention is to avoid blind trust in AI systems, as this may

lead to biased decisions. To mitigate blind trust, one solution is to make the system
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more transparent and explainable, so that users can better understand why and how

the system act in a specific situation, and hence have more control over the system.

Following this direction, in the future, we are also interested in designing transparency

and explainability of CRSs, such as by offering explanations on algorithm design and

the data used, to let the system more understandable, explainable and controllable.

8.2.3 Evaluating User Trust in CRS in High-Stakes Domains

Our current studies have mainly focused on low-stake domains such as music and

movie. In the future, we intend to further investigate the generalizability of our

obtained results by evaluating user trust in conversational recommender systems in

some high-stakes domains such as healthcare and financial products. For high-stake

domains, the influential factors on user trust may be different; for instance, in terms

of users’ personal characteristics, users’ privacy concern may be a critical factor in

user trust in health domains. Additionally, the chatbot’s anthropomorphism [211] and

explanation style [212] can also highly influence user trust during the conversation,

especially when users are making a high-risk decision. Thus, future studies could also

investigate the impact of explanations in the conversational recommender systems in

high-stake domains.
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